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Summary

The spectacular growth in wind power in recent years is excellent news in
the current energy context. The expansion of this type of renewable energy
source worldwide, which has become one of the most reliable forms of alter-
native energy, has brought the total cumulative capacity installed to more
than 591 GW. Within this framework, Spain is positioned second in Europe
and �fth in the world in terms of installed capacity, with nearly 23 GW of
wind power. This situation also explains the new daily record achieved in our
country: 411 GWh were generated by wind power plants on a single day in
December 2019, which represents approximately 50% of the total electricity
consumption on that date.

However, the natural variability of wind, and in general of all renewa-
ble energy resources, brings some uncertainty to current power systems and
a�ects their performance. This situation highlights the need to strengthen
the network, ensuring the quality and continuity of electricity supply, as well
as carefully assessing and quantifying the impact of the penetration of wind
energy in power systems. In this sense, Distribution System Operators (DSO)
and Transmission System Operators (TSO) in each country are the main en-
tities entrusted with the proper operation of the grid and maintenance of its
infrastructures at every level. Conducting dynamic simulations may therefo-
re help DSOs and TSOs to predict the behavior of power systems when an
increasing number of Wind Power Plants (WPP) are integrated. In this sen-
se, the assessment of the behavior of Wind Turbines (WT) and WPPs when
facing grid events, such as loss of generation or voltage dips, is particularly
important.

In this regard, the �rst WT simulation models were developed by WT
manufacturers, and are thus private, complex, very detailed and represent
only one speci�c model of an actual WT. Faced with this situation, the
International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), through Standard IEC
61400-27-1, developed su�ciently generic WT simulation models to repre-
sent the vast majority of actual WT models within the same topology. The-
se publicly available generic models are studied by conducting Root Mean
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Square (RMS) transient stability analyses and may be implemented in any
simulation software tool. Moreover, in order to demonstrate the usefulness,
applicability and accuracy of the generic WT models, the IEC also developed
its own validation methodology.

In this context, and given the lack of scienti�c studies related to the vali-
dation of generic WT models using specialized software tools, the �rst main
objective of the present Doctoral Thesis is the complete implementation,
simulation and validation of the Doubly Fed Induction Generator (DFIG)
WT model de�ned by IEC 61400-27-1 in one of the most powerful software
tools in the �elds of electrical engineering and power systems: DIgSILENT
PowerFactoryTM (PF).

It is to be noted, also, that each country usually has its own technical re-
quirements to be complied with by WPPs connected to the national network.
In Spain, Operation Procedure (PO) 12.3 is the grid code that established
the requirements for fault ride-through capability of WPPs, i.e., the response
that this type of installation must have under voltage dips. In addition, a
speci�c Procedure for Veri�cation, Validation and Certi�cation (PVVC) was
developed, which sets out the guidelines to be followed in order for Spanish
WPPs to ful�ll PO 12.3 requirements. In general, the procedure to certify
a wind power installation following the PVVC involves the validation of the
WT simulation model corresponding to the actual WT model installed at the
WPP. This implies, �rst, conducting di�erent �eld tests on the actual WT,
second, the simulation of the WT model by using the �eld measurements of
those tests, and third, the application of the PVVC validation procedure.

In light of the above, in the same line of generic WT simulation models
and given that these are able to faithfully represent the behavior of most
actual WTs, the second objective of the current Doctoral Thesis is to submit,
for the �rst time, the Type 3 or DFIG WT simulation model de�ned by both
the IEC and the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC) to the
requirements established by a national grid code, Spanish PO 12.3. The
PVVC validation methodology is applied to these generic WT models, and
some modeling modi�cations are proposed to improve their behavior. These
analyses allow, on the one hand, the scope of application of international
IEC and WECC guidelines with regard to the generic WT models to be
expanded, and on the other hand, the limitations of these to be determined.

Currently, another main concern in the wind power industry is that of the
aging of WTs, given that the �rst WPPs were commissioned many years ago.
This situation leads to several negative scenarios, such as long downtimes of
the machines due to the increased number of failures, costly maintenance
operations or low production of energy. Under this framework, and given
that these old WPPs are located at sites with excellent wind resources, one
of the most logical solutions being introduced is the replacement of old WTs
with newer designs, thus allowing a WPP's energy production and power
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performance to be notably increased.
As a consequence, in addition to the dynamic analyses of the WT models

that will be part of a repowered WPP, which will also help the owner make
a decision on the matter, the estimation of the technical and the economic
feasibility of the project plays a key role. However, regarding the latter point,
there is a lack of scienti�c works related to the assessment of real repowering
projects, and thus the third and �nal main objective of the present Doctoral
Thesis consists of conducting a comprehensive techno-economic analysis of a
real repowering experience carried out at the Malpica WPP, located in the
northwest of Spain. Likewise, the pro�tability of the project is estimated,
and the uncertainties a�ecting the performance of the WPP are assessed
using a sensitivity analysis.





Resumen

El espectacular crecimiento experimentado por la energía eólica en los
últimos años es una excelente noticia dentro del contexto energético actual.
El auge de esta fuente de energía renovable, que se ha convertido en una de
las más �ables, ha conseguido que la capacidad total instalada de energía
eólica a nivel mundial sea de más de 591 GW a �nales de 2019. Dentro de
este marco, España se posiciona segunda en Europa y quinta a nivel mundial
en términos de capacidad instalada, con aproximadamente 23 GW. Esta si-
tuación explica, sin duda, el nuevo récord diario alcanzado en nuestro país:
411 GWh fueron generados por instalaciones eólicas en un solo día de diciem-
bre de 2019, lo que representa aproximadamente el 50% de la electricidad
total consumida durante ese día en España.

Sin embargo, la variabilidad natural de los recursos renovables y, en parti-
cular, del viento, introduce cierta incertidumbre y afecta al comportamiento
de los sistemas eléctricos. Esta situación pone de mani�esto la necesidad de
reforzar la red, asegurando en todo momento la calidad y continuidad del
suministro eléctrico, así como de evaluar y cuanti�car de manera minuciosa
el impacto de la penetración de la energía eólica en los sistemas eléctricos de
potencia. En este sentido, los operadores de los sistemas de distribución y
transporte son los principales responsables de la correcta operación de las re-
des y del mantenimiento de sus infraestructuras. Así, con el objetivo principal
de facilitar el trabajo a los operadores de red, se plantea como una herra-
mienta útil la ejecución de análisis de estabilidad transitoria de los sistemas,
de manera que se pueda predecir en cierta medida el comportamiento de los
mismos cuando son integradas nuevas instalaciones eólicas. En particular, se
considera de gran utilidad la evaluación del comportamiento dinámico de los
aerogeneradores y los parques cuando éstos son sometidos a perturbaciones
en la red.

En este sentido, los primeros modelos dinámicos de aerogenerador fueron
desarrollados por diferentes fabricantes, y, por tanto, presentan un carácter
privado, además de ser complejos, muy detallados y representar solamente
un modelo concreto de máquina. Ante esta situación, la Comisión Electro-
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técnica Internacional (en inglés, IEC), a través de la Norma IEC 61400-27-1,
ha desarrollado modelos dinámicos de aerogeneradores lo su�cientemente
genéricos como para representar a la gran mayoría de modelos reales de ae-
rogenerador pertenecientes a una misma tipología. Estos modelos genéricos
se diseñaron para ser estudiados mediante la realización de análisis transi-
torios de valor cuadrático medio (RMS por sus siglas en inglés), y pueden
ser implementados en cualquier software de simulación. Además, la IEC ha
desarrollado también su propia metodología de validación, de manera que
se pueda someter a estudio la utilidad, precisión y aplicabilidad práctica de
estos modelos dinámicos de aerogenerador.

En vista de todo lo anterior, y debido a la falta de contribuciones cien-
tí�cas relacionadas con la validación de modelos genéricos de aerogenerador
empleando herramientas de simulación especializadas, el primer gran obje-
tivo de esta Tesis Doctoral es el de llevar a cabo las tareas de modelado,
simulación dinámica y validación ante huecos de tensión del modelo de aero-
generador doblemente alimentado (en inglés, DFIG) de�nido por la Norma
IEC 61400-27-1, el aerogenerador Tipo 3, en una de las herramientas de
software líderes en el campo de la ingeniería eléctrica y de los sistemas de
potencia: DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM (PF).

Por otro lado, cabe señalar que cada país suele establecer también sus
propios requisitos técnicos a la hora de integrar nuevos parques eólicos den-
tro de su red. En España, el denominado �Procedimiento de Operación 12.3�
(PO 12.3), es el código de red que establece la respuesta que deben ofrecer
las instalaciones eólicas ante la presencia de huecos de tensión. Con el obje-
tivo de cumplir estos requisitos, el código de red español también desarrolló
el documento conocido como �Procedimiento de Veri�cación, Validación y
Certi�cación� (PVVC), donde se detallan las pautas a seguir para cumplir
con las especi�caciones del PO 12.3. De manera general, el procedimiento
de�nido por el PVVC para certi�car una instalación eólica en España im-
plica la validación del modelo de aerogenerador correspondiente al modelo
de máquina real que compone dicha instalación. Esto supone, en primer lu-
gar, la realización de diferentes pruebas de campo en el aerogenerador real.
En segundo lugar, la utilización de las mediciones obtenidas durante dichas
pruebas para ejecutar la simulación del modelo dinámico de aerogenerador,
y, en tercer lugar, la implementación práctica de las medidas y/o cambios
detallados en el PVVC.

Así, en virtud de lo expuesto, y en línea también con el tema de los
modelos genéricos de aerogenerador, el segundo gran objetivo de esta Te-
sis Doctoral es el de someter, por primera vez, el modelo de aerogenerador
Tipo 3 o DFIG desarrollado tanto por la IEC como por el �Western Elec-
tricity Coordinating Council � (WECC, traducido al español como �Consejo
Coordinador de Electricidad Occidental�), a los requisitos establecidos por
un código de red nacional, en concreto el código de red español PO 12.3.
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La metodología de validación desarrollada por el PVVC es aplicada a los
modelos, y se proponen algunas modi�caciones de modelado con el objetivo
de mejorar la respuesta de los mismos y su cumplimiento con el código de
red español. Estos análisis permiten, por un lado, ampliar el ámbito de apli-
cación de las directrices internacionales marcadas por la IEC y por el WECC
en lo que se re�ere a modelos genéricos de simulación de aerogeneradores y,
por otro lado, determinar las limitaciones de los mismos y proponer mejoras.

Finalmente, cabe también señalar que, en la actualidad, otro de los prin-
cipales desafíos de la industria eólica está relacionado con el envejecimiento
de la �ota de aerogeneradores, puesto que las primeras máquinas instaladas
se pusieron en marcha hace ya muchos años. Esta situación da lugar a largos
periodos de inactividad de los aerogeneradores debido a su antigüedad y, por
consiguiente, al aumento del número de fallos, así como a costosas opera-
ciones de mantenimiento y baja producción de energía. En este contexto, y
puesto que los parques eólicos más antiguos están situados en emplazamien-
tos con un recurso eólico excelente, una de las soluciones más e�caces por
las que se opta es la sustitución de los aerogeneradores antiguos por otros de
un diseño más moderno. Es decir, se opta por repotenciar el parque, lo que
permite aumentar de manera considerable su producción de energía y, por
tanto, su rendimiento.

Así, además de la realización de análisis dinámicos de los modelos de
aerogenerador que formarán parte de un determinado parque repotenciado,
los cuales ayudarán también al propietario a tomar una decisión, estimar la
viabilidad técnica y económica del proyecto es fundamental. Sin embargo, en
relación a este último punto, existe una carencia signi�cativa de publicaciones
cientí�cas basadas en la evaluación y análisis de experiencias de repotencia-
ción reales, por lo que el tercer y último gran objetivo de la presente Tesis
Doctoral consiste en la realización de un detallado análisis tecno-económico
de un proyecto de repotenciación real, en concreto el proyecto de repoten-
ciación del parque eólico de Malpica, situado en el noroeste de España. Los
cálculos llevados a cabo han posibilitado la estimación de la rentabilidad
del proyecto, así como de las incertidumbres que pueden afectar al mismo,
evaluadas éstas mediante la realización de un análisis de sensibilidad.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chapter 1 describes the motivation, justi�cation and objectives behind
the present Doctoral Thesis, as well as the thesis outline, which describes the
structure of the document and highlights the most important contributions
of each Chapter.

1.1. Motivation

Wind power is one of the oldest types of energy used by humans. Towards
the 9th century, wind machines were developed in some regions of Asia, in
the territories now occupied by Pakistan, Afghanistan and Iran. However,
the existence of these types of machines in the times of the early Greeks
has not been ruled out [1, 2]. The �rst wind-powered devices were mainly
used for grinding grain and pumping water, and it was not until the end
of the 19th century that the �rst machines using wind to produce electric
power appeared. Denmark, the United States and Scotland pioneered the-
se �rst electricity-generating WTs [3�5]. However, the development of fossil
fuel power stations led to the use of WTs being almost totally abandoned.
Fortunately, this situation later completely changed. In the 1980s, the go-
vernments of di�erent countries began providing incentives to promote the
development of wind power, and the 1990s marked a turning point in the
use of this type of renewable energy source [6].

Today, the context is much more favorable. Since wind energy techno-
logies have improved considerably in recent years, the new wind power ca-
pacity installed in 2018 brought the total cumulative capacity worldwide to
591 GW, with China and the US leading the way. Moreover, the global mar-
ket is expected to install not only 50 GW of onshore wind power per year
until 2023 across di�erent countries, but also to install more and more o�s-
hore WTs in Asia and North America [7]. Within this framework, Europe
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currently has a total installed wind power capacity of 189 GW, with more
than 23 GW installed in Spain, which ranks second, just behind Germany [8].
In terms of electrical demand coverage, wind power in Spain supplied 19%
of the total electricity consumption in 2018 [9]. This considerable increase in
the importance of wind power is not only because of the large capacity ins-
talled, but also because it has become a highly reliable and pro�table source
of energy, contributing to the achievement of sustainable development and
the goals established by the European Union [10].

Nevertheless, it is well known that the energy generated by renewables
�uctuates depending on the natural variability of resources. Wind does not
blow continuously, so it is not always possible to operate the WTs insta-
lled. The opposite situation, i.e., excessive speed of wind, leads to the same
situation. This, together with the fact that the grid has no large electric
storage systems, poses a further problem given the impossibility of adapting
the generation and demand curves at all times. Therefore, on the one hand,
traditional power plants must be ready to cover the energy gaps that may
arise, and on the other hand, it is a fact that �uctuations in the penetration
of wind energy have an impact on the performance of electric power systems.

On the basis of the above considerations, each country has established its
own grid code requirements [11], detailing the speci�cations that WPPs must
comply with when these are installed and connected to the grid, especially
as regards active and reactive power generation and consumption. In this
line, the evaluation of the behavior of WPPs when facing grid events, such
as loss of generation, short-circuits or voltage dips, is also of prime impor-
tance. Within countries, TSOs and DSOs are the main entities responsible
for the proper behavior of the national power system, and hence require the
conduction of transient stability analyses.

For this purpose, dynamic WT and WPP models, which accurately re-
present the behavior of real WTs and WPPs, are required. In such a way,
knowing beforehand how models representing the WTs to be connected to
the grid will behave allows the coordination and operation activities of the
network to be planned by TSOs and DSOs su�ciently in advance, thus im-
proving security and reliability.

Within this context, the IEC and the WECC are particularly important.
These entities, with the objective of unifying and standardizing the behavior
of the main topologies of WTs available in the market, through Standard
IEC 61400-27-1 [12] and the `WECC Second generation of wind turbine
models' [13], published in 2015 and 2014, respectively, developed the so-
called generic or standard WT simulation models, comprising the four main
types of WT technologies: Type 1, with an asynchronous generator directly
connected to the grid; Type 2, with an asynchronous generator equipped
with a variable rotor resistance directly connected to the grid; Type 3, with
a DFIG connected to the grid through a back-to-back power converter; and
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Type 4, with synchronous or asynchronous generators connected to the grid
through a full-scale power converter.

The main goal of the IEC and the WECC was therefore to develop dyna-
mic simulation models, which would be publicly available, relatively simple
and implementable in any simulation software tool, i.e., to develop generic
WT simulation models able to obtain su�ciently accurate responses when
RMS transient stability analyses are conducted. However, there is no doubt
there also exist certain di�erences between the generic models developed by
both entities. While the IEC prioritized the optimization of the behavior of
the simulation models, thereby achieving very similar responses to �eld mea-
surements, the WECC focused on very simpli�ed WT models, thus reducing
the number of parameters required. However, both types of generic models
are able to provide accurate and valuable responses, so that TSOs and DSOs
do not necessarily have to depend on private simulation models, which belong
to WT manufacturers and are very detailed, complex and usually subject to
con�dentiality agreements.

Furthermore, at present, in the wind energy sector, there is another con-
cern relating to the aging of the �eet of WTs, particularly in countries where
a signi�cant number of WPPs have been operating for more than 20 years.
Fig. 1.1 shows, in the case of Spain, the wind power capacity installed that
has been in operation for more than a certain number of years. In such a
context, the old WTs require costly maintenance operations, which involve
long machine downtimes and hence loss of pro�t, and reduced power per-
formance. On the contrary, new WTs present low maintenance requirements
and high e�ciency. It seems therefore that the most logical solution lies in
replacing the old WTs with new ones, particularly given that most of the
old WPPs are located in excellent sites for wind resource exploitation. WPP
owners in this situation have, however, three options: decommissioning the
WPP, extending the useful lifetime of the WTs, or embarking on a complete
repowering project. Therefore, to make a decision on the matter, in addition
to conducting transient stability analyses to forecast the behavior of the new
or improved WTs to be installed, it is necessary to undertake in-depth stu-
dies to assess the pro�tability and technical and economic feasibility of the
di�erent end-of-life strategies available.

1.2. Justi�cation

Most of the publications related to the simulation of WT models under
voltage dip events focus on the validation of very speci�c and detailed ones,
as is explained in Section 2.1.1. Few studies are available on the validation
of generic models, partly because Standard IEC 61400-27-1 was published
in 2015. Moreover, almost all the published IEC-based works use multidis-
ciplinary software tools, mainly MATLAB®/Simulink® (see Section 2.1.1).
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Figure 1.1: Installed Spanish wind capacity older than 15, 20 and 25 years.
Source [14].

Therefore, it is clear that studies involving the validation of IEC generic
models deploying specialized software tools are highly useful, given that the-
se models aim to represent the wide range of actual WTs, within each of
the four main topologies, using only four di�erent simpli�ed WT simulation
models.

It is in this sense that the current Doctoral Thesis addresses the imple-
mentation, simulation and validation, for the �rst time, of the most techno-
logically advanced WT model and the one that presents the largest market
share, the Type 3 or DFIG WT, using one of the leading electric power sys-
tem analysis software tools today: PF. The validation methodology applied
to test the performance of the model, developed by the IEC and currently
under further development for its publication in the �rst edition of Standard
IEC 61400-27-2, is also crucial to analyze the utility and applicability of the
process itself.

Furthermore, one of the premises of the IEC WT generic models is that
they can be implemented in any simulation software tool with the certainty
that the results obtained will be the same [12]. In line with this, and with
the objective of showcasing the use of two di�erent simulation tools and as-
sessing in detail the di�erences in the implementation processes, the current
Doctoral Thesis also compares the simulation results obtained when the IEC
Type 3 WT model is simulated in MATLAB®/Simulink® and DIgSILENT
PowerFactoryTM.

In addition, the scope of the present Doctoral Thesis extends beyond the
simulation and validation of the IEC DFIG WT model and the assessment
of its behavior when di�erent software tools are used. Given that WPPs
are required to be submitted to certain grid code requirements when being
connected to the grid, and given that each country usually has its own requi-
rements, this Doctoral Thesis submits not only the IEC Type 3 WT model,
but also the WECC Type 3 WT model, for the �rst time, to a national
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grid code, the Spanish grid code [11]. The validation criteria speci�cally de-
veloped for this purpose are applied to the generic models when these are
compared with the measurements of an actual WT. This allows the scope
of application of the IEC and the WECC to be extended, their modeling
limitations to be analyzed, and the reasons in the cases of non-compliance
to be assessed. Moreover, modeling modi�cations are proposed to improve
the responses of the models. In this sense, the validation tasks carried out
have been made possible through collaboration with a WT manufacturer.

Finally, the present Doctoral Thesis is intended to complement the tran-
sient stability analyses of WT simulation models to forecast the dynamic
behavior of the new WTs in a repowered WPP. Moreover, it is intended to
cover the lack of studies related to real WPP repowering experiences, since
most of the works base their analyses on hypothetical repowering scenarios
and simulation tasks, as is explained in Section 2.3.1. Hence, because of the
general character of these publications, this Doctoral Thesis conducts a de-
tailed and exhaustive technical, economic and sensitivity analysis of a real
WPP located in the northwest of Spain, the Malpica WPP. This plant was
commissioned in 1997 and the repowering tasks were �nalized in February
2018. The outcomes of this study prove that, even without reliance on public
subsidies, the project yields a pro�t. Moreover, the e�ects of the uncertain-
ties of di�erent variables over the lifetime of the WPP and how they a�ect
the pro�tability and performance of the project are assessed in detail.

1.3. Objectives

On the basis of the background in the �eld of wind power, and in parti-
cular as regards generic WT models and repowering of WPPs, and including
the motivation and justi�cation described above, the speci�c objectives of
the present Doctoral Thesis are as follows:

To implement and validate with �eld data the IEC DFIG WT model
when simulated in one of the leading electric power system analysis
software tools: PF.

To study the compliance of the IEC and WECC Type 3 WT models
with a national grid code requirement, Spanish PO 12.3, proposing
modi�cations to improve their performance.

To implement the IEC Type 3 WT model using two di�erent simula-
tion tools, thus comparing their responses and supporting one of the
assumptions of Standard IEC 61400-27-1, which states that the res-
ponses obtained must be independent of the simulation software used.

To extend the scope of application of Standard IEC 61400-27-1, de-
monstrating its usefulness, reliability and practical applicability.
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To provide feedback on Standard IEC 61400-27-1 and assess the accu-
racy and limitations of the WT models.

To perform a techno-economic analysis of a real wind farm repowering
experience at a WPP located in the Northwest of Spain.

1.4. Thesis Outline

The present Doctoral Thesis is divided into �ve Chapters. In this �rst
Chapter, the importance of wind power in current power systems is high-
lighted, and the topic of generic WT simulation models and national grid
codes requirements is presented. In addition, one of the main concerns of
the wind power industry today, the aging of the �eet of WTs, is detailed. In
short, the motivation, justi�cation and objectives of the research conducted
are described in Chapter 1.

In Chapter 2, the state of the art on the di�erent research lines addressed
in this Doctoral Thesis is described. A review of the main scienti�c contribu-
tions related to the assessment of generic WT models de�ned by Standard
IEC 61400-27-1 is carried out, and the need to conduct the validation of
the generic Type 3 WT model using a specialized software tool is justi�ed.
Moreover, the Spanish grid code, the PO 12.3, and the speci�c procedure
created to comply with its requirements are described, as well as the two
existing procedures to validate a wind power installation in Spain. The need
to carry out techno-economic analyses of repowering projects using real data
from real WPPs is also justi�ed in this Chapter.

Chapter 3 describes the methodology followed to conduct the research
studies that are part of this Doctoral Thesis. The generic Type 3 WT model
is described, and the most important steps regarding the implementation and
simulation of the model in PF are detailed. The IEC validation methodology
and the validation criteria established by Spanish PO 12.3 are then presented,
and the comparison analyses conducted regarding the use of two di�erent
modeling approaches are described. Lastly, the methods used to estimate
the feasibility and pro�tability of the repowering project are detailed.

Chapter 4 addresses the results achieved throughout the development of
this Doctoral Thesis. It presents the �ve scienti�c contributions, published
in indexed journals, which allow this Doctoral Thesis to comply with the
criteria of a thesis dissertation by Compendium of Publications.

Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the most important conclusions drawn
from the research conducted, also enumerating the rest of the scienti�c con-
tributions carried out during the development of this Doctoral Thesis, and
proposing future research works.



Chapter 2

State of the art

This Chapter presents the state of the art on the di�erent topics addres-
sed in the Doctoral Thesis. The process of developing the generic WT models
is discussed, as well as the necessary performance requirements of WTs to
comply with the Spanish grid code. The repowering process of WPPs is also
examined, and �nally, the most signi�cant scienti�c publications related to
these subjects are included.

2.1. Generic WT models

In order to address the problems resulting from the privacy, technical
complexity and speci�city of the WT models belonging to di�erent manufac-
turers, and with the objective of providing an open-access, standard, public
and generic alternative, the IEC developed the so-called generic WT dyna-
mic simulation models to perform transient stability analyses [15], covering
the four main types of WT technologies, listed in Section 1.1. This allows
DSOs and TSOs to not depend on particular WT simulation models and the
behavior of any WT connected to the grid can be uni�ed and standardized.

The generic WT simulation models began to be developed in October
2009, since the IEC had formed a working group with members who had
previous experience in the wind power industry, and the outcomes achieved
were highly positive and meaningful. Manufacturers such as Gamesa (cu-
rrently known as Siemens Gamesa), Senvion or Vestas were part of the deve-
lopment process. The publication of Standard IEC 61400-27-1, in February
2015, included the modeling of the four types of WTs and an overview of
their validation procedure [12]. However, this initial structure of the Stan-
dard, which was supposed to be divided into two parts, one focused on the
generic WT models and their validation procedure (IEC 61400-27-1) and
the other focused on the generic WPP models and their validation proce-

7
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dure (IEC 61400-27-2), was modi�ed because some of the information was
duplicated. The new structure will then bring together both the WT and
WPP simulation models in Standard IEC 61400-27-1 Ed. 2 and their detai-
led validation procedures separately in Standard IEC 61400-27-2 Ed. 1. At
this time, and based on the new structure, the 2nd Edition of IEC 61400-
27-1 and the 1st Edition of IEC 61400-27-2 are under development, and are
expected to be published in 2020.

It should also be noted that the WT models were developed under a series
of assumptions that must be taken into account when conducting dynamic
simulations. The main assumptions are as follows:

The models are intended for fundamental frequency positive sequence
responses.

They are to be used for balanced short-circuits or changes in the refe-
rence values.

The typical time frame for simulation ranges from 10 s to 30 s.

The time steps should be in the range of 10 ms.

The wind speed must be constant during the simulation.

They should �rst be initialized to reach the steady state condition,
using power �ow calculations.

Of the four main existing topologies of WTs, the Type 3 WT model,
which is equipped with a doubly-fed induction generator connected to the
grid through a back-to-back power converter, is the most widely used and
one of the most technically advanced WTs [16]. Thus, it was selected to be
studied in the present Doctoral Thesis. Fig. 2.1 shows the main electrical and
mechanical components of the Type 3 WT. The wind turbine rotor, which
is the low-speed side of the WT, is connected to the induction generator,
that is, to the high-speed side, through a gearbox. The back-to-back power
converter, usually rated from 30% to 40% of the nominal power of the WT,
consists of the generator side converter, the direct current link and the line
side converter, in addition to the direct current capacitor. Moreover, Type
3 WTs usually include a crowbar and/or a chopper protection system. The
di�erences between having or not having these protection mechanisms are
further explained in Section 3.1. The wind turbine terminals are connected
to the network through a transformer, and �nally, a circuit breaker may
disconnect the WT from the grid. At simulation level, the operation of the
dynamic sub-models that form part of the generic Type 3 WT is explained
in detail in Section 3.1.1.
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Figure 2.1: Main electrical and mechanical components of a Type 3 WT.

Finally, it is worth noting that another of the fundamental assumptions
of IEC 61400-27-1 is that the responses of the generic WT models are inde-
pendent of the software used. However, because of the inevitable di�erences
in the implementation processes that must be followed when working with
di�erent simulation tools, there may exist slight deviations between the re-
sults obtained. These deviations may also be attributed to di�erences in the
integration algorithms. Therefore, the complete implementation and simula-
tion of the same IEC WT model using two software tools will allow these
di�erences to be assessed and the root causes that lead to their occurrence
to be analyzed, as will be shown in Section 3.3.

2.1.1. Generic WT models in the scienti�c literature

A look at the scienti�c literature shows that a large number of publi-
cations focus on the validation of very speci�c WT simulation models, i.e.,
on WT models developed by di�erent manufacturers, as explained in [17].
These studies usually compare the �eld measurements of an actual WT with
the simulated responses of its corresponding dynamic model, which is sub-
jected to the same event or grid disturbance as the one measured. These
types of studies are undoubtedly useful because they allow the behavior of
a certain WT model to be determined in advance. For instance, in [18], two
voltage dips were conducted in a 2 MW DFIG WT, comparing its respon-
ses with those of a WT simulation model. [19] analyzed a WT model that
represents the technology of a speci�c vendor, and [20] performed the vali-
dation of a Siemens WT model under di�erent grid faults. In [21], a detailed
DFIG WT model is validated by comparing its simulated responses with the
�eld responses of a 3 MW DFIG WT, and [22], although using PF, conducts
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the simulation of a very speci�c and detailed model of DFIG WT, assessing
di�erent control strategies rather than validating the model. In this sense,
few studies address the validation of simulated responses using �eld mea-
surements of actual WTs. In [23], for instance, a simulated WT model is
validated, although an analytical method, rather than �eld measurements,
is used.

In view of the studies published and the limited information about the
procedures of validation of detailed WT models, as well as the technical
complexity and privacy agreements to which these are usually subjected,
it was necessary to unify and standardize the simulation responses of the
di�erent WT models connected to the grid through the development of a
public, international standard, IEC 61400-27-1.

Since the publication of IEC 61400-27-1 in February 2015, few studies
have, however, presented IEC-based WT models validated with �eld measu-
rements of actual WTs. Moreover, the vast majority of studies employ mul-
tidisciplinary software tools, mainly MATLAB®/Simulink®. Works such
as [24] analyzed the operation of the active and reactive control systems
of a generic Type 3 WT model in MATLAB®/Simulink®. Also using this
software, [25] analyzed the transient response under voltage dips of an IEC
Type 3 WT model, and [26] performed the validation of a generic Type 4
WT model. Finally, [27, 28], also using this software tool, performed the
validation of a generic Type 3 WT and a generic Type 3A, 3B and 4A WT
models, respectively.

There is, therefore, a lack of scienti�c publications related to the valida-
tion of generic WT models, particularly when it comes to using specialized
power system simulation software tools, which allow larger and more complex
actual power systems to be simulated. Indeed, the use of more specialized
software tools and Standard IEC 61400-27-1 models is only found in two
publications [29, 30]. However, [29] focuses on the responses of a generic Ty-
pe 3 WT model with power factor controller at plant level during changes
in the reference values, and not during voltage dips, while [30] performs a
compatibility analysis between the generic IEC and WECC WT models, ad-
dressing the common parts and the discrepancies. Thus, given the above, the
present Doctoral Thesis addresses the complete implementation, simulation
and validation under voltage dips of the IEC Type 3 WT model in one of
today's leading power system software tools: PF.

2.2. Spanish grid code: Operation Procedure 12.3

The assessment and ful�llment of the validation criteria established by
Standard IEC 61400-27-1 is necessary to demonstrate the usefulness and
applicability of the generic WT simulation models, thus proving they are able
to faithfully represent the behavior of actual WTs. However, it is not enough
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for actual WTs and WPPs to comply with the IEC validation guidelines,
since each country usually has its own technical requirements that must
be complied with when new wind power installations are connected to the
grid [31].

In the particular case of Spain, the Spanish Grid Code developed what is
known as PO 12.3 for fault ride-through capability of WPPs, which details
the response WPPs must have under voltage dips. In addition, a procedu-
re was developed speci�cally to comply with the Spanish grid code requi-
rements, the PVVC. The PVVC provides the guidelines to carry out the
necessary technical adjustments in order for Spanish WPPs to comply with
PO 12.3. Moreover, after the implementation of the required changes, the
responses of the WPPs must be assessed quantitatively by applying the va-
lidation criteria developed in the PVVC, described in detail in Section 3.2.
The entire process is known as the certi�cation of a wind power installation.

A working group formed by WT manufacturers, certi�cation entities,
laboratories, WPP owners and Red Eléctrica de España, which is the Spanish
TSO, was created to elaborate the PVVC. This working group was then set
up as the technical committee responsible for ensuring the compliance of
Spanish WPPs with the Spanish grid code.

The PVVC has changed over the years, resulting in di�erent editions
of the document [32]. The main di�erence between later and older editions
lies in the modeling of the voltage dip measured in the actual WT. While
older PVVC editions required the simulation of the network and the physical
test bench, later editions require a voltage-dependent source, setting the
voltage dip series of data measured as the input signal to this voltage source.
Moreover, when applying the validation criteria following the requirements
of older editions of the PVVC, the power and/or current value measured in
the actual WT was established as the reference power and/or current set
point in the simulation WT model. However, the latest editions establish
that the rated values set when conducting the �eld tests must also be the
values set in the simulation WT model, even if these di�er slightly from the
measured ones.

The latest edition of the PVVC was released in September 2018 [11].
It establishes that two veri�cations must be complied with by wind po-
wer installations: i) WPPs must remain connected at the Point of Common
Coupling (PCC) during voltage dips, ii) at the PCC, active and reactive
power consumption in case of faults must be lower or equal to the levels spe-
ci�ed in PO 12.3. Furthermore, there are two procedures to certify a wind
power installation according to the PVVC [11]:

Particular procedure. In this case, the individual WTs composing the
WPP must be certi�ed and comply with PO 12.3. These WTs then
become `Type Wind Turbines' because they have an accredited report
and meet certain technical conditions. The WPP, composed of `Ty-
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pe' WTs, can therefore be directly certi�ed without further �eld tests
required.

General procedure. This procedure consists of individually validating
the WTs and then simulating and certifying the complete WPP by
using these validated WT models.

In some cases, problems in adapting the existing WPPs in Spain to the
PO 12.3 were reported [33]. These di�culties were mainly associated with
WTs that were less than 500 kW rated power, given the insu�cient space in
the electric generator to implement a Flexible Alternating Current Transmis-
sion (FACT) system, which was the most common technical solution. In this
regard, old WTs and singular prototypes of WTs also gave rise to di�culties,
and thus it was decided to consider these outside the scope of PO 12.3.

2.2.1. Spanish grid code in the scienti�c literature

Few published works focus on the submission of WT and WPP models
to the Spanish PO 12.3, and to the best of this author's knowledge, there are
no studies in the literature on the submission of generic WT models to the
requirements established by a national grid code. [34] analyzes the complian-
ce of an actual WPP composed of Gamesa G52 WTs, following the PVVC
and submitting the entire installation to the certi�cation procedure. In [32],
di�erent voltage dips are applied to a single Gamesa G52 WT, analyzing
its compliance with the Spanish grid code. Finally, [35] studies the response
of a simpli�ed mechanical model when submitted to the fault-ride though
capability requirements established by the Spanish PO 12.3.

As shown above, there are already several scienti�c contributions related
to the submission of actual wind power installations to Spanish PO 12.3
following the PVVC guidelines. Therefore, the current Doctoral Thesis seeks
to go further, bringing a new perspective, adding a new functionality and
expanding the use and scope of application of Standard IEC 61400-27-1 and
`WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models' by submitting both the
IEC and the WECC Type 3 WT simulation models to the Spanish PO 12.3.
In line with this, the Doctoral Thesis examines to what extent these generic
WT models are able to comply with the validation criteria of a national grid
code, determining their limitations and proposing modeling modi�cations to
improve the non-compliance situations.

2.3. Repowering of WPPs

WTs that have been in operation for many years require costly mainte-
nance operations and present low power performance. Moreover, the oldest
WPPs are reaching the end of their expected lifetimes, which is 20 years
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according to IEC 61400-1 [36]. Meanwhile, new WT designs present lower
maintenance requirements and high power performance [37]. Faced with this
situation, WPP owners essentially have three options [38]: dismantling the
old WTs, extending the useful lifetime of the WTs or repowering the whole
WPP.

On the one hand, the main techniques used to extend the lifetime of a
WT are based on replacing some of the WT's old components with newer
ones or optimizing the WTs electronics, both with the ultimate objective of
achieving better utilization of wind resources. On the other hand, repowering
a WPP involves replacing the old WTs with new ones that are of greater
size and power, thus increasing the energy production of the wind power
installation and improving its global e�ciency.

In Spain, the repowering of WPPs has become a priority in many cases,
since a large number of installations were commissioned more than 20 years
ago. In Section 1.1, Fig. 1.1 presents, in the case of Spain, the wind power
capacity operation for more than 15, 20 and 25 years. This graphic also
shows that approximately 10 GW of the Spanish wind power capacity will
have been in operation more than 15 years by 2020. Moreover, forecasts show
that half of the existing capacity in the European Union by 2030 will have
reached the end of its lifetime before that year [39]. This scenario, together
with the fact that the old WPPs are located in excellent sites for wind
resource exploitation, makes repowering WPPs a focus area for the wind
power industry.

2.3.1. Repowering of WPPs in the scienti�c literature

A number of technical, economic and legal aspects are considered in seve-
ral general studies involving repowering tasks in WPPs, while various other
analyses address di�erent repowering alternatives in onshore WPPs. For ins-
tance, [40] provides an overview of di�erent design options for repowering
onshore WPPs, analyzing the advantages and drawbacks of these options.
Nine repowering alternatives are provided by two di�erent study methods
considered in [41], determining the costs and feasibility of these alternatives.
Reports such as [38], elaborated by the National Renewable Energy Labora-
tory (NREL) of the US, calculated the age at which it is viable to repower a
WPP. Another noteworthy contribution is found in [37], in which the Spa-
nish repowering market is estimated by analyzing the WPPs installed in
Spain from 1998 to 2012, while the repowering potential of other countries
is analyzed in works such as [42]. Regarding more speci�c studies, [43] consi-
ders two WPPs located in Galicia (Spain) and evaluates di�erent repowering
approaches for these WPPs, while [44] designs a general method for assessing
the repowering potential of WPPs through the analysis of a speci�c installa-
tion located in India. Finally, [45] considers the Buenavista WPP in Cádiz
(Spain) in order to assess di�erent repowering alternatives.
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Most of the scienti�c contributions published on the repowering of WPPs
are based on hypothetical scenarios, but in some cases, an actual WPP is
selected as the basis for the technical and economic calculations. In these
studies, simulation tasks or estimations on the repowering market based
on the analyses of energy policies in certain regions are sometimes carried
out, as in the case of [46]. However, the general character of these studies
makes it necessary to conduct a more detailed analysis including realistic
technical and economic calculations that allow the viability and feasibility of
an actual WPP repowering project to be estimated, thus �lling the research
gap concerning the assessing of real repowering experiences.

In this regard, and beyond the studies published on this topic, a number
of real repowering projects conducted in di�erent countries in recent years are
shown in Table 2.1. The name of the wind power installation, the location,
the commissioning and repowering years, as well as the total power capacity
installed before and after the repowering process are included in Table 2.1.
As can also be observed, the number of WTs installed after the WPP is
repowered is reduced signi�cantly in all cases, although the total capacity
installed remains the same or increases.

Therefore, in light of the above, the present Doctoral Thesis analyzes,
from a technical and economic perspective, the repowering process of a WPP
located in the northwest of Spain, the Malpica WPP, the repowering tasks
of which �nalized in 2018. Moreover, the pro�tability of the project is esti-
mated, and a sensitivity analysis is also carried out, allowing the e�ects of
the uncertainties that impact the project's performance and pro�tability to
be assessed and quanti�ed.

2.4. Summary of the state of the art and discussion

Given the expansion of wind power around the world and its increasing
penetration in current power systems, the proper integration of this rene-
wable energy source into the grid gives rise to as a new challenge, mainly
for DSOs and TSOs. Standard IEC 61400-27-1 aims to deal with this is-
sue by de�ning the so-called generic or standard WT simulation models.
Noteworthy contributions on this topic, such as [25, 26], address the simu-
lation of generic WT models using multidisciplinary software tools, mainly
MATLAB®/Simulink®. However, there is a lack of scienti�c studies not
only related to the use of specialized power system software tools, but also
related to the validation of these generic WT models with �eld measurements
of actual WTs. Therefore, the present Doctoral Thesis addresses the com-
plete implementation process, simulation and validation of the DFIG Type 3
WT model developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1, using one of the leading
power system software tools in the �eld of electrical engineering: PF.

Within this context, one of the assumptions of Standard IEC 61400-27-
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WPP Country
Comm.
Year

Rep.
Year

Old WPP Repowered WPP

WTs No. & Model WT Power WTs No. & Model WT Power

Los Valles Spain 1996 2007

42
AWP-56

100 kW
9 G52 850 kW

6 MADE
E-23

180 kW

Parque
Eólico del

Sur
(PESUR)

Spain 1992 2008
150 AWP 100 kW

21 E-70 2 MW
34 AE-20 150 kW

Energía
Eólica del
Estrecho
(EEE)

Spain 1992 2008

50 ECO
20/150

150 kW
16 E-70 2 MW

16 AE-20 150 kW

Nørrekær
Enge

Denmark 1990 2009 77 -
17 MW
(total)

13 SWT-
2.3-93

2.30 MW

Delabole
United
Kingdom

1991 2011 10 WD34 400 kW 4 E-70 2.3 MW

Coimbatore India 1995 2011

29 BHEL
Nordex

300 kW
15 G58 850 kW

2 BHEL
Nordex

500 kW

Carland
Cross

United
Kingdom

1992 2013 15 WD24 400 kW 10 G80 2 MW

Bassens I Germany 1997 2013
34 Bonus
600/44

600 kW
10 SWT-
3.0-113

3 MW

Cabo
Vilano

Spain
1991-
1992

2016

1 V20
1 V25

100 kW
200 kW

2 V90 3 MW
20 MADE 180 kW

Altenbruch
I

Germany 1998 2016 16 N60 1.30 MW 9 N117 3 MW

Punta
Gaviota

Spain 2000 2017 -
11 ECO

44
630 kW 3 E-70 2.30 MW

Tauern -
windpark

Austria
2002-
2004

2019 13 V66 1.75 MW 9 V112 3.45 MW

El Cabrito Spain 1992 2018
90 Kenne-
tech 33
M-VS

410 kW

8
N100/3000

3 MW

4
AW70/1500

1.5 MW

Table 2.1: Repowering projects conducted in di�erent WPPs [14].

1 states that the performance of the WT models are independent of the
simulation tool used. Therefore, aiming to provide feedback on the stan-
dard with regard to this premise, a further objective pursued by the pre-
sent Doctoral Thesis is an in-depth analysis of the root causes that lead
to the slight di�erences obtained in the simulated responses when using the
two aforementioned software tools: MATLAB®/Simulink® and DIgSILENT
PowerFactoryTM.

Furthermore, aiming to extend the use and scope of application of Stan-
dard IEC 61400-27-1, as well as analyze its limitations and propose modeling
changes with the objective of improving the responses of the WTs, the cu-
rrent Doctoral Thesis submits, for the �rst time, the generic Type 3 WT
model to the requirements established by a national grid code, the Spanish
PO 12.3. Moreover, as a complementary work, these same requirements are
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applied to the Type 3 WT model developed by the `WECC Second Genera-
tion of Wind Turbine Models'.

Finally, with the goal of carrying out comprehensive analyses on the com-
plete repowering processes of WPPs, besides conducting dynamic simulations
of the WT models that form part of them, it is also necessary to assess the
technical and economic viability of such repowering projects. In this sense,
unlike other works based on hypothetical repowering scenarios [40, 41], or as-
sessment and estimation of repowering markets in di�erent countries [37, 46],
the present Doctoral Thesis performs a techno-economic analysis of a real
WPP repowering project, the Malpica WPP, located in Galicia (Spain). The
pro�tability of the project is evaluated, and a sensitivity analysis is con-
ducted that allows the uncertainties over the lifetime of the project to be
assessed.

The results of all the work conducted are shown in the scienti�c contri-
butions attached in Chapter 4, and the methodology followed is extensively
explained in Chapter 3.



Chapter 3

Methodology

The present Chapter describes in detail the methodology applied in the
di�erent studies that comprise this Doctoral Thesis. Firstly, the generic IEC
Type 3 WT model is de�ned from a modeling perspective, describing the
steps followed to implement and simulate it in PF, and detailing the valida-
tion methodology applied. Secondly, a review of the validation methodology
de�ned by the Spanish grid code is conducted. Thirdly, the issue of the
performance of the generic Type 3 WT model under di�erent modeling ap-
proaches is presented, and �nally, the technical and economic methods used
to assess the feasibility and pro�tability of the real WPP repowering project
analyzed are described.

3.1. IEC Type 3 WT model

Section 2.1 described the process of the development of generic WT si-
mulation models, undertaking also an overview of the main assumptions to
which they are subjected, and more speci�cally, the DFIGWT model de�ned
by IEC 61400-27-1 was discussed from a technical perspective. However, the
present Section focuses on this generic WT model at modeling and simula-
tion level, in addition to presenting the speci�c dynamic simulation language
included in PF.

In this respect, it should �rst be noted that IEC 61400-27-1 distinguishes
two types of generic Type 3 WT models, depending on the generator system
modeled: Type 3A WT and Type 3B WT.

Type 3A WTs, in which the generator model does not include the
crowbar protection system.

Type 3B WTs, in which the generator model includes a crowbar pro-
tection system, the behavior of which, at simulation level, is explained

17
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in Section 3.1.1. This system short-circuits the rotor terminals for a
certain period of time, behaving during this time as a squirrel cage in-
duction generator and protecting the rotor side converter against high
induced currents during voltage dips [47, 48].

In this sense, as was mentioned in Section 2.1, and depending on the
strategy used by WT manufacturers to tackle voltage disturbances [27], the
back-to-back power converter of both Type 3A and Type 3B WTs may also
include a chopper protection system deployed to absorb high currents during
voltage dips, thus avoiding WT disconnection due to faults.

In the present Doctoral Thesis, since the �eld measurements provided
by the WT manufacturer used to conduct the validation tasks correspond
to an actual DFIG WT model that includes a crowbar protection system,
the WT implemented and simulated is the generic IEC Type 3B WT model,
hereinafter referred to as Type 3 WT.

According to IEC 61400-27-1, six main dynamic models make up the mo-
dular structure of the generic Type 3WT [12], shown in Fig. 3.1: Pitch control
model, Aerodynamic model, Mechanical model, Generator system model, Ge-
nerator control model and Electrical system model. The Generator control
model is, in turn, composed of four dynamic control sub-models: active po-
wer control model (P control model), reactive power control model (Q control
model), reactive power limitation model (Q limitation model) and Current
limitation model.

3.1.1. Implementation of the generic Type 3 WT model in

DIgSILENT-PowerFactory

PF has an extensive library that includes a large number of electrical
devices, from cables, transformers and generators, to complete battery and
solar photovoltaic systems [49]. Moreover, this software allows load �ow,
power quality and quasi-dynamic analyses to be conducted, among others. In
this sense, since the generic WT dynamic models were speci�cally developed
to be studied under RMS transient stability analyses, the type of simulation
conducted in PF is the simulation of RMS or Electromagnetic Transients
(EMT), which appears in the software as �Simulation RMS/EMT�.

When conducting RMS simulations in PF, the dynamic control models
to be simulated must be linked to at least one electrical device from those
available in the software's library. The dynamic control models can also be
obtained from the library or can be de�ned by the user by employing the
dynamic simulation language originally developed by PF, the DIgSILENT
Simulation Language (DSL). In the present case, the DSL is used to imple-
ment all the control models that de�ne the generic IEC Type 3 WT.

As is explained in [17], the DSL is a PF feature that connects, via control
signals, the electrical devices of a power system with their control devices,
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Figure 3.1: Modular structure of the generic IEC Type 3 WT, adapted
from [12].

and is a language following a hierarchical structure [49, 50]. Thus, following
the implementation procedure of dynamic control models in PF using DSL,
each block (limiters, integrators, gains, delays...) and signal that are part
of each sub-model within the modular structure of the generic Type 3 WT,
shown in Fig. 3.1, were implemented in PF.

As a result, two main types of elements were obtained. On the one hand,
the composite frame, which is the PF equivalent of the modular structure
shown in Fig. 3.1, and on the other hand, the model de�nitions, correspon-
ding to each of the individual control models within the composite frame.
Fig. 3.2 shows the composite frame of the generic IEC Type 3 WT model
implemented in PF.

Before describing in detail the operation of each dynamic control sub-
model (or model de�nition) composing the generic Type 3 WT, it is worth
mentioning that, as stated above, every system modeled and intended for
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Figure 3.2: Composite frame of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented
in PF [17].

dynamic simulation in PF must be associated with at least one electrical
device. In the case of the IEC Type 3 WT model, the electrical device used
is a current source [49], which appears as a sub-model called AC Current
Source at the top of Fig. 3.2. This serves as an interface between the WT and
the external network. Indeed, the current source implemented, together with
other auxiliary and electrical devices required and listed below, constitute
the sub-model known as the Electrical system model, shown in Fig. 3.1.

In addition to the AC Current Source, and according to Fig. 3.2, the test
network implemented in PF is also composed of a voltage source (AC Voltage
Source) and power and voltage measurement devices (P Measurement Device
and Voltage Measurement Device). Moreover, a block called Voltage Dip
Measurement File, also shown in Fig. 3.2, was implemented to carry out the
simulations. Through this block, a data �le containing the information on
the voltage dip to be simulated is entered as input to the voltage source,
thus forcing the power system modeled to behave following the voltage dip
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pro�le read by the voltage source. This method is called play-back validation
approach, and is described in greater detail in Section 3.1.2.

Fig. 3.3 shows the test network implemented, in addition to a schematic
representation of how the dynamic models and the electrical devices are
related. Indeed, by implementing all these control models and relating them
to the AC Current Source, the whole system behaves like a Type 3 WT.
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Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the relationship between the control
models and the test network implemented in PF [17].

The operation of the dynamic models is brie�y described below, sho-
wing graphically those that were not included in the work previously publis-
hed [17]. The names of the signals appearing in the text were used in PF
and are shown in Fig. 3.2 and listed in the �Nomenclature� Section, within
Section 5.3.

Aerodynamic Model .

The Aerodynamic Model used by the generic IEC Type 3 WT is the
one-dimensional model [51]. This model neglects the e�ects of the rotor
speed but considers the pitch angle of the blades. Based on Fig. 3.4,
Eq. (3.1) de�nes the relationship between the variables involved in the
operation of the Aerodynamic Model. The output aerodynamic power
(p_aero) depends on the wind speed (p_init, set by the user as cons-
tant), the pitch angle (Pitch), which de�nes the position of the WT
blades, the initial value of the pitch angle (Pitch_wo), and an ae-
rodynamic gain de�ned as K_a. The model calculates at all times the
aerodynamic power required to ultimately generate the injection of ac-
tive power equal to the set active power reference (pWTref). Thus,
the higher the value of the Pitch angle of the blades, the lower is the
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aerodynamic power transmitted.

p_aero = p_init−K_a · Pitch · (Pitch− Pitch_wo) (3.1)

Figure 3.4: Aerodynamic model of the generic Type 3 WT implemented in
PF.

Pitch Control Model .

The Pitch Control Model [25, 52], the structure of which is shown
in [17], calculates the value of the Pitch angle required to adjust the
di�erence between the rotational speed of the WT rotor (wWTR), and
the reference rotational speed (wref) provided by the active power con-
trol model, as well as between the active power reference (pWTref),
which is the active power de�ned by the user, and the power order
(pord), calculated by the active power control model. The Pitch an-
gle is estimated to reach pWTref , set by the user. The Pitch Control
Model also avoids the rotor speed to be suddenly accelerated/decelera-
ted through the modeling of two Proportional Integral (PI) controllers.
These controllers avoid the output signal becoming unstable when the
Pitch angle reaches very low or very high values.

Mechanical Model .

The two-massMechanical Model implemented, shown in Fig. 3.5, repre-
sents the low and the high speed shafts of the WT, i.e., the WT rotor
and the electrical generator sides, modeled through their inertial cons-
tants, H_WTR and H_gen, respectively. The interaction between
both sides, i.e., the drive train, is simulated as a spring and a damper,
modeled through their sti�ness and damping coe�cients, K_drt and
C_drt, respectively. The equations that de�ne the operation of the
two-mass Mechanical Model are well known and can be consulted in
[17, 53].

P Control Model .

The Torque PI is the most important part within the P Control Mo-
del. Both structures are shown in [17]. The Torque PI calculates the
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Figure 3.5: Mechanical model of the generic Type 3 WT implemented in PF.

torque value required to correct the di�erence between the generator
rotational speed (wgen), and wref . wref depends on the active power
measured, and is provided by a lookup table. pWTref and wWTR
are used to calculate the maximum value of torque allowed in each
moment. Finally, the torque value provided by the Torque PI is used
to calculate pord, and together with the voltage signal (u), to calculate
also the active current command (ipcmd), which serves as input to the
Generator System Model.

Q Control Model .

The reactive power control model or Q Control Model, shown in [17],
controls the injection and consumption of reactive power through the
calculation of the reactive current command (iqcmd). Operating under
the reactive power control mode [12], the reactive power reference value
(xWTref) is set by the user, i.e., the user is able to choose the value
of reactive power to be injected by the WT. The under-voltage ride
through �ag (FUV RT ), is another important output signal from the
Q Control Model. FUV RT modi�es the iqcmd output value according
to the operation stage of the WT: normal, fault or post-fault operation.

Q Limitation Model .

The maximum and minimum reactive power allowed by the WT at
the WT terminals (qWTmax and qWTmin, respectively), which are
dynamic values because they change over time, are provided by the
Q Limitation Model and serve as inputs to the Q Control Model. The
diagram of the Q Limitation Model is shown in [17].
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Current Limitation Model .

The maximum value of active current allowed (ipmax), as well as the
maximum and minimum values of reactive current (iqmax and iqmin,
respectively), are provided by the Current Limitation Model, shown in
Fig. 3.6. ipmax serves as input to both the P Control Model and the
Generator System Model, while iqmax and iqmin are inputs to the
Generator System Model.
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Figure 3.6: Current limitation model of the generic Type 3 WT implemented
in PF.

Generator System .

The Reference Frame Rotation and the crowbar system [48, 54], are
the main sub-models within the Generator System, shown in [17]. The
crowbar system, the operation of which was described in Section 3.1,
is modeled through a set of blocks that multiply by zero the active
and reactive power commands (ipcmd and iqcmd, respectively), when
a voltage dip of a certain depth occurs, i.e., when the measured value of
the voltage is below a speci�c threshold. The Reference Frame Rotation
performs the coordination between the current phase and the phase
of the measured voltage, and provides the �nal values of active and
reactive current (or real and imaginary components of the current, iRe
and iIm, respectively), that will be injected into the grid through the
current source. The structure of the Generator System is shown in [17].

Conversion System .

The output signals from the Generator System, which was described
above, are expressed in rectangular coordinates. However, the input
signals required by the AC Current Source (see Fig. 3.2) and used to
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interface the WT with the network must be expressed in polar coor-
dinates (magnitude and phase of the current). Thus, a user-de�ned
Conversion System, which appears at the top of Fig. 3.2, was desig-
ned to perform the conversion of the current signals. Its operation is
described below:

A total of six input signals (currents and angles) are required by the
current source included in PF [49]: I_A, I_B, I_C,ϕA, ϕB and ϕC ,
corresponding to each of the three phases. However, because generic
WT models are focused on the analysis of positive-sequence balanced
power systems, the magnitude of the three components of the current
is equal, and the angles are shifted 120◦ from each other. Therefore,
knowing that the angle of phase A is the sum of a user-de�ned angle
(dphii) and phii, which is an angle set to zero because there are no
frequency changes during the simulation [55], only I_A and dphiimust
be calculated. I_A and dphii will therefore correspond to the current
values calculated by the Generator System once they are converted to
polar coordinates. Eq. (3.2)-(3.6) de�ne the relationships between all
the signals listed above.

I_A = I_B = I_C (3.2)

phii = 0 (3.3)

ϕA = phii+ dphii = dphii (3.4)

ϕB = ϕA − 120◦ = dphii− 120◦ (3.5)

ϕC = ϕA + 120◦ = dphii+ 120◦ (3.6)

After the implementation of all the dynamic models that form part of
the WT model, and before starting the simulation, the initial conditions of
the power system must be set to avoid �ctitious electrical transients during
the simulation [56]. The electrical devices of the power system must �rst be
initialized by performing a load �ow calculation, which provides the steady-
state condition of the power system. In this way, the output signals from the
electrical devices are automatically calculated by providing them with the
required input parameters. Subsequently, the dynamic models implemented
using DSL must be initialized in a sequential manner, following two steps:

1. Setting to zero the derivatives of all states variables within a model.
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2. De�ning the unknown signals of each model based on the known va-
riables and signals of the rest of the models.

As an example, Fig. 3.7 and 3.8 show the equations that de�ne the initial
conditions of theMechanical Model and the Aerodynamic Model, respectively,
in addition to the de�nition of the name and the units of the parameters that
are part of these dynamic models.

! ### Definition of Parameters and Initial Conditions of the Two-Mass Mechanical Model
###
vardef(H_WTR) = 's';'Inertia constant of WT rotor' !Definition of Parameters
vardef(H_gen) = 's';'Inertia constant of electrical generator'
vardef(K_drt) = 'p.u.';'Drive train stiffness coefficient'
vardef(C_drt) = 'p.u.';'Drive train damping coefficient'

inc(wWTR) = wgen !Initial Condition of Unknown Output Signal

inc(x) = wWTR !Initial Conditions of State Variables
inc(x1) = wgen
inc(x2) = (pWTCfilt/wgen)

Figure 3.7: Setting of initial conditions in the mechanical model.

! ### Definition of Parameters and Initial Conditions of the Aerodynamic Model ###

vardef(Pitch_wo) = 'deg';'Initial pitch angle' !Definition of Parameters
vardef(K_a) = '-';'Aerodynamic gain'

inc(p_aero) = 1 !Initial Conditions of Unknown Signals
inc(p_init) = 1
inc(Pitch) = sqrt((p_init-p_aero)/K_a)

Figure 3.8: Setting of initial conditions in the aerodynamic model.

In order to explain the initialization of these two dynamic models, and
according to their input and output signals, shown in Fig. 3.2, three consi-
derations must be taken into account:

1. Under steady-state conditions, the mechanical torque and the electro-
magnetic torque are equal, since the WT operates at constant speed.

2. The initial wind power (p_init) is set by the user within the Aerodyna-
mic Model as constant and equal to 1 pu, inc(p_init) = 1, see Fig. 3.8.

3. TheWT is considered to be operating at full load conditions. Therefore,
the active power reference established by the user (pWTref ), i.e., the
active power that the WT should inject into the grid, is set as 1 pu
during the initialization in both the Pitch Control Model and the P
Control Model, inc(pWTref) = 1.

Therefore, based on the previous assumptions and the structure of the
Mechanical Model, shown in Fig. 3.5, the WT rotor rotational speed (wWTR)
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is equal to the generator rotational speed (wgen), and, consequently, the
initial condition �inc(wWTR)=wgen� is set, see Fig. 3.7.

wgen is de�ned within the P Control Model as inc(wgen) = wref, i.e.,
wgen is equal to the reference rotational speed (wref ), provided by a lookup
table based on the �ltered active power measured (pWTC�lt). pWTC�lt is,
in turn, initialized within the Filter model as inc(pWTC�lt) = p. Measured
active power p is directly provided by the load �ow calculation and has a
value of 1 pu, i.e., p is determined by establishing the initial steady-state
condition of the electrical devices that are part of the power system.

On the basis of the above, for input values of pWTC�lt near 1 pu, the
lookup table within the P Control Model also sets a value of 1 pu as output,
i.e., wref is equal to 1 pu, and this initial condition is de�ned within the P
Control Model as inc(wref) = 1.

On the other hand, the initial condition of the aerodynamic power (p_aero)
is also set as 1 pu (inc(p_aero) = 1 ). Finally, knowing that the value of the
initial pith angle (Pitch_wo) has a value of 0, the Pitch angle signal is
de�ned, according to Fig. 3.4 and Eq. (3.1), as inc(Pitch) = sqrt((p_init-
p_aero)/K_a). These initial conditions are shown in Fig. 3.8.

3.1.2. Validation methodology developed by Standard IEC

61400-27-1

There are two main scenarios in which the validation methodology de-
�ned by IEC 61400-27-1 can be applied. On the one hand, under voltage
dips, which are reductions in RMS voltage between 10% and 90% lasting
up to 1 min [27], and, on the other, under changes in the active and reactive
power reference values. In both cases, �eld measurements from an actual
WT are needed, which is done by conducting the tests desired in the actual
WT [12] Once the tests have been performed, the fundamental frequency po-
sitive sequence components of the voltage and the active and reactive power
responses must be calculated [57, 58].

Nevertheless, since one of the most critical situations faced by WTs is
that of voltage dips, the present Doctoral Thesis focuses on the assessment
of the responses of generic WT dynamic models under this type of grid
disturbance. To carry out this task, after the steps listed in the previous
paragraph, the same voltage dip as that conducted in the actual WT must
be reproduced in the generic WT simulation model. How the voltage dip
is replicated in the WT model depends on the type of validation approach,
play-back or full system [28]:

Play-back approach. This consists of connecting a voltage-dependent
source to the WT dynamic model. The input signal to this source will
be the voltage dip signal measured. This ensures that exactly the same
voltage dip conducted at the actual WT is played back in the generic
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WT model.

Full-system approach. This consists of fully implementing and simu-
lating the physical test bench used to conduct the �eld tests along
with the WT dynamic model. In this case, the dip and duration of
the voltage dip measured are achieved by setting the proper values to
the resistance and reactance parameters that de�ne the voltage dip.
The main drawback of this approach is that additional uncertainties
originating from the modeled equipment may be generated, and less
accurate results may be obtained.

Once the approach has been applied to the generic WT model, the vol-
tage dip has been measured and the simulated responses obtained, these are
then compared with the �eld measurements of the actual WT, and the ti-
me series of the errors are calculated. Finally, if the validation error values,
de�ned below, are within the limits considered acceptable, the generic WT
model developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 can be considered as validated
according to the actual WT.

In order to be able to carry out the calculation of the validation errors,
and once the steps listed above have been followed, the guidelines establis-
hed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 de�ne three di�erent time windows within
a certain voltage dip pro�le. Moreover, several Quasi-Steady (QS) state sub-
windows are also de�ned, so that the transient periods that appear in the
responses of the WT model can be discarded in the evaluation of its perfor-
mance [59�62]. Fig. 3.9 shows the time windows and QS state sub-windows
de�ned by IEC 61400-27-1 for the application of the validation methodology.

Figure 3.9: Voltage dip windows for WT model validation [63].

For a given test, the three time windows de�ned, shown in Fig. 3.9, are:

� Pre-fault window (Wpre), which starts 1000 ms before the fault initia-
tion (tbegin).

� Fault window (Wfault), which lasts from the onset (tfault) to the clea-
rance of the voltage dip (tclear).
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� Post-fault window (Wpost), which lasts 5000 ms after the fault clearan-
ce, which marks the end (tend).

Regarding the QS state sub-windows over which some validation errors
are calculated, a period of 140 ms is not considered at the start of the fault
window due to the di�culties the generic models have to reproduce the Direct
Current (DC) component of the generator �ux, so that the fault QS state
sub-window (WfaultQS) lasts from that point (tfaultQS) to the clearance of
the fault (tclear). Moreover, another period of 500 ms is not considered at the
start of the post-fault window because the generic WT models are unable to
represent the transformer inrush current. This de�nes the second QS state
sub-window (WpostQS), which lasts from that point (tclearQS) to the end of
the voltage dip pro�le to be assessed (tend).

On the basis of this information, the error time series (xerror) for the
active and reactive power responses must be obtained, i.e., the di�erence
between the simulated (xsim) and the measured (xmea) responses, as shown
in Eq. (3.7). In this sense, it must be noted that, in the cases where the
play-back validation approach is the method used, the pre-fault window is
not as critical as the remaining ones for the assessment of the accuracy of the
generic WT models [28]. Therefore, the error time series are only calculated
over the fault and post-fault windows in this case.

xerror(n) = xsim(n)− xmea(n) (3.7)

Once calculated the corresponding error time series, three validation
errors or validation performance indicators must also be calculated:

� Mean Error (ME), shown in Eq. (3.8), which is the main value of the
error and is related to the steady-state performance of the model.

� Mean Absolute Error (MAE), shown in Eq. (3.9), which is the mean
value of the absolute error and is also concerned with the steady-state
performance of the model, albeit based on the mean deviation.

� Maximum Absolute Error (MXE), shown in Eq. (3.10), which is the
maximum value of the absolute error and focuses on giving information
about the transient performance of the model.

Each of these validation errors are calculated over di�erent periods de-
pending on whether the QS state sub-windows are considered or not, and
these periods are de�ned in Table 3.1 according to Fig. 3.9 for both the fault
and post-fault windows.

In Eq. (3.7)-(3.10), letter n indicates the position within the data series
depending on the time window considered, and N indicates the total number
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of samples used.

xME =

∑N
n=1 xerror(n)

N
(3.8)

xMAE =

∑N
n=1 |xerror(n)|

N
(3.9)

xMXE = max(|xerror(n)|) (3.10)

Validation error Fault window Post-fault window

Mean error, ME [tfault tclear] [tclear tend]

Mean absolute error, MAE [tfaultQS tclear] [tclear tend]

Maximum absolute error, MXE [tfaultQS tclear] [tclearQS tend]

Table 3.1: Time periods considered for the calculation of the validation
errors [12].

In the present Doctoral Thesis, the IEC generic Type 3 WT model was
subjected to three voltage dips of di�erent duration and magnitude under
two di�erent load conditions, full load and partial load. This resulted in
six test cases in which the validation methodology developed by Standard
IEC 61400-27-1 was applied. Table 3.2 summarizes the characteristics of the
validation test cases performed. The results obtained are discussed in detail
in Section 4.1.1, in [17].

Load Conditions
Load Residual voltage Dip duration

p_init (pu) u (pu) t (ms)

Full Load, FL_1 1.00 0.25 625
Full Load, FL_2 1.00 0.50 920
Full Load, FL_3 1.00 0.85 2000

Partial Load, PL_1 0.27 0.25 625
Partial Load, PL_2 0.21 0.50 920
Partial Load, PL_3 0.26 0.85 2000

Table 3.2: Validation test cases performed [17].

3.2. Spanish grid code: validation procedure accor-

ding to the PVVC

Section 2.2 presented the Spanish grid code, PO 12.3, and the speci�c
procedure developed for WPPs to comply with the technical requirements
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established when these types of installations are subjected to voltage dips,
the PVVC. The creation of the technical committee responsible for ensuring
the compliance of WPPs with PO 12.3 was also described, and the topic of
the PVVC was addressed. Moreover, the two procedures that may be carried
out to certify a WPP according to the Spanish grid code were reviewed.

In this regard, one of the veri�cations that must be complied with by
Spanish WPPs states that the active and reactive power consumption in the
case of faults must be less or equal than the levels speci�ed in PO 12.3, i.e.,
in the validation procedure developed for this purpose, discussed below.

Therefore, according to PO 12.3, once the �eld tests are conducted at the
actual WT using the equipment speci�ed in [11], which is described in [64],
the validation process of the generic WT models with the �eld measurements
is performed. First, as in the case of the IEC validation methodology, the
RMS values of the active power, reactive power and voltage must be calcula-
ted. Second, a voltage source must be implemented, so that the instantaneous
voltage measurement values can be reproduced in the WT simulation mo-
dels, thus using the play-back validation approach explained in Section 3.1.2.
After these two steps, the simulated responses of the WT models and the
�eld measurements of the actual WT can be compared.

Based on [11], a WT simulation model is considered validated according
to the Spanish grid code when the condition shown in Eq. (3.11) is ful�lled:

∆x( %) = |xmea − xsim
xnom

| · 100 ≤ 10 % (3.11)

In other words, if the absolute value of the di�erence between the �eld
measurements' active and reactive power values (xmea) and the active and
reactive power simulation responses (xsim) do not exceed the nominal value
(xnom) by 10% in 85% of the data series analyzed, the WT model can be
considered validated.

In the present Doctoral Thesis, the validation procedure developed by the
Spanish grid code was applied to the generic Type 3 WT models developed
under the IEC and the WECC guidelines. However, unlike the study detailed
in Section 3.1, in which the generic Type 3B WT was the model simulated,
the one submitted to the Spanish national grid code is Type 3A, which does
not include an active crowbar protection system.

For both the IEC and the WECC models, two di�erent measurement
points were considered for the application of the validation criteria, since the
testing point employed when conducting the �eld tests, shown in Fig. 3.10
as a blue point, may or may not coincide with these points:

� Measurement point 1, located upstream from the transformer, at the
high voltage side (shown as a green point in Fig. 3.10).

� Measurement point 2, located downstream from the transformer, at the
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low voltage side (shown as a red point in Fig. 3.10).

The di�erence lies in the elements validated. In the �rst case, if the
validation criteria are complied with, as well as the WT model, the power
transformer model implemented will also be considered validated.
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Figure 3.10: Measurement and testing points for WT validation according to
the PVVC [65].

Both the IEC and the WECC Type 3 WT models were implemented
together with their corresponding simpli�ed transformer models, and were
submitted to a voltage dip �rst applied at the actual WT, which was la-
ter measured at the testing point. The characteristics of the voltage dip are
detailed in [64, 65]. The validation criteria were then applied in two di�e-
rent measurement points of the simulation models, the high and low voltage
measurement points, as mentioned above. Finally, the process was repeated
under two operating conditions for the actual WT and the WT model: full
load and partial load conditions.

The results obtained for the submission of the IEC and WECC WT
models to Spanish PO 12.3 are extensively discussed in Sections 4.1.2 and
4.1.3, in [65] and [64], respectively.

3.3. Performance analysis of the IEC Type 3 WT

model under di�erent modeling approaches

On the one hand, as was explained in Section 2.1.1, most of the scienti�c
contributions addressing the simulation and validation of generic WT models
use multidisciplinary software tools. In this sense, one of the main objectives
of the present Doctoral Thesis is the implementation, simulation and vali-
dation of the generic IEC Type 3 WT, using one of the leading and most
specialized software tools currently available in the �eld of power systems.
On the other hand, one of the fundamental premises of generic WT models
developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 is that the responses obtained from
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the dynamic simulation of the models must be independent of the software
used [12].

In light of the above, this Doctoral Thesis attempts to combine these con-
cepts, bene�ting from this situation and broadening the scope of its study
by comparing the responses of a generic IEC Type 3 WT model when si-
mulated, under voltage dips, in both a multidisciplinary and a specialized
software tool: MATLAB®/Simulink® and DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM.

In this way, the comparative analyses conducted help to further unders-
tand the limitations of the generic WT models, achieving a more widespread
use of IEC 61400-27-1 and proving the veracity of the assumption that states
that models' responses are the same, regardless of the software used.

In fact, three di�erent comparative analyses were performed, as �eld
measurements of an actual Type 3 WT in operation were also used:

1. MATLAB®/Simulink® WT model vs. �eld measurements.

2. DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM WT model vs. �eld measurements.

3. MATLAB®/Simulink® WT model vs. DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM

WT model.

The WT models were subjected to two di�erent voltage dips previously
measured at the actual WT, and the validation errors were calculated in
each case by applying the IEC validation methodology (previously explained
in Section 3.1.2). The causes that led to the slight di�erences in the simula-
ted responses were also analyzed. The results obtained are more extensively
discussed in Section 4.1.4, in [63].

3.4. Technical and economic analysis of a WPP re-

powering project

Section 2.2.1 presented the issue of the aging of WPPs, and the repo-
wering options available for WPP owners were described in general terms.
Moreover, the scienti�c works published related to this issue were reviewed
in Section 2.3.1.

In light of the above, and having also already laid the bases for the con-
duction of transient stability studies of dynamic WT models, which will be
useful to forecast the behavior of the new WTs in the repowered WPP, the
present Section details the steps followed to perform the techno-economic
analysis that allowed the feasibility and pro�tability of the repowering pro-
ject under consideration to be estimated.

The methods used in this study are clearly detailed in Fig. 3.11. First, the
type of WTs, the quantity, their technical speci�cations and the economic
data were collected for both the old and the repowered Malpica WPP. Then,
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based on this information, a comprehensive wind energy production analysis
involving the calculation of the Weibull distribution was also conducted in
both the old and the repowered WPP, and a comparative assessment was
carried out. Subsequently, an economic analysis involving the calculation of
di�erent economic key performance indicators was performed. Finally, using
the outcomes obtained from the economic and energy production analyses, a
sensitivity analysis was conducted to evaluate the impact of the uncertainties
on the repowered WPP. The following Sections thus explain, in more detail,
the calculation of the parameters involved in the analyses conducted and
how the sensitivity analysis was conducted.

3.4.1. Wind energy production analysis

First, conducting the analyses involves establishing the characteristics of
both the old and the repowered Malpica WPP and the WTs installed there.
These characteristics are shown in Table 3.3.

WPP
WT
model

Rotor
diameter
(m)

Hub
height
(m)

WTs
No

Rated
power
(kW)

Total power
by WT
model
(MW)

Total
WPP
power
(MW)

Old WPP
ECO
28/225

28 30 67 225 15.08
16.58

ECO
48/750

48 45 2 750 1.50

Repowered
WPP

E-92 92 78 7 2,350 16.45 16.45

Table 3.3: Characteristics of the WTs located in Malpica WPP [14].

In order to estimate the energy production of the entire WPP, the pro-
duction of each WT must be independently calculated, determining the wind
speed statistical characteristics of the exact sites where they are located. This
information is combined with the power curve of the WTs, which is a techni-
cal characteristic usually provided by the manufacturer, and then the Annual
Energy Production (AEP) of the WTs can be estimated [66].

The wind speed statistical characteristics depend on the location and
height of the WT, and in this case were obtained from the wind atlas of
the IDAE (�Instituto para la Diversi�cación y Ahorro de la Energía�) web-
site [67]. Thus, scale parameter c, in m/s, and Weibull shape parameter k,
dimensionless, were obtained from the wind atlas for each and every WT
by consulting the exact coordinates of their locations. These parameters are
used to calculate the Weibull probability function (p(v)) [68�70], and the
probability that the wind is lower than a certain value, named v (m/s), i.e.,
the cumulative probability (F (v)), see Eq. (3.12) and Eq. (3.13), respectively.
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Figure 3.11: Flowchart of the methods followed in the techno-economic analy-
sis of the repowering project [14].

p(v) =

(
k

c

)(v
c

)k−1
e−( v

c )
k

(3.12)

F (v) = 1 − e−( v
c )

k

(3.13)

Then, the AEP of each WT (AEPWT ) is estimated by performing the
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calculations shown in Eq. (3.14):

AEPWT = 8760

∫ inf

0
PWT (v) f(v) ≈

≈ 8760
N∑
i=1

PWT (
vi+1 + vi

2
) (F (vi+1)− F (vi))

(3.14)

Where PWT is the output power of the WT, obtained from its power
curve, i represents each value of wind speed and 8760 h is the total number
of hours in one typical year.

Finally, the AEP of the complete WPP (AEPWPP ) is estimated as the
sum of the AEP values of all WTs calculated in the previous step (see
Eq. (3.15), where j represents each individual WT):

AEPWPP =

N∑
j=1

AEPWT,j (3.15)

The Capacity Factor (CF) of the WPP and the Equivalent Full Load
Hours (EFLH), are other important indicators that provide an insight into
how the installation performs. The CF is calculated as the ratio between the
energy produced by the WPP (AEPWPP ) over a certain period of time (one
year in this case), and the energy the WPP would have produced if operating
continuously at its rated power during that same period of time. The EFLH
is obtained by multiplying the CF coe�cient by the total number of hours
in one year. Eq. (3.16) shows the calculation of the CF, where PWPPr is the
rated power of the WPP (last column of Table 3.3), while Eq. (3.17) shows
the calculation of the EFLH.

CF =
AEPWPP

8760 · PWPPr
(3.16)

EFLH = CF · 8760 (3.17)

The results obtained from the energy production analysis are explained
in detail in Section 4.1.5, in [14].

3.4.2. Economic analysis

In order to assess the feasibility and pro�tability of the Malpica WPP re-
powering project, the present Doctoral Thesis considers the most important
economic indicators [71�76], the calculations of which are described below.
It should be noted the economic analysis is explained in greater detail in
Section 4.1.5, in [14].
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1. Present Value of Costs.

The Present Value of Costs (PVC) is the total amount of costs involved
in the process of generating the electricity produced by the WPP over
its lifetime [73], and is calculated as shown in Eq. (3.18):

PV C = Ci − Ri + Comr

[
(1 + i)

(r − i)

][
1−

(
(1 + i)

(1 + r)

)t]
− S

(
(1 + i)

(1 + r)

)t

(3.18)

where Ci is the investment cost, Ri is the revenue from the sale of the
old WPP assets, Comr is the operation, maintenance and repair cost, i
is the in�ation rate, r is the interest rate, t is the considered lifetime of
the WT (in years) and S is the considered scrap value of the machinery
and equipment.

2. Cost of Energy.

The Cost of Energy (COE) represents the cost per unit of energy pro-
duced by the WPP. It is calculated as the ratio between the PVC and
the AEP during the lifetime of the WPP, see Eq. (3.19).

COE =
PV C∑t

n=1AEPn
(3.19)

3. Net Present Value.

The Net Present Value (NPV) is an estimation of the present value of
a certain number of future cash �ows originated by an investment. The
calculation methodology [37], shown in Eq. (3.20), consists of discoun-
ting all future cash �ows at a certain rate k:

NPV = −Q0 +
t∑

n=1

Qn

(1 + k)n
=

= −Q0 +
Q1

(1 + k)1
+

Q2

(1 + k)2
+ ...+

Qn

(1 + k)n

(3.20)

where Q0 is the initial cash out�ow, and Qn is the cash �ow in the
period n considered, which is one year in the present case. The calcu-
lation model followed to estimate the yearly cash �ows, in addition to
the equations used to calculate the discount rate k [77], are detailed
in [14].

4. Internal Rate of Return.

The Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is the discount rate (k) at which
the NPV of the project or investment is equal to zero, as shown in
Eq. (3.21). This parameter is used to assess the desirability of a project,
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since it is compared with the rate of return required by the company,
i.e., with the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). If the IRR
exceeds the WACC, the project is considered to be desirable.

NPV = −Q0 +
t∑

n=1

Qn

(1 + k)n
= 0 (3.21)

5. Pay-Back Period.

The Pay-Back Period (PBP) is the total number of years required to
recover the total investment of the project. Thus, the shorter the value
obtained for the PBP, the more desirable is the project. It is calculated
as the time when the cumulative cash �ow turns to positive, from the
NPV, shown in Eq. (3.20).

6. Minimum Spot Price.

The Spot Price (SP) minimum is the minimum level of price per unit of
energy injected from which the project begins to be pro�table [78, 79].
It is calculated by means of the expression that reduces the NPV to
zero.

Certain assumptions were considered in order to calculate the economic
indicators listed above, and the value of a number of calculation parameters
was de�ned for the assessment of the so-called baseline scenario, as shown in
Table 3.4. Scenarios other than the baseline scenario are obtained from the
sensitivity analysis, explained in Section 3.4.3.

The detailed explanation of the assumptions considered, in addition to
the step-by-step calculation of the economic indicators and the analysis of
the economic results, is found in Section 4.1.5, in [14].

3.4.3. Sensitivity analysis

In order to perform the sensitivity analysis of the repowered Malpica
WPP, each parameter is varied independently, so that the uncertainty as-
sociated with each one must also be assessed independently. In this sense,
the present Doctoral Thesis �rs conducts a sensitivity analysis of the energy
production results, and second a sensitivity analysis of the economic results.

1. Sensitivity analysis of the energy production results.

The in�uence of four di�erent parameters on the AEP of the WPP is
assessed in this case, so that the minimum and maximum variations of the
AEP in the performance of the repowered WPP can be forecast. The pa-
rameters are varied from -5% to +5% in all cases [80]. Thus, the results
show the relative output change of the AEP resulting from the speci�c input
parameter change:
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Number of WT 7
WT rated power 2,350 kW
WPP total power 16,450 kW
WT lifetime 20 years
Total AEP 66,290 MWh/year
Spot energy price 39.67 e/MWh
Total upfront costs 18 Me
Sale of assets 1.362 Me
Energy sale losses 1.255 Me
Wind levy 5,900 e/WT
Real property of special features (BICE) tax 3,000 e/MW
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/2012) 7%
WPP insurance 0.75% of the upfront costs
Rent of land 2.5% of the total sales
Scrap value of machinery and equipment 20% of the upfront costs
General company expenses 0.15% of the total sales
WT Operation and Maintenance (O&M) cost 10.5 e/MWh
Electrical infrastructure O&M cost 1,200 e/MW
In�ation rate 2%
WPP depreciation 4% yearly during the WF lifetime

(linear depreciation)

Table 3.4: Calculation parameters, costs and assumptions considered in the
baseline scenario based on real data [14].

1. Weibull scale parameter, c (m/s). The scale parameter is highly related
to the average wind speed of the particular site. Therefore, varying
this parameter, which is used to calculate the Weibull distribution (see
Section 3.4.1), will in�uence the performance of the WPP and hence
its AEP.

2. Weibull shape parameter, k (dimensionless). This parameter de�nes
the shape of the Weibull distribution. Thus, high values of k imply a
distribution with less variety of wind speed values, while low values
of k suggest a distribution in which there is a high variability of wind
speed values.

3. WT power curve. The values of the power curve of the WTs forming the
repowered Malpica WPP are linearly modi�ed throughout the whole
wind speed range. As will be shown below, the AEP changes in the
same proportion as the power curve.

4. Air density, ρ (kg/m3). Based on the steps de�ned in Section 4.1.5,
in [14], and Standard IEC 61400-12-1 [81], the power curves of the WTs
can be adapted to a di�erent value of air density to the standard one,
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which is 1.225 kg/m3. Therefore, by varying the air density values [82,
83], the AEP of the WPP is also varied.

The outcomes obtained for the sensitivity analysis of the energy produc-
tion results are extensively discussed in Section 4.1.5, in [14].

2. Sensitivity analysis of the economic results.

In order to perform the sensitivity analysis of the economic results, se-
veral economic parameters were varied within certain ranges, which were
determined based on:

(i) The greater variation range obtained for the WPP AEP, calculated
in the sensitivity analysis described above. This AEP variation ranges
from -7.07 to +6.62%, as shown below.

(ii) The evolution of the energy price in Spain [84].

(iii) Information from the WT manufacturers regarding the O&M costs.

(iv) The foreseeable evolution of the Spanish economy in the coming years.

Table 3.5 shows the values considered for each variable in the baseline
scenario and the variation range of these for the sensitivity analysis of the
economic results.

Variable Baseline scenario Range

AEP 66.29 GWh -7.07 to +6.62%
Spot energy price 39.67 e/MWh ±10 %
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/2012) 7% 6 to 8%
General company expenses 0.15% 0.15 to 0.35%
WT O&M cost 10.5 e/MWh 9 to 12 e/MWh
Electrical infrastructure O&M cost 1,200 e/MW ±15 %
In�ation rate 2% 1 to 3%
WPP Depreciation 4% 2 to 6%
Pro�t tax rate 25% 20 to 30%
Risk-free rate (rf ) 1.55% 0.55 to 2.55%
Debt Risk Premium (DRP) 2% 1 to 3%
Country Risk Premium (CRP) 1.2% 2 and 3%
Levered beta (equity beta) 1.14 0.64 to 1.64
Market premium (rM ) 6.34% 5.34 to 7.34%

Table 3.5: Baseline scenario values and variation range of the input parame-
ters for the sensitivity analysis of the economic results [14].

Therefore, the main economic performance indicators that de�ne the pro-
�tability and feasibility of the repowering project, which are the PVC, the
COE, the NPV, the IRR, the PBP and the SP minimum, are recalculated
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considering the variations listed in Table 3.5. However, not all these varia-
bles in�uence the calculation of the economic performance indicators. In this
regard, Table 3.6 shows the variables that in�uence the �nal value of each
economic indicator and are hence varied in the sensitivity analysis.

Variable PVC COE NPV IRR PBP Minimum SP

AEP
Spot energy price
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/2012)
General company expenses
WT O&M cost
Electrical infrastructure O&M cost
In�ation rate
WPP Depreciation
Pro�t tax rate
Risk-free rate (rf )
DRP
CRP
Levered beta (equity beta)
Market premium (rM )

Table 3.6: Variables that in�uence the main economic performance indica-
tors.





Chapter 4

Results

The present Chapter includes the outcomes achieved throughout the de-
velopment of this Doctoral Thesis. A total of �ve scienti�c contributions,
published in Journal Citation Report (JCR) indexed journals, are presen-
ted. According to the Management Committee of the International Doctoral
School (EID) of the University of Castilla - La Mancha (UCLM), the crite-
ria of a thesis dissertation by Compendium of Publications are thus ful�lled.
Likewise, the requirements to obtain the International Doctoral mention are
also complied with according to the the EID of the UCLM.

4.1. Published results

As extensively discussed in Chapters 1 and 2, the growth in wind power
in recent years highlights the need to strengthen the network and assess
the impact of the penetration of this renewable energy source into power
systems. In this sense, conducting transient stability analyses of WT and
WPP dynamic simulation models may help forecast this impact. Based on
this premise, Paper I, attached in Section 4.1.1, presents the implementation,
simulation and validation of the generic IEC Type 3 WT model using the
specialized electrical engineering software tool DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM.

Furthermore, certain technical requirements established by the grid codes
of di�erent countries must also be complied with by WTs and WPPs when
these are connected to their national networks, and so, the assessment of
compliance with these criteria is of particular interest. Therefore, aimed at
widening the scope of application of generic WT simulation models, Papers II
and III, attached in Section 4.1.2 and Section 4.1.3, respectively, present the
submission, for the �rst time, of both the IEC and the WECC Type 3 WT
simulation models to the requirements established by a national grid code,
Spanish PO 12.3.

43
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Meanwhile, Paper IV, attached in Section 4.1.4, analyzes the responses of
the generic IEC Type 3 WT model when simulated in two di�erent software
tools, thus supporting one of the main assumptions of Standard IEC 61400-
27-1: the responses of a particular generic IEC WT model are the same
regardless of the simulation software used.

Lastly, in view of another of the main concerns in the wind power industry
nowadays, related to the aging of a large proportion of the WTs installed,
Paper V, attached in Section 4.1.5, performs a techno-economic analysis of
a real WPP repowering project, that of the Malpica WPP, located in the
northwest of Spain. In this way, the transient stability studies of dynamic
WT simulation models required to estimate the behavior of a repowered wind
power installation are complemented with a detailed analysis to estimate the
technical and economic viability of the repowering project in question.
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4.1.1. Paper I - IEC Type 3 WT Modeling and Validation

Paper I describes the implementation process of the generic Type 3 WT
model de�ned by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 in the leading simulation softwa-
re tool PF, in addition to performing the validation of the dynamic model
using �eld measurements on an actual DFIG WT in operation. The parti-
cularities of the implementation process were identi�ed, and the operation
of the dynamic sub-models that form part of the WT model were described.
Moreover, the WT model was subjected to six voltage dip tests of di�erent
magnitudes, durations and load condition. Its responses were analyzed, and
the IEC validation methodology was applied, thus assessing the behavior of
the model both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The main objective of Paper I is then to provide users with the necessary
information to fully implement, simulate and validate generic WT simulation
models in a powerful and specialized software tool such as PF, in addition
to extending the in-depth knowledge of the IEC Type 3 WT and proposing
a publicly available approach. Moreover, it also aimed to provide the basis
for performing studies involving the simulation of complete power systems
composed of a large number of generic WT models, thus extending their use
and providing feedback to Standard IEC 61400-27-1.

The journal metrics are summarized in Table 4.1, and the full paper as
published is included below.

Journal Name
International Journal of Electrical Power

& Energy Systems
Impact Factor (2018) 4.418
Category Engineering, Electrical & Electronic
Quartile in category Q1
Position in category 46/266
ISSN 0142-0615

Table 4.1: Journal Metrics � Paper I.
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Field validation of a standard Type 3 wind turbine model implemented in
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A B S T R A C T

Transient stability analyses are one of the key tools used to ensure grid stability and safeguard security of
electricity supply, as well as to comply with different countries grid interconnection agreements. Transmission
and distribution system operators require validated wind turbine models to perform these studies. This is be-
coming increasingly important in current power systems because wind energy penetration is constantly ex-
panding, and its integration has a significant impact on power grid planning and operation. The definition of
generic wind turbine models by international standard IEC 61400-27-1, first released in February 2015, aims to
deal with this issue. Therefore, since the validation process of the most widely used model defined by this
standard and one of the most technically advanced, the generic type 3 wind turbine, i.e., the doubly-fed in-
duction generator, has only been conducted using non-specialised software tools in the field of electrical en-
gineering, the present paper addresses the validation process of this WT when simulated in one of the leading
electric power system analysis software tools: DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. The model is subjected to voltage dips
of varying magnitude and duration, under both full and partial load conditions. The results are compared to field
measurement data according to IEC 61400-27-1 guidelines, and validation errors are estimated.

1. Introduction

In 2017, global installed wind power capacity was 52,492MW, of
which 16,803MW were installed in Europe. Furthermore, in 2018,
wind energy covered 14% of the European Union electricity demand,
with Denmark as the leading country with the largest share of wind
energy in its electricity demand, 41%. In fact, 2018 was a record year in
terms of final investment decisions in future capacity, with a total of
16.7 GW worth of projects having reached a final investment decision
[1,2]. In this context, the increasingly important role of the wind power
industry poses new challenges for its integration in the grid. Thus,
system operators currently need power system stability studies [3], not
only to plan network operation activities and ensure the continuity of
the electricity supply, but also to assess the impact of the new installed
wind power capacity.

Transmission System Operators (TSOs) and Distribution System
Operators (DSOs) are the main entities involved in conducting transient
stability analysis, since they need to provide consumers with a reliable
and safe service. In fact, a high number of grid codes, which usually
require validated Wind Turbine (WT) models [4] for their

interconnection agreements, have been defined by grid operators in
different countries. However, since most of the dynamic WT models are
of high technical complexity and belong to private companies [5],
further to the existing limited information about their validation pro-
cedures, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), through
Standard IEC 61400-27-1, standardised the four main topologies of
actual WTs available in the market. The IEC developed the dynamic
models known as ‘generic wind turbine models’, as well as their vali-
dation procedure [6]. Since the Type 3 WT, which uses a doubly-fed
induction generator (DFIG), has the largest market share and is one of
the most technologically advanced WT model [7] together with the
Type 4 WT (full-scale converter), it has been selected for the present
work.

There are several contributions concerning the validation of dy-
namic WT models developed by different manufacturers [8–11], i.e.,
regarding private and very specific WT simulation models. Thus, in [8],
the transient behaviour results of a 2MW DFIG WT when conducting
two voltage dip tests are compared to the results obtained from the
simulation of a WT model. In [9], a model of WT representing the
technology used by a specific vendor is studied. In [10], the validation
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of a Siemens WT model is analysed under unbalanced short-circuits
faults. Finally, [11] performs the validation of a 3MW DFIG WT by
comparing a complete DFIG simulation model to the field measure-
ments of an actual WT in operation. Indeed, these studies were all
published before the release of standard IEC 61400-27-1, so that none
of these simulation models are IEC-based. Therefore, few studies ad-
dress the overall validation procedure of generic (also known as stan-
dard) WT models [12], partly because IEC 61400-27-1 was only de-
veloped recently (Feb. 2015); and few offer simulation results validated
with field measurements of actual WTs. For instance, in [13], although
validation tasks are conducted, they are based on the comparison of an
analytical method with a simulated WT model, and hence no field
measurements are used. In [14], a validation study of the generic Type
3 WT model with plant power factor controller is performed. However,
this work is focused on the responses at plant level during reference
point changes. Furthermore, most of the works published addressing
the implementation and simulation of generic WT models were con-
ducted using general or multidisciplinary simulation software tools,
such as MATLAB-Simulink [15–18]. In [15], the IEC-developed Type 3
WT is analysed in terms of its active and reactive power control sys-
tems’ operation using MATLAB/Simulink. [16] also uses this software
tool to study the transient response of the generic Type 3 WT model
when it is subjected to several voltage dips, while [17] addresses the
validation tasks of the generic Type 4 WT model developed by both IEC
and WECC standards. In this case, MATLAB/Simulink is again the
software used. This multidisciplinary software is also used by [18] to
perform the validation of a Type 3 WT defined by the first Edition of
Standard IEC 61400-27-1. However, the implementation process and
the adaptations required to simulate the generic Type 3 WT model in
the present work, together with the power system software tool used,
are completely different from those in [18], as it will be explained
further in this section.

Hence, it is clear that the use of more specialised electrical en-
gineering software tools to conduct validation processes of generic WT
models is critical, since these are the types of simulation tools which
different countries’ TSOs and DSOs usually work with. For instance, in
[19], PF is the software used. However, there are significant differences
between [19] and the present work. While our contribution implements
and validates the Type 3 WT simulation model developed by Standard
IEC 61400-27-1, i.e., a generic or standard model intended to represent
any DFIG WT configuration on the market, [19] conducts the simula-
tion of a specific and detailed model of DFIG WT. Moreover, [19] as-
sesses different control strategies and focuses on comparing RMS and
EMT simulations, and the present paper validates and tests the proper
functioning of the IEC-based Type 3 WT model by comparing it with
field measurements of an actual DFIG WT in operation.

Therefore, the type of study carried out and the validation tasks
conducted will contribute to achieve a widespread use of the IEC-de-
veloped WT models, so that private institutions and companies can
benefit from the results obtained, in addition to allow academic and
scientific activities to be promoted. As well, the validation of the gen-
eric WT models defined by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 using specialised
software tools will allow more sophisticated studies to be conducted in
the future, which, for instance, involve a large number of WTs oper-
ating under electrical disturbances in actual weak grids, thus providing
a basis for assessing the impact of the installed wind power capacity on
these types of power systems.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies in the
literature on the modeling, fully implementation and validation of the
generic Type 3 WT model in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory (PF) following
the guidelines imposed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1. The generic Type
3 WT model is therefore implemented and simulated in the power
system simulation tool PF, through the DIgSILENT Simulation Language
(DSL) functionality available in the software.

Moreover, it is used, for the first time to validate the generic Type 3
WT model in PF, field measurements of an actual DFIG WT in operation

subjected to six different voltage dip tests. The main control models that
are part of the generic WT model, which are implemented in PF, are
also described.

In light of the above, previous works published by the authors, such
as [20], leaves aside the complete WT model validation process and
performance issues and focuses on analysing the differences when two
software tools are used: MATLAB-Simulink and DIgSILENT-Power-
Factory. Only two tests at full load conditions are used to analyse the
limitations of these software tools. Since Standard IEC 61400-27-1
states that the responses obtained must be the same regardless of the
software used, [20] aims to prove the accuracy of such claim, providing
feedback to the Standard and analyzing its limitations.

Furthermore, contrary to the IEC Type 3 WT model recently in-
cluded in PF, in which the user can only modify the values of the
models’ parameters, this paper proposes a publicly available approach
of the Type 3 WT model developed by international Standard IEC
61400-27-1 and simulated in PF. The main advantages and improve-
ments of the IEC Type 3 WT model implemented and validated in the
present work are cited below:

• While access to the IEC model already implemented in PF is based
on the first Edition of Standard IEC 61400-27-1, the WT model de-
veloped in the present work includes the new modifications in-
troduced in this, mainly in the pitch control model and the delay
flag (a sub-model included in both the active and the reactive power
control models of the generic Type 3 WT).

• Users are not able to modify the different sub-models structures
within the IEC Type 3 WT developed by PF. Hence, when problems
regarding instability may appear during the process of adjusting the
model’s behavior to the field response of an actual WT, difficulties in
identifying the root of the problem may also arise. By contrast, the
model developed in the present work allows the dynamic control
models to be modified by the user, extending the in-depth knowl-
edge of the IEC Type 3 WT model.

• There is a lack of information regarding the operation of the generic
Type 3 model included in PF, which may lead to severe mis-
understandings. To overcome this issue, this manuscript gives an
overview of how each control model operates, in addition to show
the main diagrams of the sub-models.

• While the WT model included in PF is not presented as validated, the
proper performance of the Type 3 WT model implemented and si-
mulated in this work is supported by the field measurements of an
actual Type 3 WT in operation, which are used to comply with the
validation procedure issued by Standard IEC 61400-27-1.

• Finally, considering that two of the authors of the present work,
Prof. Dr.-Ing. Emilio Gómez-Lázaro and Prof. Dr.-Ing. Jens

Fig. 1. Test network implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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Fortmann, belong to the Technical Committee 88 and Working
Group 27 “Wind turbines – Electrical simulation models for wind power
generation”, responsible for the development of Standard IEC 61400-
27-1, the model presented in this work is also aimed at updating the
model developed by PF, considering the modifications introduced
with respect to Edition 1 of the Standard, which were aforemen-
tioned in the first clause of this list.

This paper therefore presents the validation process of the generic
Type 3 WT model based on the field tests conducted in an actual
Spanish wind farm composed of DFIG WTs, and the validation proce-
dure issued by IEC 61400-27-1 [6]. Some basic concepts with regard to
its implementation process in PF are also addressed, and some of the
challenges encountered when adapting the IEC model to the specific
features of this software are described.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the main
functionalities of PF, describing the basic steps which are part of the
implementation process of dynamic model in this software, paying
special attention to the modifications that must be considered when
specifically working with the generic Type 3 WT model. Section 3 ex-
plains the validation methodology and provides the data required to
conduct the transient stability studies. The results obtained are shown
in Section 4, while Section 5 summarises the conclusions obtained
throughout the development of the paper.

2. Implementation of the generic Type 3 WT model in DIgSILENT-
PowerFactory

The implementation and simulation of the generic Type 3 WT model
requires the definition of all the dynamic control models that form part
of the WT, which are essentially those permitting the operation of an
actual DFIG WT connected to the grid to be simulated. PF, through its
original dynamic simulation language DSL, was the software used for

Fig. 2. Diagram of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.

Fig. 3. General scheme of a two-mass system.

Fig. 4. Q Limitation Model of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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the first time in the scientific literature [21] to implement the generic
Type 3 WT model. PF is positioned as one of the most sophisticated
software tools in the field of power systems analysis, incorporating a
wide range of functions which allow complex systems to be simulated
and modelled using highly advanced algorithms.

DSL is a PF feature that constitutes a powerful interface which
permits interaction between the electrical devices of the grid and their
control devices, connected via control signals. DSL follows a hier-
archical working structure in which two basic elements must be dis-
tinguished: the grid objects or elements -equivalent to physical devices
in power systems, including control devices-, and their corresponding
types stored in the library.

In order to execute dynamic simulation analysis, once the power
system is modelled, the initialisation procedure of all the control
models begins. While the initialisation procedure of built-in models
(standard or predefined models already available in the software li-
brary) is performed by executing a load flow calculation, the in-
itialisation process of DSL models (i.e., user-defined models), must be

carefully carried out by the user to avoid fictitious electrical transients.
Therefore, in a first step, a load flow calculation must be executed,
which will provide the steady state condition of the power system. DSL
models must be subsequently initialised following two steps: (i) setting
the derivatives of all state variables to zero, (ii) defining the unknown
input and output signals of each DSL model based on the known vari-
ables of the system. It could therefore be said that the DSL model in-
itialisation procedure is successive, i.e., once the dynamic model with
the lowest number of unknown variables is initialised, the data thus
obtained is used to initialise the rest of the models in a sequential
manner. After implementing all the control models and electrical de-
vices and initialising the system, the dynamic simulation starts.

In the particular case of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented
in PF, several aspects and challenges must be considered and addressed.
First, it is worth noting that one of the particular features of this soft-
ware lies in the inability to work by exclusively using dynamic control
models, i.e., it is not possible to study the behaviour of a dynamic
control model in isolation. Hence, when performing dynamic analysis,

Fig. 5. Induction Generator System Model of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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control models implemented using DSL must be linked to at least one
network electrical device, i.e., it is strictly necessary to use an interface
device which connects the control model’s side and the electrical side. It
is therefore also required to define a test network to which the control
models are connected through the interface device which has just been
mentioned. Thus, WTs will be represented in the test network by a
built-in model which will serve as the interconnection between the test
network and the WT. In the case of the generic Type 3 WT model, a
current source is the device used, as it allows the current values cal-
culated by the generator system model (the behavior of which is ex-
plained below in this section) to be injected into the grid. Indeed, by
defining the control models and relating them to the implemented built-
in model (the AC current source), the whole system behaves like a WT.
A schematic representation of the test network, shown in Fig. 1, is used

to explain how the Type 3 WT model is implemented in PF.
In view of the preceding considerations, an AC Current Source model

was used to interface the WT model with the test network. However, as
the outputs from the IEC WT model are the real and imaginary com-
ponents of the current (rectangular coordinates, see [6]), and the re-
quired input signals to the AC Current Source are expressed in polar
coordinates (see [22] and documents of technical references offered by
the PF software tool for further information), these signals had to be
adapted through the use of a user-defined Conversion System model, so
that the final input signals to the AC Current Source are the currents in
the three phases and the phase angle (polar coordinate system), see
Fig. 2. Thus, the implementation of this new control model is another of
the adaptations required when working with PF.

The complete dynamic generic IEC Type 3 WT model implemented

Fig. 6. P Control Model of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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in PF is shown in Fig. 2.
The playback validation approach is used to carry out the simula-

tion cases. During the simulation period, the data file containing the
corresponding voltage dip information (the Voltage Dip Measurement File
model), is read and entered as input to the model AC Voltage Source
model, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The power system is thus forced to
behave following the measured voltage dip profile. Causing a short-
circuit in any of the terminals of the test network and analysing the
response of the WT is another option to perform the validation. How-
ever, the playback approach enables the exact reproduction of the
voltage dip corresponding to field measurements, thus allowing the
validation tasks to be conducted in a more precise manner. Further-
more, voltage measurement and power measurement devices (P Mea-
surement Device and Voltage Measurement Device, in Fig. 2), must be used
to obtain the real and imaginary components of the voltage and power
signals, which are used as inputs to other dynamic models, after passing
through the Filter model.

The remaining dynamic blocks of the generic Type 3 WT model also
need attention, and are explained below. Moreover, more information
about the main functions of these are described in [7,23,15,16].

2.1. Aerodynamic Model

The Aerodynamic Model implemented is the one-dimensional model,
which considers the pitch angle and neglects the effects of the rotor
speed. This model calculates the aerodynamic power (p_aero) that
makes the injection of active power equal to the active power reference
(pWTref). More information about this model is given in [6,24].

2.2. Mechanical Model

The Mechanical Model is a two-mass system [25], which represents
both the low-speed and the high-speed sides, i.e., the rotor and the
generator sides, respectively. The mechanical interaction between both
sides is modeled as a spring and a damper, with their corresponding
stiffness and damping coefficients (Kdrt and cdrt, respectively), as shown
in Fig. 3. The wind turbine rotor and the electrical generator are
modeled by their inertia constants (HWTR and Hgen, respectively). Eq.
(1)–(4) define the behavior of this two-mass system. The magnitudes
TWTR and Tgen represent the aerodynamic torque and the electrical
torque, respectively, i.e., the torque values at which the shaft is

submitted. ωWTR and ωgen are the rotational speeds of the wind turbine
rotor and the generator, and ΘWTR and Θgen are the angles of each side.

Therefore, when the WT is submitted to a torque imbalance or there
is a change in the active power setpoint, the mechanical response of the
system is represented by this two-mass model. As represented in Fig. 3
and described in Eqs. (1)–(4), the aerodynamic torque, TWTR, is directly
applied to the wind turbine rotor, which is characterized by its inertia
constant HWTR, in order to speed it up. The electrical torque, Tgen, at-
tempts to decrease the rotational speed of the generator. The difference
between the rotational speeds of both sides, ωWTR and ωgen, causes the
torsion of the shaft proportionally to its stiffness coefficient Kdrt, while
the damping coefficient cdrt opposes this speed difference.

= − −H ω T K c ω2 ̇ ΔΘ ΔWTR WTR WTR drt drt (1)

= − + +H ω T K c ω2 ̇ ΔΘ Δgen gen gen drt drt (2)

= − = −ω ω ωΔΘ Θ Θ ΔWTR gen WTR gen (3)

= =ω ωΘ̇ Θ̇WTR WTR gen gen (4)

2.3. Current Limitation Model

The Current Limitation Model establishes the maximum value of ac-
tive current (ipmax), and the minimum and maximum reactive current
values (iqmin and iqmax). These signals are used by the Generator
System and the P Control Model, the operation of which is explained
below.

2.4. Q Limitation Model

The reactive power limitation model or Q Limitation Model provides
the Q Control Model with the minimum and maximum dynamic values
of reactive power (qWTmax and qWTmin) allowed at the wind turbine
terminals, WTTs. Their values depend on the voltage (uWTCfilt), the
active power (pWTCfilt) and the under-voltage ride through flag signal
(FUVRT). FUVRT varies according to the operation stage of the WT:
normal, fault or post-fault operation [6]. The Q Control Model im-
plemented in PF is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 7. Q Control Model of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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2.5. Generator System Model

Standard IEC 61400-27-1 defines two different models of the Type 3
WT, depending on the fault-ride through (FRT) protection system im-
plemented: Type 3A and Type 3B. For Type 3A WTs, the converter does
not need to be disconnected during voltage dips because the rotor side
converter (RSC) and the chopper protection system are dimensioned for

FRT. For Type 3B WTs, a crowbar protection system directly connected
to the RSC short-circuits the rotor to protect the WT against over-vol-
tages and over-currents [26], making the generator behave as a
squirrel-cage induction generator in such cases.

The generic Type 3B WT, equipped with a crowbar device, is the
model implemented in the present work. At simulation level, the op-
eration of the crowbar system (see Fig. 5a) within the Generator System
Model shown in Fig. 5 is modelled based on the multiplication of the
current by zero in case of a voltage dip (when the voltage is below a
specific threshold).

It should also be noted that the DFIG system developed by the IEC
Standard is a simplified model obtained from the simplification process
of the equations that define a usual DFIG model, described in detail in
[7,27,28]. During such simplification process, the third-order generator
model is used, in which the stator flux derivatives are neglected, which
is a common assumption for transient stability simulations [29].

The active and reactive current commands (ipcmd and iqcmd, re-
spectively), are the inputs to the Generator System Model, used as re-
ferences to inject the required active and reactive power into the grid.
The usual DFIG model is therefore simplified along with the power
converter, which includes both sides, the RSC and the grid side con-
verter (GSC), to make these current commands the input signals to the
model.

For Type 3A WTs, the DFIG is modelled through an integrator, the
input signals of which are the real and imaginary components of the
current. This current signal is previously coordinated according to the
measured voltage phase using a reference frame rotation model, as
shown in Fig. 5b. In this way, there are separate active and reactive
current controllers. Moreover, a reactance xs (which is described below
in this section) is added to the output signal of the integrator [6], which
divides both the real and imaginary components of the voltage. Re-
garding the RSC, it is modelled as a PI controller [15], the transfer
function of which is shown in Eq. (5) (it is included in the Type 3A
generator system model in [6]).

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

+ ⎞
⎠

TF K
sT

1 1
RSC Pc

Ic (5)

Furthermore, the generator model of the Type 3B WT is, in turn, a
simplification of the Type 3A generator system, with the addition of the
crowbar protection system [6,28]. Thus, for Type 3B WT model, the
RSC controller and the induction generator itself are modelled in

Fig. 8. Pitch Control Model implemented in DIgSILENT PowerFactory.

Table 1
Validation test cases performed.

Load conditions Load Residual voltage Dip duration
p init_ (pu) u (pu) t (ms)

Full Load, FL_1 1.00 0.25 625
Full Load, FL_2 1.00 0.50 920
Full Load, FL_3 1.00 0.85 2000

Partial Load, PL_1 0.27 0.25 625
Partial Load, PL_2 0.21 0.50 920
Partial Load, PL_3 0.26 0.85 2000

Table 2
Validation errors of test cases performed.

Active Power Full
Load,
FL_1

Full
Load,
FL_2

Full
Load,
FL_3

Partial
Load,
PL_1

Partial
Load,
PL_2

Partial
Load, PL_3

ME (%)fault −1.11 0.48 −1.19 −0.51 2.14 0.00

MAE (%)fault 3.77 4.05 3.92 1.75 2.82 0.57

MXE (%)fault 6.98 6.98 10.27 1.62 4.95 0.82

ME (%)post −1.79 1.38 −0.49 1.53 2.08 −2.79

MAE (%)post 2.24 2.35 2.03 2.20 3.02 2.86

MXE (%)post 4.14 6.00 5.10 1.75 4.39 4.52

Reactive Power Full
Load,
FL_1

Full
Load,
FL_2

Full
Load,
FL_3

Partial
Load,
PL_1

Partial
Load,
PL_2

Partial
Load,
PL_3

ME (%)fault −2.18 0.54 0.72 −0.06 −0.48 −0.66

MAE (%)fault 3.77 0.54 3.14 2.52 3.52 1.81

MXE (%)fault 9.48 2.31 4.74 4.60 4.94 1.89

ME (%)post −0.52 0.52 −0.35 1.31 1.51 0.07

MAE (%)post 1.27 1.44 1.14 2.07 1.69 0.75

MXE (%)post 3.94 4.71 2.04 1.22 1.99 2.33
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conjunction, and the steps to follow in order to simplify and obtain it
are comprehensively described in [28].

Continuing with the DFIG model simplification process and con-
cerning the GSC, the contribution of the GSC can be modelled through
the steady-state equations [27]. Thus, when operating in steady-state
condition and neglecting losses, it has to be noted that the active power
of the GSC (pGSC) can be defined based on the stator active power (pS),
the rotor speed (ωR) and the grid frequency (ω0) (see Eq. (6)).

= −p ω ω
ω

pGSC
R

S
0

0 (6)

The total active power of the WT (pWT) can be defined according to
Eq. (7).

= + − =p p ω ω
ω

p ω
ω

pWT S
R

S
R

S
0

0 0 (7)

Regarding the control of the GSC active power, it is done through
the DC-link voltage of the power converter, while the reactive power of
the GSC can be controlled independently based on the voltage and
current limits of the converter [27].

Furthermore, in order to obtain the WT currents from the stator
currents, a compensation of the speed dependency of the turbine power

(the calculation of which is shown in Eq. (7)) is carried out [27]. This
compensation results in Eq. (8).

= − ≈ −i i ji ω
ω

i ji( )WT
PQ

WT
P

WT
Q R

S
P

S
Q

0 (8)

Finally, this adaptation or compensation of speed also applies to the
initial value of the reactance, named ′x , giving rise to the value of re-
actance used in the Generator System Model and previously mentioned,
xs, as shown in Eq. (9).

= ′x x ω
ωs

R

0

(9)

After carrying out all the adaptations and completing the simplifi-
cation process, the Generator System Model implemented is shown
Fig. 5, finally having as outputs the real and imaginary components of
the current, (iRe and iIm), which are injected into the AC Current Source
model through the Conversion System Model (see Fig. 2).

2.6. P Control Model

The active power control model, shown in Fig. 6, corrects the error
between the generator rotational speed and the reference rotational

Fig. 9. Validation results for FL_1 test case: = =u t0.25 pu, 625 ms.
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speed (wgen and wref, respectively, the latter obtained from the mea-
sured value of active power in the wind turbine terminals, WTT, pre-
viously shown in Fig. 1). This is done by calculating the torque value
required, Torque PI sub-model shown in Fig. 6a, the output of which is
converted into the power order from the WT controller (pord, the
output signal shown in Fig. 6a), which is in turn the input to the Pitch
Control Model. ipcmd and wref are also output signals from this model,
which serve as inputs to the Generator System Model and the Pitch
Control Model, respectively, as presented in Fig. 2.

2.7. Q Control Model

The reactive power control mode within the Q Control Model [6],
shown in Fig. 7, is chosen by assigning a number to the input signal
MqG (see Figs. 2 and 7). In the present work, the reactive power control
is the mode chosen, in which MqG has a value of 1. Under this control
mode, the user is setting directly the value of the reactive power that
must be injected into the grid, through assigning a value to the input
signal xWTref (again, see Figs. 2 and 7). Thus, with the objective of
adjusting to the maximum extent the reactive power response of the
model to the field measurements, the reactive power control mode is
the option selected.

Therefore, the Q Control Model will control the injection of reactive
power to the grid through the reactive current command output signal
iqcmd, and based on the reactive power value defined by the user
(xWTref). Moreover, when a voltage dip occurs, the under voltage ride
through flag signal (FUVRT) changes its value, and, as a consequence,
the output value of iqcmd is also changing.

2.8. Pitch Control Model

This model attempts to rectify the difference between the power
order pord deriving from the P Control Model, and the active power
reference pWTref, as well as between the wind turbine rotor speed
wWTR coming from the Mechanical Model, and the reference rotational
speed wref, also provided by the P Control Model. This is done by cal-
culating the necessary Pitch angle, which basically involves adjusting
the position angle of the WT blades required to follow the rotor speed
and the active power reference pWTref. To avoid a sudden increase of
rotor speed, the Anti-WindUp/WindDown integrators avoid the output
signal to become uncontrolled. Thus, these integrators will stop
winding up if signal Fmax=1 and stop winding down if Fmin=1. The
pitch cross coupling gain, KPx, is also an important parameter of the
Pitch Control Model. It is a proportional gain aimed at obtaining a more

Fig. 10. Validation results for FL_2 test case: = =u t0.50 pu, 920 ms.
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stable and robust control of the WT [16]. In the present case, KPx is
equal to 0, so that both systems (the ones that, on the one hand, rectify
the error between the rotational speeds, and on the other hand between
the power values), operate independently. Fig. 8a shows the general
structure of the Pitch Control Model, while Fig. 8b and c show the Anti-
WindUp/WindDown and the First Order Filter with limitation detection sub-
models, respectively.

3. Validation procedure of the generic Type 3 WT based on IEC
61400-27-1 guidelines

Validation procedures to assess the accuracy of the simulated dy-
namic WT models are required by most grid operators [30]. Comparing
the results obtained through simulation with measurements derived
from field tests is a key aspect that provides information on the relia-
bility of a dynamic WT model [31]. Due to the technical complexity of
the WT models, validation tests are usually conducted by analysing a
specific set of disturbances on the grid, notably in relation to voltage
dips [5]. Therefore, measured voltage dips of different magnitude and
duration will be replicated in the dynamic WT model, the responses of
which will be compared to the measurement data obtained from the
field tests. If the deviation between both responses is kept below a

certain limit, the dynamic WT model will be considered as validated.
As mentioned in Section 1, the validation process of the generic

Type 3 WT model is based on the field tests performed in a Spanish
wind farm composed of DFIG WTs [18]. A measurement file containing
the pairs of data was specifically created and used as input to the AC
Voltage Source model (Fig. 2), thereby using the playback validation
approach, as explained in Section 2. Then, the model parameters were
accordingly modified to adjust the behaviour of the generic Type 3 WT
model to the field measurements, so that both responses (real and si-
mulated) are similar, reducing the deviation between them and keeping
the error as low as possible.

Six different validation tests were carried out, three of which were
at partial load conditions and the other three at full load conditions.
Table 1 summarises the validation test cases performed, showing the
residual voltage and duration of the voltage dip, as well as the load
conditions of each test.

Furthermore, the IEC 61400-27-1 guidelines establish a validation
methodology which consists of defining different time windows within
the same voltage dip profile, in addition to several quasi-steady state
sub-windows so that the transient periods can be discarded when
evaluating the accuracy of the simulation model [32–34,31]. There are
three time windows: pre-fault window, which lasts 1000ms before the

Fig. 11. Validation results for FL_3 test case: = =u t0.85 pu, 1000 ms.
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start of the fault; fault window, which lasts from the first occurrence of
the fault in one of the phases, to the first clearance of the fault in one of
the phases; and post-fault window, which lasts 5000ms after the voltage
dip clearance. Meanwhile, the quasi-steady state sub-windows are de-
fined at the start of both the fault window and the post-fault window,
where a period of time of 140ms and 500ms is not considered, re-
spectively, when calculating the maximum absolute error, MXE, from
among the three types of errors or validation performance indicators
estimated: mean error (ME), mean absolute error (MAE), and maximum
absolute error (MXE), as further explained in [6,18].

The results of the validation test cases are analysed in detail in
Section 4, and the behaviour of the simulated model is explained in a
practical way.

4. Results

Standard IEC 61400-27-1 establishes that the simulation models
specified are intended for fundamental frequency positive sequence
response analysis. Hence, the generic WT simulation models must be
validated by comparing the fundamental frequency positive sequence
response of the model itself with the corresponding response collected
from the field measurements. To this end, the measured field data must

be converted to positive sequence values [35,36]. Once the measured
data are processed and converted to the required positive sequence
variables, the resulting voltage dip values will be reproduced in the WT
by using the playback validation approach, which allows the voltage
dip measured at the actual WT to be accurately replicated in the WT
simulation model, as explained in Section 2. This gives rise to six dif-
ferent test cases, the responses of which in terms of active and reactive
power are shown in Sections 4.1 and 4.2.

In all the validation figures, the error time series is shown as a red
dotted line, while black and blue are used to represent the measured
and simulation data, respectively. The numerical values of the three
types of errors calculated, ME, MAE and MXE, are summarised in
Table 2. In addition, a dashed horizontal line indicates graphically the
mean error, while an alternately dashed and dotted line indicates the
mean absolute error, both in the fault and post-fault windows. A small
circle identifies the position of the maximum absolute error, MXE. In
the upper part of each figure, an alternately green and red line high-
lights the quasi-steady state sub-windows. Red indicates, at the start of
the fault and post-fault windows, the transient periods which must be
discarded when analysing the accuracy of the simulation model. Green
is used to represent the remaining simulation time periods, which are
considered, together with the quasi-steady state time periods, in the

Fig. 12. Validation results for PL_1 test case: = = =p u t0.27 pu, 0.25 pu, 625 ms.
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calculation of the mean and mean absolute errors. Moreover, to analyse
in detail the transient periods in both the active and the reactive power
responses in all the validation tests, an enlarged view is shown in each
case. Finally, it should be noted that the period of time represented in
the x axis coincides with the time window over which the calculation of
the validation errors is conducted.

4.1. Validation tests: full load conditions

The validation results obtained under the three analysed full load
conditions deriving from the WT nominal operation are shown in
Figs. 9–11.

In the case of the deepest voltage dip, FL_1 test case (Fig. 9), both
the simulated active and reactive powers fit well to the measured active
and reactive powers. In both cases, the maximum error values corre-
spond to the maximum absolute error in the fault window, where a
value of MXE_fault = 9.48% is found in Fig. 9b. Moreover, as can be
observed, the maximum errors are found surrounding the first quasi-
steady state sub-window, corresponding to the start of the voltage dip.
As the simulation models are not designed to be studied during the
transient periods, higher errors may be acceptable. The rest of error
indicators do not, in any case, exceed 4%.

In general, lower errors are obtained in the FL_2 test case (Fig. 10),
in which a maximum error of MXE_fault = 6.98% is found in the active
power (Fig. 10a). In the case of reactive power (Fig. 10b), a good
correlation exists between the simulation and the measured data, where
mean error indicators are ME_fault = 0.54% and ME_post = 0.52% for
fault and post-fault windows, respectively.

In the third validation test case, FL_3, (Fig. 11), the maximum error
in active power is found to be MXE_fault = 10.27%, occurring during
the fault (Fig. 11a). The maximum value of the mean absolute error is
MAE_fault = 3.92%. In the case of reactive power (Fig. 11b), none of
the error indicators exceeds 5%.

As clearly observed in the enlarged view of Fig. 11a (and also in
Figs. 9a and 10a), larger errors between the simulated and measured
data arise partly from the difficulties encountered when developing a
generic crowbar model that can be adapted, as far as possible, to the
manufacturer’s crowbar models. However, the largest differences are
within the first quasi steady-state sub-window, so are not considered as
a critical aspect in the evaluation of the generic WT model responses.

Furthermore, regarding the active power response after the voltage
dip clearance in the three full load validation tests (Figs. 9a, 10a and
11a), there exists an excellent correlation in both the amplitude and the
phase shift between the measured and the simulated data. This is

Fig. 13. Validation results for PL_2 test case: = = =p u t0.21 pu, 0.50 pu, 920 ms.
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mainly due to the optimal fitting of the two-mass mechanical model
parameters. However, the minor differences that may be found are at-
tributed to the higher complexity associated with the actual drive train
models included in the real WTs, in which more masses are considered.
Regarding the full load operation of the WT, further considerations
must be addressed. During voltage dips, active power generation re-
duction is an important issue to be considered, precisely because of the
fact that the capability of the WT to evacuate active power in such cases
is reduced. The reactive power injection during voltage dips in order to
rapidly stabilise the voltage is one of the reasons that justifies this be-
haviour of the active power, a method that many grid codes have
prioritised with regard to the active power issue.

4.2. Validation tests: partial load conditions

Figs. 12–14 show the results for the partial load validation tests.
Under the PL_1 validation case, shown in Fig. 12, very low error in-
dicators are obtained for both active and reactive power (Figs. 12a and
b). Thus, mean errors of ME_fault =−0.51% and ME_post = 1.53% are
found in fault and post-fault windows. The same occurs for PL_2 and
PL_3 validation cases, where errors do not exceed 5% in any case. It
could then be stated that there exists an excellent match between the

simulation and the measured results for the partial load validation tests.
However, beyond the low numerical values of errors obtained, there

is a key aspect that concerns most of the partial load validation cases:
the sub-synchronous operation of the induction machine. The differ-
ences existing between the simulation and measured results, notably
greater after the fault clearance, are related to the implementation of
the crowbar in generic WT simulation models. Nevertheless, these de-
viations are not reflected in the maximum absolute error value because
they appear during the transient periods which are discarded in the
evaluation of the model accuracy, and hence not considered when es-
timating the validation error indicators.

The reasons that lead to these differences must be, however, ana-
lysed and discussed. Thus, in the case of a WT operating at partial load
conditions, the crowbar is activated when a severe voltage dip occurs to
avoid high induced currents in the rotor side converter. There is then a
sudden consumption of active power, which can clearly be observed in
the enlarged views which are part of the active power graphics
(Figs. 12a and 13a, the negative values of the active power), which
causes the induction machine of actual WTs to operate in a sub-syn-
chronous mode. Nevertheless, the simulation model is unable to accu-
rately represent this active power consumption behaviour because its
generator system is a simplified model and has not been designed for

Fig. 14. Validation results for PL_3 test case: = = =p u t0.26 pu, 0.85 pu, 2000 ms.
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such purpose, thus resulting in the marked difference observed in these
figures at the time the voltage dip is cleared. Therefore, a specific
crowbar model would have to be designed and studied to improve ac-
curacy in the response of the generic simulation model. However, as
generic WT simulation models are intended to obtain sufficiently ac-
curate responses when performing RMS transient stability analyses
without the need to use complex dynamic models, the simplified
crowbar model included in IEC 61400-27-1 provides a sufficiently sa-
tisfactory response. It is also worth noting that, regarding the last
partial load validation test, in which a voltage dip of a higher residual
voltage is conducted, there is no crowbar activation and thus no con-
sumption of active power is observed (Fig. 14a). In this case, extremely
low error values were therefore obtained during the voltage dip, with
ME_fault = 0%. In this last partial load test case too, during the post-
fault window, errors are mainly due to the wind speed increase in the
field test (see in Fig. 14a how the black line that represents the field
measurements increases over time), since IEC 61400-27-1 indicates that
wind speed is assumed to be constant during the simulation period and
this real increase in the wind speed cannot be simulated in the generic
WT model.

5. Conclusion

Wind energy penetration and integration in the grid is a key aspect
that leads TSOs and DSOs to conduct transient stability studies in order
to plan network operation and provide a reliable service to customers.
In this context, different countries’ grid codes require RMS validated
WT models to comply with their interconnection agreements. Since
most of the WT simulation models are owned by private enterprises
(since these represent specific and actual WT machines in operation),
IEC 61400-27-1 developed standard WT models, also known as generic
or simplified models, which are able to accurately represent the beha-
viour of actual WTs. Therefore, the present paper addresses the vali-
dation process of the generic Type 3 WT, since it is one of the most
technologically advanced model and presents the largest market share.
Based on a measurement campaign, six validation tests cases under full
and partial load conditions are conducted through the playback ap-
proach, in which voltage dips of different magnitude and duration are
simulated in the WTTs. The implementation process is entirely carried
out in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory, since it is a highly advanced software
in the field of power system analysis, and there is a lack of studies
addressing the complete process of implementation, simulation and
validation of this generic model. Furthermore, this work presents some
of the complex dynamic models implemented, detailing the specific
features of the software which must be considered when working with
dynamic power systems.

The results obtained show the good active and reactive power cor-
relation between simulation and field data in all the test cases. The most
significant differences are due to the difficulties encountered during the
development of a generic crowbar model, particularly in the case of the
WT operating at partial load conditions and subjected to a severe vol-
tage dip, in which the crowbar is activated and there is a sudden con-
sumption of active power, operating then in a subsynchronous mode
which generic models are not designed to do. Moreover, the quasi-
steady state sub-windows do not consider the transient periods when
evaluating the accuracy of the simulation model, thus reducing their
effect on the calculation of the maximum absolute error. Therefore, it
can be concluded that the generic Type 3 WT model implemented in
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory provides accurate validation results.
Furthermore, stakeholders such as TSOs, DSOs, wind power plant
owners and wind turbine manufacturers, among others, could benefit
from the results obtained.
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4.1. Published results 61

4.1.2. Paper II - IEC Type 3 WT Compliance with Spanish

Grid Code Requirements

Paper II presents the submission of the generic IEC Type 3 WT mo-
del de�ned by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 to the requirements established
by a national grid code, Spanish Operation Procedure 12.3. The dynamic
WT simulation model, the operation and behavior of which were extensi-
vely analyzed in Section 4.1.1, was subjected to one voltage dip test under
two di�erent load conditions. The validation methodology described in the
PVVC was then applied and the simulated responses obtained were compa-
red to the �eld measurements of an actual DFIG WT. Moreover, in order to
reverse the non-compliance situations of the generic model with the PVVC
validation criteria, several modeling modi�cations were proposed.

The main objective of this contribution is to extend the applicability of
the generic IEC WT dynamic models, proving that these are able not only
to comply with the requirements established by the Standard, but also to
provide accurate responses when it comes to their submission to the criteria
de�ned in a national grid code.

The metrics of the indexed journal in which the paper was published are
shown in Table 4.2. The full paper is included below, as published.

Journal Name Energies
Impact Factor (2018) 2.707
Category Energy & Fuels
Quartile in category Q3
Position in category 56/103
ISSN 1996-1073

Table 4.2: Journal Metrics � Paper II.
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Abstract: The expansion of wind power around the world poses a new challenge that network operators
must overcome, namely the integration of this renewable energy source into the grid. Comprehensive
analyses involving time-domain simulations must be carried out to plan network operation and ensure
power supply. In light of the above, and with the aim of extending the use of the wind turbine models
developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 and assessing their performance according to national grid code
requirements, an IEC Type 3 wind turbine model has been submitted for the first time to Spanish grid
code PO 12.3. Indeed, there is a lack of studies submitting generic wind turbine models to national grid
code requirements. The model’s behavior is compared with field measurements of an actual Gamesa G52
machine and with its detailed simulation model. The outcomes obtained have been comprehensively
analyzed and the results of the validation criteria highlight that several modeling modifications, in the
cases of non-compliance, must be implemented in the IEC-developed Type 3 model in order to comply
with PO 12.3. Nevertheless, the results also show that when the transformer inrush current is not
considered, the reactive power response of the generic Type 3 WT model meets the validation criteria,
thus complying with Spanish PO 12.3.

Keywords: fault-ride through capability; IEC 61400-27-1; Spanish PO 12.3; Type 3 wind turbine

1. Introduction

In 2018, installed wind power capacity in Spain increased by 392 MW to reach a total of 23,484 MW,
providing 19% of Spanish electricity consumption, and making it the second-largest wind energy producer
in the European Union and fifth in the world [1,2]. This scenario highlights the resurgence of the Spanish
wind energy sector and the renewed promotion of its activities, mainly as a result of the three wind
energy auctions carried out in 2016 and 2017. Of the total new wind power capacity, 48.5% was installed
in the Canary Islands, since the region offers highly suitable wind resources. Thus, Spain currently
has around 1123 wind power plants (WPP) and 23,308 wind turbines (WT) installed, spread across
807 municipalities [3].

The contribution of wind power to the Spanish energy demand in 2018 was also reflected in terms of
financial savings, benefiting particularly industrial consumers. As an example, for an average industrial
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annual consumption of 1500 MWh, the total saving amounted to approximately 3500 e [3]. In view of
the above achievements, the Spanish Wind Energy Association (AEE) is focused on the development
and expansion of the wind energy sector in Spain, and its short-term objective is the commissioning,
before March 2020, of the wind power auctioned in 2016 and 2017. This will lead to the growth of
both the wind energy market and employment, reduction of greenhouse gases and social and economic
development, among other important aspects. Moreover, during 2019, 3000 MW of wind power is expected
to be installed.

On the basis of the above information, it is clear that wind energy is a key sector in Spain which will
acquire even greater importance in the coming years. However, the unpredictable nature of wind poses a
challenge in terms of the integration of the new installed wind power capacity into the grid. Voltage and
frequency regulation problems may arise, making planning of network operation activities a pressing need.
Thus, knowing the behavior of the grid in advance will allow power system operators to be prepared,
overcoming potential power supply problems and forecasting the required power compensations from
conventional power plants.

In this regard, dynamic simulation of WT [4] and WPP models representing actual WTs and WPPs
connected to the grid is required in order to forecast their active and reactive power responses when
subjected to critical situations. Electrical disturbances such as voltage dips are the most important
issues, as they cause a voltage reduction of between 10% and 90% and may last up to one minute.
In this sense, the Spanish Grid Code developed an Operation Procedure for fault ride-through capability,
Operation Procedure 12.3 (PO 12.3), which sets out in detail the response that Spanish WPPs must
have under voltage dips. Following a procedure specifically developed for verification, validation and
certification (PVVC), the requirements set by PO 12.3 must be complied with by the Spanish WPPs,
except for some particular cases. Different adjustments, explained in more detail in Section 2, must then be
carried out in the Spanish WPPs to comply with PO 12.3. WTs in operation must therefore follow specific
validation criteria, which involves the estimation of validation errors [5].

Furthermore, also driven by the need to provide power system operators with dynamic WT and WPP
models to analyze grid integration issues, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) published
standard IEC 61400-27-1 in 2015, which defined the so-called generic WT dynamic models [6]. Specifically,
four generic WT models are defined, which cover the four main WT typologies currently available in the
market. Among them is the generic Type 3 WT model, which represents doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG) WTs. This typology is currently the most widely installed across different countries and, from a
technical viewpoint, the most complex one [7]. To validate the generic Type 3 WT model and, in general,
all IEC-developed WTs, they must be compared with field measurements, studying their accuracy and
testing their performance. To carry out this work, standard IEC 61400-27-1 issued validation guidelines,
on which different studies, mentioned later in this document, are based [8,9].

Both the Spanish Grid Code through PO 12.3 and the IEC through standard IEC 61400-27-1 have
mapped out the path to be followed in order to regulate the electrical behavior of wind power installations,
developing their own validation procedures. However, given that IEC 61400-27-1 is an international
standard, and in order to expand the use and scope of application of the originally developed dynamic
WT models, this paper submits the generic Type 3 WT, i.e., the DFIG WT, to the requirements of Spanish
PO 12.3 on the response of WPP installations in the event of voltage dips, studying its compliance with
this grid code. The generic Type 3 WT model is also compared to a detailed model of a DFIG commercial
WT, which was previously validated following the PVVC to also comply with the Spanish PO 12.3 [10].
Therefore, this work will allow us to analyze to what extent generic IEC WT models are able to comply
with validation criteria established by a national grid code, and to determine their limitations and, in the
case of their failure to comply with these criteria, the reasons.
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Other key works on this topic, such as [10], focus on the compliance of an actual wind farm composed
of Gamesa G52 WTs with Spanish PO 12.3, submitting the entire wind farm to the certification procedure,
following the PVVC. In [11], an extension of the work previously performed in [10] is presented. In this
case, instead of submitting the complete wind farm to the certification procedure, different voltage dips
were applied to a single Gamesa G52 WT, analyzing its compliance with Spanish PO 12.3. Nevertheless,
the present contribution goes a step further, studying, for the first time, the compliance of a generic
Type 3 WT model developed by standard IEC 61400-27-1 (recently published in 2015) with a national grid
code requirement, Spanish PO 12.3. This allows the scope of application of the standard to be extended,
facilitating a more widespread use of the IEC-developed generic WT models. Moreover, this work
fully implements of the generic model in MATLAB/Simulink with its subsequent dynamic simulation,
which provides evidence for the significant differences of the current work with respect to [10,11].

Furthermore, the present work also aims to highlight the strengths and weaknesses of the WT models
developed by standard IEC 61400-27-1. On the one hand, for instance, the IEC-developed models are
generic enough to represent the wide range of actual WTs developed by different manufacturers. However,
on the other hand, given their generic (i.e., simplified) condition, the transient periods of these actual WTs
are not accurately represented by the IEC WT models. In this latter case, certain modeling modifications,
further detailed in Section 4, must be implemented in the IEC Type 3 WT model to improve its transient
behavior. Moreover, the IEC models are clearly specifically designed to represent the different typologies
of actual WTs. Hence, the submission of the generic Type 3 WT model to the Spanish grid code is an
intermediary step that will allow the wide range of actual WTs in operation to be more rapidly verified,
validated and certified according to PO 12.3, without the need for specific detailed WT simulation models.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 explains the validation procedure that must be followed
to comply with the Spanish grid code. Section 3 presents the WT model studied, which is the Type 3
WT developed by international standard IEC 61400-27-1, while Section 4 shows the results obtained,
comparing field measurements and detailed simulation model with responses obtained from the generic
IEC model. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions of the work.

2. Spanish Grid Code and Procedure for Verification, Validation and Certification

Generic WT models developed by IEC 61400-27-1 have been implemented, simulated and
validated using field measurements in several scientific contributions, following the IEC validation
procedure [8,9,12,13]. In [8], a Type 3 WT developed by standard IEC 61400-27-1 was validated using
the measurements of a real WT following the IEC guidelines. In [9], a Type 4 WT was also validated,
although this was done according to both IEC and WECC guidelines (WECC is the Western Electricity
Coordinating Council, the other International Organization that has defined generic WT models), while [12]
also performed the validation of a generic Type 3 WT according to the IEC Standard. Finally, [13] performs
the validation of a Type 1 WT. Moreover, studies such as [11], cited in Section 1, address the validation
of a specific-vendor model of DFIG WT following the Spanish grid code, while [14] is based on the
improvement of the response of a simplified mechanical model when submitted to fault-ride through
capability requirements. However, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no studies addressing
the simulation process of generic WTs to comply with national grid code requirements. Hence, aiming
at a more widespread use of these IEC 61400-27-1 models, the DFIG generic model defined by the IEC
is compared to the detailed model of a Gamesa G52 commercial WT, which was, in turn, submitted to
the operation procedure for fault ride-through capability within the Spanish Grid Code, PO 12.3 [10].
Furthermore, both the generic and the detailed Type 3 WT models are compared with field measurements,
which leads to highly reliable and accurate results. This triple comparison allows the IEC-developed
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generic WT model to be assessed under different response requirements, thus analyzing its limitations
and studying its compliance with the conditions of PO 12.3, based on the PVVC guidelines.

Regarding the development of the PVVC, a specific working group in which WPP owners,
WT manufacturers and certification entities and laboratories took part, was created. The corporation
that operates the transmission grid in Spain, Red Eléctrica de España, also participated actively in its
development. After its completion, this working group was recognized as the technical committee
for verification, responsible for monitoring the compliance of WPPs with the Spanish grid code. Hence,
based on the active and reactive power responses of WTs, as well as the current reactive ones, which usually
define the electrical behavior of the machines during fault and post-fault periods, thus characterizing the
fault ride-through capability requirements set by the grid code, the working group developed several
editions of the PVVC (the latest released in September 2018). The evolution of the different editions of the
PVVC is shown in Table 1 (note that Pn is the nominal power of the WT).

Table 1. Comparison of different editions of the PVVC. (a)∆x(%) = xmea−xsim
xnom

.

PVVC Edition 1, 2 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 11

Release date Jan 2007 Nov 2007, Mar 2008 Jun 2009, Jul 2009, Feb 2010, Sep 2010 May 2011, Jan 2012, Sep 2018
Partial load test, P 10–30% Pn 10–30% Pn 10–30% Pn 10–30% Pn
Full load test, P ≥80% Pn ≥80% Pn ≥80% Pn ≥80% Pn
Power factor, cosϕ 0.95 ind.–0.95 cap. 0.90 ind.–0.95 cap. 0.90 ind.–0.95 cap. 0.90 ind.–0.95 cap.
Reference xnom(a) Measured value Measured value Rated value Rated value
Active power ! ! ! !

Reactive power ! ! ! !

RMS fundamental phase voltage ! ! - -
RMS fundamental phase current ! ! - -
Voltage dip modeling Fault equipment model Fault equipment model Voltage source Voltage source

It is also worth noting that the Spanish Wind Energy Association (AEE) reported on the problems in
adapting the existing WPP installations to the requirements of Spanish national grid code PO 12.3 [15].
Certification forecasts for WPPs were also reflected in the document. The constraints for complying
with the PO 12.3 were mainly found in WPPs consisting of WTs equal to or less than 500 kW rated
power, since they had insufficient space in the generator to implement the technical solutions required.
Moreover, the potential solutions proposed for these types of WPPs to comply with PO 12.3, such as
FACTS (flexible alternating current transmission systems), gave rise to administrative and land problems.
Old WTs, the manufacturers of which no longer existed, also gave rise to difficulties when looking
for specific technical solutions, and were therefore considered beyond the scope of PO 12.3. In this
regard, it was also proposed to exclude WPP installations near the end of their expected lifetimes from
the certification process, as further financial investment was meaningless. Singular WTs prototypes or
machines located in environmentally sensitive areas were also outside the scope of PO 12.3.

2.1. Certification of WTs and WPPs According to the PVVC

Two verifications must be complied with when assessing the response of WTs and WPPs according
to Spanish Grid Code PO 12.3: (i) WPPs must remain connected at the point of common coupling (PCC)
during voltage dips, which is related to the correct clearance of short-circuits based on the time/voltage
curve defined in the grid code, (ii) active and reactive power consumption at the PCC, in case of balanced
and unbalanced faults, must be less or equal to the levels specified in the operation procedure.

According to the PVVC, there are two possible ways to certify and verify the response of a WPP
installation, described below [5]:
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• Particular procedure. This procedure involves compliance of the WTs with PO 12.3, without the need
to submit the whole WPP to the certification procedure. Verified WTs following this certification
process are known as ‘Type Wind Turbines’, i.e., WTs which have an accredited testing report. Indeed,
a WPP composed of WTs comparable to Type Wind Turbines, i.e., meeting specific conditions, may be
directly certified with no extra field tests required, since these WTs have their corresponding verified
types of WTs and comply with the requirements set by the PVVC, presenting a certain behavior
during voltage dips.

• General procedure. In this case, the simulation of the whole WPP installation is required once the
individual WTs and the dynamic compensation systems (FACTS) have been properly tested and their
models validated and simulated. For some WT typologies, such as the ones equipped with squirrel
cage asynchronous generators, the use of simplified models is allowed, with no additional field tests
needed. Moreover, in some cases, the installation of FACTS allows the particular procedure to be
conducted. In such situations, the certification entity makes the final decision about the validity of the
pertinent accredited report, requiring the general certification procedure to be conducted if necessary.

Drawing on the above, Ref. [15] showed that, in Spain, out of a total of 388 WPPs, 375 were certified
following the particular procedure, 9 using FACTS solutions, while the remaining 13 were certified
following the general procedure, also using FACTS. Furthermore, approximately 90% of the WTs had to
be submitted to specific design modifications to comply with the voltage dip requirements, enabling or
disabling protections so they remained connected to the grid during such situations.

2.2. DFIG WT Validation Procedure According to the PVVC

The present work focuses on the achievement of a more widespread use of the IEC-developed
generic Type 3 WT model, in addition to the extension of the scope of its applications. This is done by
comparing the performance of the generic Type 3 WT with the field tests conducted in a Gamesa G52
commercial WT, as well as with the responses of its detailed simulation model, which was previously
verified according to the PVVC to comply with the Spanish Grid Code PO 12.3 [10]. It is, therefore,
necessary first to highlight the steps followed to verify, validate and certify the Gamesa G52 WT. Hence,
as listed in Section 2.1, two verifications regarding the behavior of WPPs must be complied with according
to PO 12.3, and there are two possibilities to certify such compliance with the specified requirements,
according to the PVVC. In this particular case, the general verification procedure approach was followed,
which consisted of individually validating the WTs and subsequently simulating the WPP by using those
validated WT models. As a result, three general steps were followed [10]: (i) wind turbine testing, (ii) wind
turbine model validation, (iii) wind farm simulation. Since the first two steps form the basis of this study,
the present work focuses on these, paying particular attention to the WT model validation process.

Based on the flowcharts presented in [10,11], once the field tests were conducted following the validity
criteria and the equipment specified in the PVVC [5], and the accredited report was received, the model
validation process with the field measurements was performed. To carry out this task, the dynamic
simulation of the WT model was required. First, based on the data provided by the field tests and
the power calculation methodology described in Section 9.2 of the latest edition of the PVVC (Ed. 11),
the active and reactive power, as well as the fundamental harmonic of voltage and current Root Mean
Square (RMS) values were calculated. Secondly, a voltage source was implemented, along with the detailed
WT simulation model, to accurately reproduce the instantaneous voltage measurements corresponding to
the field tests, thus obtaining the same instantaneous variables as those recorded during the tests. The time
step set during the simulation must be equal to or less than the time interval corresponding to the sample
frequency recorded during the field tests [5].
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Therefore, both the WT simulation model responses and the WT field measurements can then be
compared and analyzed. Based on the PVVC validation criteria, a WT model is considered to be validated
when the absolute value of the difference between the field tests’ active and reactive power measured
values (xmea) and the active and reactive power simulation values (xsim) do not exceed the nominal value
(xnom) by 10% in 85% of the data series, (see Equation (1)). Earlier versions of the PVVC (see Table 1) also
required the RMS fundamental phase voltage and the RMS fundamental phase current to comply with
that criterion.

∆x(%) = | xmed − xsim
xnom

| · 100 ≤ 10% (1)

This validation criterion is applied to the generic IEC-developed Type 3 WT model to study its
compliance with Spanish grid code PO 12.3. The RMS values of the measured voltage dip were reproduced
at the high voltage side of the transformer -implemented along with the generic IEC WT. The results
obtained are analyzed in Section 4.

3. Generic Type 3 Wind Turbine Model Based on Standard IEC 61400-27-1

Based on the current needs of network operators, who must ensure integration of new installed
wind power capacity without compromising grid stability, different grid codes have been developed by
different countries. Indeed, grid codes were compared and assessed in works such as [16]. However,
the European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E), the aim of which is the
regulation of the electricity market in European countries, underlined the need to standardize the technical
requirements demanded by the different grid codes. Moreover, some grid codes also included the technical
requirements to be complied with by WT and WPP models. In this regard, and with the objective of
unifying the technical procedures to assess wind power integration in the grid, the IEC began developing
generic, also known as standard, dynamic WT models in October 2009. The tasks conducted resulted in
two different parts of standard IEC 61400-27, Part 1 and Part 2, based on the development and validation
procedure of the WT and WPP models, respectively. The working group continued the development
process with the Final Draft International Standard (FDIS) being issued in 2014, and published one year
later, in February 2015. However, the initial structure of the standard was later modified, finally resulting
in two different editions: Ed. 1, involving both the WT and the WPP models, and Ed. 2, currently under
development, and including their validation procedures.

Regarding WT technologies, Type 3 WT, i.e., the DFIG WT, is the most advanced and currently most
widespread model across different countries. It consists of a doubly-fed induction generator with the stator
directly connected to the grid and the rotor connected through a back-to-back power converter [17,18].
The IEC-developed Type 3 WT model [6] can be further divided into two sub-models, depending on the
generator system implemented: Type 3A and Type 3B. The output signal of both generator systems is a
current injected through a current source with parallel impedance, neglecting losses in the generator as
the generator air gap power is equal to the power measured at the WT terminals. The main difference
lies in the protection system, modeled through a set of dynamic blocks in the case of generic Type 3B WT.
Internally, at simulation level, the Type 3B protection system decreases to zero both the active and reactive
current signals from the active and reactive control models, respectively, when the voltage differential
is above a specific threshold. This whole set of dynamic blocks representing the protection system is
therefore not modeled in the case of generic Type 3A WT [6].

In line with the above, since the Gamesa G52 Commercial WT has a break chopper protection,
the main function of which is to burn the excess energy to avoid the DC bus voltage increasing outside
the set limits, the detailed DFIG WT model simulated using the PSCAD/EMTDC software tool also has a
break chopper protection, as it must be capable of representing the fault-ride through capability of the
actual WT. Regarding the generic IEC WT, the Type 3A model, which has no specific protection system
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included, was implemented. This is because, on the one hand, this model is able to control the voltage
during the fault and, on the other hand, IEC Type 3B WT is only used to represent actual WTs equipped
with active crowbar protection systems [19].

Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of generic Type 3 WT and its control models [20]:
aerodynamic model, representing the wind turbine rotor (WTR) and providing the value of the wind
aerodynamic power; two-mass mechanical model, representing both the low and high speed sides of the
gear box (GB); generator system, which provides the values of the active and reactive current injected into
the grid and represents the doubly-fed asynchronous (or induction) generator (DFAG); pitch control model,
which adjusts the position of the WT blades through calculation of their pitch angle; active power control
model (P Control Model), the main output of which is the active current command; reactive power control
model (Q Control Model), which provides, based on the reactive power reference, the reactive current
command; reactive current limitation model (Q Limitation Model), which calculates the maximum and
minimum reactive power allowed; and current limitation model, which provides the active and reactive
current’s limit values. Moreover, the power converter, also shown in Figure 1, consists of the generator
side converter (GSC), the direct current link (DCL), the DC capacitor (C), the chopper protection system
(CH) and, lastly, the line side converter (LSC). In addition, as mentioned above, some Type 3 WTs include
a crowbar protection system (CBR). Finally, the wind turbine terminals (WTT) are connected to the grid
through a transformer (TR), and the circuit breaker (CB) may disconnect the WT from the network. The way
in which the control models are related to each other may be seen in [6] in more detail.

As will be explained in greater depth in Section 4, the voltage dips were applied to the high voltage
side of the WT transformer, so that one of the measurement points to apply the PVVC validation criteria
coincides with the testing point. In this way, detailed and generic WTs must also include their transformer
models. In the case of generic IEC WT, the transformer model is simulated as an impedance [6,10].

CB

C CH
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Figure 1. Single-line diagram and control models of generic Type 3 WT based on [6].

4. Results

The voltage dip was first applied on the actual Gamesa G52 WT, the technical specifications of which
are shown in Table 2, and measurements were recorded, thus obtaining the positive-sequence values
of active and reactive power. The measured voltage dip was then reproduced on both the detailed and
the generic WT simulation models. Undoubtedly, the accuracy in the voltage dip’s reproduction would
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affect the accuracy of the models’ responses, particularly at the beginning and clearance of the fault.
At simulation level, whereas older PVVC editions required the modeling of the physical test bench and
the network to reproduce the voltage dip applied, the latest versions establish that a voltage-dependent
source is required, setting the time series of data measured as the input signal to the voltage source,
thus delivering exactly the same voltage values (see Table 1). This is currently the so-called play-back
validation approach [21], which enables an accurate reproduction of the measured voltage dip [22],
obtaining highly reliable results.

Table 2. Gamesa G52 WT technical specifications.

Power
Rated power 850 kW
Cut-in wind speed 4 m/s
Cut-out wind speed 25 m/s
Rated wind speed 15 m/s

Rotor
Rotor diameter 52 m
Rotor speed 14.6–30.8 rpm
Blade number 3
Blade length 25.3 m
Hub mass with blades 10,000 kg
Blade mass 1900 kg
Top head mass 33,000 kg

Tower
Tower height 65 m
Tower mass 79,000 kg

Gearbox
Gearbox stages 3
Gearbox type 1 planetary and 2 helical stages
Gearbox ratio 1:61.74 (50 Hz)

Generator
Generator type DFIG
Speed range 900–1900 rpm
Generator voltage 690 V

Control System
Wind turbine type Variable speed
Power limitation Pitch

Both simulation WT models (manufacturer detailed and generic IEC) are therefore submitted to
the measured voltage dip, shown in Figure 2, the residual voltage of which is: (i) 19.66% for phase A;
(ii) 17.75% for phase B; (iii) 19.91% for phase C. The duration is 0.5705 s. The faults thus fully comply with
the characteristics established by the PVVC in the case of three-phase voltage dips, as the residual voltage
must be equal to or less than 20% plus the voltage tolerance (+3%), and the dip duration must be higher
than, or equal to, 500 ms minus the time tolerance (50 ms) [5]. On the other hand, the time steps used for
simulation are 10.024 µs in the case of the detailed model implemented in PSCAD/EMTDC and 1 ms for
the generic Type 3 WT modeled in MATLAB/Simulink.

Furthermore, according to Figure 2, which represents the field measurements of the voltage dip and
the fault data once applied in both the detailed and generic WT simulation models, it can be stated that
the three data series match well and that, therefore, reproduction of the measured voltage in the dynamic
simulation models has been performed adequately.
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Figure 2. RMS voltage in each phase: measured and simulated.

The duration of the comparison window for the application of the validation criteria is 1000 ms,
starting 100 ms before the beginning of the fault. On the basis of the information depicted in Figure 3,
this 1000 ms time interval starts at [T1 − 100 ms] and lasts until [T1 + 900 ms]. T1 indicates the time when
the fault occurs at one of the phases for the first time, as the voltage drops below the specific threshold
(0.85 pu, also shown in Figure 3). T2 indicates the time when the deepest part of the voltage dip starts
(taking into consideration both the reference and residual voltage parameters, Ure f 1 and Ures1, see [5]).
T3 indicates the end of the voltage dip’s deepest part, and depends on Ure f 2 and Ures2. Finally, T4 is the
instant in which the voltage at the three phases is recovered, already above the threshold (0.85 pu).

Figure 3. Characterizations of zones during voltage dips according to the PVVC [5].

The validation criteria are therefore applied to the data series obtained over that time interval.
As mentioned in Section 2.2, the difference in both three-phase active and reactive powers between
measured and simulated data should not exceed 10% for at least 85% of the data series considered.
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However, to apply this criterion correctly, it is necessary to know the test conditions. In other words, it is
necessary to know which measurement and testing points have been considered.

In the case of WT model validation processes, the measurement point may coincide with the testing
point, i.e., with the point at which voltage dips are applied in the actual WT by the voltage dip generator.
It is important to note that the dynamic WT model to be validated will comprise all the elements
downstream from the measurement point. For instance, in the case that measurement and testing points
coincide, both located upstream from the transformer, the transformer and the WT model itself will be
considered as validated. If, on the other hand, the testing point is located at the high voltage side of the
transformer and the WT model’s measurement point is at the low voltage side, only the WT model will be
considered as validated. This is explained graphically in Figure 4.

In the present case, the testing point, i.e., the point in which the voltage dip generator is connected,
is located at the high voltage side of the transformer, while two different measurement points were
considered and therefore two verification procedures were performed, both in the high and low voltage
sides. The WT transformer has a transformation ratio of 20 kV/690 V, as indicated in Figure 4.

~

=
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~
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Power Converter

Measurement

Point 1

Testing

Point

Measurement

Point 2

WT Model

Validated

WT + Transf. M o  d e l s

Validated

20 kV
690 V

Figure 4. Measurement and testing points for WT validation according to the PVVC.

Based on the information given in Section 2.2, 1 pu is considered as the rated value to apply the PVVC
criteria. Hence, 0.1 pu is the maximum deviation allowed for at least 85% of the points within the data
series to be compared. Tables 3–5 in Sections 4.1 and 4.2 respectively, estimate these validation parameters,
in addition to the percentage of points that comply with this criterion and have a maximum deviation
below 0.1 pu.

In this case, the WT is operating under full load conditions of approximately 0.93 pu, also complying
with the criteria established by the PVVC (full load test, ≥80% Pn, see Table 1).

4.1. PVVC Criteria Applied at the Testing Point: 20 kV, Measurement Point 1

On the one hand, Table 3 presents the IEC model’s results for the PVVC criteria applied at the testing
point, i.e., at the 20 kV voltage side, which is the so-called measurement point 1 according to Figure 4.
As testing and measurement points coincide in this case, validation results will affect both the transformer
and the WT models.

Table 3. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the IEC generic WT model at the testing
point, operating at full load conditions: 20 kV, measurement point 1.

Magnitude Max. Deviation (pu) Mandatory Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Compliance

Active Power, P 0.10 85 80 7

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 56 7
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On the other hand, Figure 5 shows the behavior of the active and reactive power during the voltage
dip in the three cases analyzed: field test, detailed WT simulation model and IEC generic WT model.

(a) Active power.

(b) Reactive Power.

Figure 5. Active and reactive power at measurement point 1 (20 kV). WT operating at full load conditions.

Regarding the IEC model results, considering the pertinent time window for evaluation of the data
series (see Table 3), only 80% of the points subjected to the analysis comply with the validation criteria
for active power. In the case of reactive power, this value is still lower, 56%. Therefore, the validation
criteria established by the PVVC are not complied with in either case. However, as will be illustrated in
Section 4.2, this non-compliance situation is reversed in one of the cases when the low-voltage measurement
point is considered. It can thus be stated that, in this case, neither of the magnitudes subjected to the
validation analysis comply with the PVVC criteria when it is applied at the testing point and that, therefore,
the transformer model implemented along with the IEC WT model must be considered as non-validated.
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Nevertheless, considering the graphic results in Figure 5a, it is clear there exists a reasonably good
correlation between the IEC model and the field measurements in the case of active power. The differences
are mainly because the generic model is not able to represent the transient periods of the actual WT with
great precision. To improve the representation of these transient periods, two modifications should be
carried out in the generator system defined by standard IEC 61400-27-1, the modular structure of which is
available in [6]:

• The PI control of the generator system should be defined based on the DQ system instead of calculating
its real and imaginary components. Moreover, parameters of the active and reactive power PI
controllers should have a different value, since the standard considers them equal.

• An electromagnetic transient resistance, Rs, should also be included in the generator system, as in its
current form only an electromagnetic transient reactance, named Xs, is considered.

Regarding the reactive power behavior of the IEC WT model (Figure 5b), although there is also
non-compliance with the PVVC, transient periods are better represented by the generic WT model in this
case. However, the level of accuracy is still low if compared to the transient periods that appear in the
detailed model’s responses and field measurements. This is also because simplified models such as that
developed by the IEC do not represent the fundamental component of the transformer inrush current.
This can be understood more easily if we look at the graphic results shown in Section 4.2, specifically at the
reactive power graph obtained for the low-voltage side measurement point (Figure 6b), in which reactive
power fits much better than in the present case.

The differences between the field measurements and the IEC model, both in the active and the
reactive power responses, which are mainly due to the inability of the generic model to accurately
represent the transient periods, are described with great precision in [23]. Indeed, the study summarizes
the simplifications implemented in the Type 3A WT model, which is the one modeled in the present work,
as explained in Section 3.

The validation results for the detailed WT model, also operating at full load conditions, are shown in
Table 4. As can be observed, both the active and the reactive power responses fulfill the PVVC criteria
when applied at the testing point, since 91% and 90% of the data series analyzed, respectively, are below
the maximum deviation allowed. This implies that the detailed transformer and WT models simulated
were validated according to the Spanish Grid Code.

Table 4. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the detailed WT model at the testing point,
operating at full load conditions: 20 kV, measurement point 1.

Magnitude Max. Deviation (pu) Mandatory Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Compliance

Active Power, P 0.10 85 91 !

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 90 !

Compliance of the detailed model with PVVC validation criteria is also supported by Figure 5. On the
one hand, Figure 5a shows the detailed model’s active power response facing the voltage dip. It can be seen
that there is an excellent correlation between this signal and the one provided by the field measurements.
The same applies to the reactive power (Figure 5b), the signal of which is also very similar to the field
measurements. In this case, transient periods are accurately represented since the detailed WT model
considered the actual mechanical, electrical and electronic systems of the Gamesa G52 WT, including their
parameters and algorithms.
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4.2. PVVC Criteria Applied at the Low Voltage Side: 690 V, Measurement Point 2

The detailed WT model representing the Gamesa G52 WT broadly complies with the validation
criteria established by the Spanish Grid Code when analyzed at the testing point, and hence no additional
validation analyses are required. However, the generic WT model developed by standard IEC 61400-27-1
does not meet the minimum requirements to be considered a validated WT model according to the same
criteria when applied at the testing point. As listed in Section 4.1, there are two main reasons for this
situation: the inability of generic WT models to accurately represent, on the one hand, transient responses
of actual WTs, and, on the other hand, the fundamental component of transformer inrush current. Indeed,
modifications in the structure of the original generator system model developed by the standard have
been proposed in order to improve transient responses of the generic Type 3 WT.

Nevertheless, regarding the second reason, the IEC model’s reactive power response does comply with
the PVVC criteria when the transformer is not taken into account in the validation process, i.e., when the
inrush current effects are no longer considered a problem. Therefore, when applying the criteria at the
low voltage side, 690 V, measurement point 2 according to Figure 4, the percentage of data series below the
maximum deviation allowed increases to 87%, higher than the 85% set as the target (Table 5). Indeed,
Figure 6b shows that the correlation in reactive power between the generic WT model and the field
measurements is much better than in the previous case (Figure 5b). Active power, on the other hand,
continues to be in non-compliance, with only 80% of data series within the margin established. The graphic
results for active power (Figure 6a), are very similar to those obtained at the testing point (Figure 5a,
Section 4.1).

It can therefore be stated that the non-compliance situation in the previous case for reactive power is
now reversed, since the response of the generic IEC WT model does fulfill the PVCC validation criteria at
the low voltage side.

Table 5. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the IEC generic WT model at the low voltage
side, operating at full load conditions: 690 V, measurement point 2.

Magnitude Max. Deviation (pu) Mandatory Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Compliance

Active Power, P 0.10 85 80 7

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 87 !

(a) Active power.

Figure 6. Cont.
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(b) Reactive Power.

Figure 6. Active and reactive power at measurement point 2 (690 V). WT operating at full load conditions.

4.3. PVVC Criteria: WT Operating at Partial Load Conditions

The previous sections have presented the analysis of the IEC Type 3 WT model operating under
full load conditions. Indeed, such a condition is presented as the worst-case scenario with respect to
the compliance of the generic model with Spanish PO 12.3. Thus, the non-compliance cases have been
extensively discussed, and the causes analyzed. The modeling modifications that should be implemented
within the generic WT model to improve the compliance results have also been presented.

Furthermore, in order to enhance and enrich the current section, a different study case was also
analyzed. In this case, the WT is operating at partial load conditions of 0.20 pu, which is in line with
the requirements established by the PVVC (partial load test, 10–30% Pn, see Table 1). The voltage dip
applied to the IEC WT model working at partial load conditions is the same as that applied to the previous
compliance analyses (see Figure 2).

Tables 6 and 7 show the percentage of points that comply with the PVVC validation criteria when
applied to the high and low voltage sides of the transformer, respectively. Figures 7 and 8 show the active
and reactive power responses in those two measurement points.

A value of 0.1 pu must be the maximum error for at least 85% of points within the data series to
be compared. As can be observed in Table 6, the active power response fulfills the PVVC validation
criteria at the high voltage side of the power transformer, i.e., at the testing point (or measurement point 1,
see Figure 4), since 88% of the data series analyzed are below the maximum deviation allowed. Indeed,
if the graphic results in Figure 7a are considered, it can be observed that there is a good correlation
between the IEC model response and the field measurements, which justifies the compliance of the active
power response at measurement point 1 (see Figure 4) with the PVVC validation criteria. Moreover,
the reactive power response fails to comply with PO 12.3, since only 58% of the data series are below 0.1 pu.
The differences in this case may be clearly observed in Figure 7b. As in the case of the PVVC criteria applied
to the high voltage side with the WT operating at full load conditions (Figure 5b), this non-compliance
situation is also due to the inability of the generic WT model to represent the transformer inrush current.

However, in general, the compliance results improved in comparison to the WT operating at full
load conditions.
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Table 6. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the IEC generic WT model at the testing
point, operating at partial load conditions: 20 kV, measurement point 1.

Magnitude Max. Deviation (pu) Mandatory Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Compliance

Active Power, P 0.10 85 88 !

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 58 7
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(a) Active power.
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(b) Reactive Power.

Figure 7. Active and reactive power at measurement point 1 (20 kV). WT operating at partial load conditions.

When the validation criteria are applied to the low voltage side (Table 7 and Figure 8), both the active
and the reactive power responses of the WT operating at partial load conditions fulfill the PVVC criteria,
since 91% and 88% of the data series analyzed, respectively, are below 0.1 pu. The good correlation that
exists both in the active and the reactive power between the field measurements and the IEC model is
observed in Figure 8a,b, improving as regards the PVVC applied to the low voltage side. The situation for
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the reactive power has thus reversed, since it complies with the PVVC criteria in this case. This is for the
same reasons as those given in Section 4.2: simplified or generic models do not represent the fundamental
component of the transformer inrush current.

Table 7. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the IEC generic WT model at the low voltage
side, operating at partial load conditions: 690 V, measurement point 2.

Magnitude Max. Deviation (pu) Mandatory Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Points Below 0.1 pu (%) Compliance

Active Power, P 0.10 85 91 !

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 88 !
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(a) Active power.
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(b) Reactive Power.

Figure 8. Active and reactive power at measurement point 2 (690 V). WT operating at partial load conditions.
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5. Conclusions

In Spain, the Spanish Grid Code has developed a specific operation procedure, PO 12.3, which sets
out the response that wind power plant installations must have under voltage dips. It also developed the
so-called procedure for verification, validation and certification (PVVC), a set of guidelines that establish
the steps to follow to comply with PO 12.3. Thus, in order to fulfill the requirements of PO 12.3, voltage dips
were applied on actual machines using specialized equipment, and field measurements were compared to
the responses of their corresponding detailed simulation models when subjected to those specific voltage
dip measurements. Subsequently, errors were calculated.

Based on the concepts mentioned above, since IEC models are precisely intended to represent the
wide range of actual WTs available in the market, this research work aimed to extend the functionality
of international standard IEC 61400-27-1 by analyzing the compliance of these generic models with
national grid code requirements such as the Spanish PO 12.3 for fault ride-through capability. In this
way, field measurements from an actual Gamesa G52 WT, in addition to the dynamic responses of its
corresponding detailed simulation model, were compared to the responses provided by a generic IEC
61400-27-1 Type 3 WT when they were all subjected to the same voltage dip. The PVVC was applied,
and the generic WT’s active and reactive power responses were analyzed.

The results obtained are of great interest to network operators as well as other stakeholders concerned
with wind power integration. When the WT is operating at full load conditions, if the PVVC is applied at
the testing point, the IEC model fails to comply with PO 12.3 in both active and reactive power. This is
mainly due to transient periods of the actual WT not being well represented by the generic model as a
result of the simplifications introduced in the standard. To improve its electrical behavior, it is proposed
that the PI control of the IEC-developed generator system be defined based on the DQ system. It would
also be necessary to distinguish between the parameters defining the active and reactive power controllers,
since the Standard considers them of equal value. Moreover, regarding specifically the reactive power
response, it is also observed that the generic model is unable to represent the fundamental component of
the transformer inrush current, unlike in the case of the WT simulation model described. This is better
reflected in the reactive power response of the WT at the low voltage side, when the transformer is no
longer considered in the validation calculations and hence there is no influence of the inrush current.
Indeed, reactive power response does comply with the PVVC in this second case. Concerning the detailed
model, its active and reactive power behavior is already validated upstream the transformer, thus broadly
complying with PO 12.3. Finally, the IEC WT model operating at partial load conditions only fails to
comply with the Spanish grid code in the reactive power response when the validation criteria are applied
to the high voltage side. This may be mainly attributed, as in the case of nominal load conditions, to the
inability of the WT model to represent the fundamental component of the transformer inrush current.

Wind power is indisputably changing the way electricity networks operate, and this will change even
more in the coming years. There is uncertainty about wind lead transmission and distribution system
operators thoroughly planning grid activities to ensure power supply. Thus, time-domain analyses such
as the ones carried out in the present work can contribute to improving the forecasts required to guarantee
proper wind power integration in actual networks. In contrast to other works on this topic, based solely
on the study of the certification process of actual WPPs and WTs according to the Spanish grid code,
this study analyses the generic Type 3 WT simulation model with the objective of extending the use of
Standard IEC 61400-27-1, since the model is subjected for the first time to national grid code validation
criteria: Spanish operation procedure PO 12.3. The results show that some modifications should be carried
out in the original dynamic sub-models within the generic Type 3 in order to improve its behavior and
therefore comply with PO 12.3, thus enhancing the scope of the application of standard IEC 61400-27-1.
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The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AEE Spanish wind energy association
DFAG Doubly-Fed Asynchronous Generator
DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
ENTSO-E European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity
FACTS Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems
FDIS Final Draft International Standard
GB Gearbox
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
PO Procedure of Operation
PCC Point of Common Coupling
PVVC Procedure for Verification, Validation and Certification
RMS Root Mean Square
WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council
WPP Wind Power Plant
WT Wind Turbine
WTR Wind Turbine Rotor
WTT Wind Turbine Terminals
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82 Chapter 4. Results

4.1.3. Paper III - WECC Type 3 WT Compliance with Spa-

nish Grid Code Requirements

Aimed at complementing the work conducted in [65], attached in Sec-
tion 4.1.2, Paper III describes the results obtained with regard to the sub-
mission of the generic Type 3 WT model de�ned by the WECC to the
requirements established by Spanish Operation Procedure 12.3. A voltage
dip measured at an actual DFIG WT was applied on the WECC WT model,
operating under both full and partial load conditions. The validation criteria
de�ned in the Spanish PVVC were then veri�ed at the high and low voltage
sides of the transformer, comparing the active and reactive power's simu-
lated responses of the WT model with the �eld measurements conducted.
Finally, the behavior of the model was extensively analyzed, and modeling
modi�cations were proposed to improve its responses in the non-compliance
situations.

In line with [65], the objective of Paper III is to extend the scope of
application of the generic WECC Type 3 WT dynamic model, analyzing its
modeling limitations and how these a�ect the model's compliance with the
requirements set in a speci�c grid code.

Table 4.3 summarizes the metrics of the journal in which the paper was
published. The full paper is included below, as published.

Journal Name Energies
Impact Factor (2018) 2.707
Category Energy & Fuels
Quartile in category Q3
Position in category 56/103
ISSN 1996-1073

Table 4.3: Journal Metrics � Paper III.
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Abstract: Power systems are currently witnessing a high wind-power penetration due to the
development and commissioning of an increasing number of wind-power plants. This new scenario
inevitably changes the way power systems are operated, mainly due to the uncertainties associated
with wind, with the proper integration of this renewable energy source into the grid emerging as
a new challenge. Unlike other highly flexible energy sources that can be used on demand according
to the market needs, wind energy production is intermittent and non-dispatchable. In this context,
transient stability analyses through the dynamic simulation of wind-turbine models and wind-power
plants must be carried out. Moreover, as many countries have their own grid codes, the compliance
requirements to connect wind farms to the network may be significantly different, depending on
the specific region. In light of the above, this paper addresses the submission to Spanish Operation
Procedure 12.3 (PO 12.3), for the first time, of one of the most advanced wind-turbine models,
the generic Type 3 or doubly fed induction generator defined by the Western Electricity Coordinating
Council (WECC) Second-Generation guidelines. The results show, on the one hand, the notable
effect of the transformer inrush current, which influences the accuracy of the behavior of the generic
wind-turbine model, and, on the other hand, the inability of the generic model to represent the
transient periods of actual wind turbines. However, when the validation criteria is applied at the
low-voltage measurement point, the WECC model fully complies with Spanish grid code PO 12.3.

Keywords: generic model; grid code; validation; WECC

1. Introduction

In order to reduce the tight dependence on fossil fuels used to cover global energy consumption,
renewable energy resources are of great importance. In particular, the objectives of the European
Union (EU) regarding renewable energy production for 2030 targeted a value of 27% for the renewable
energy consumed in the EU in that year [1]. Thus, it is of prime importance to develop a clear strategy
to help achieve this objective, one that fosters the stability required to attract investments and seeks
a consensus to promote a higher participation of renewable energies in countries’ electricity mix.

Among the different renewable energy sources, wind power has experienced considerable growth
in recent years, reaching a total installed capacity of 539,581 MW in 2017 [2]. Europe currently has
a total installed capacity of 189 GW of wind power, of which 11.7 GW was installed in 2018 [3].
In particular, Spain is one of the world’s leading countries with 23,484 MW, ranking fifth in the world
and covering approximately 19% of the average annual electricity demand during 2018 [3].
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Nevertheless, the unpredictable variability of wind may lead to critical situations during peak
demands of energy on the electrical grids, making it necessary for Transmission and Distribution
System Operators (TSOs and DSOs, respectively) to plan network operations effectively. Thus, detailed
grid operation planning guarantees power supply and forecasts the power compensations that are
required from conventional power plants in addition to increasing network reliability and to avoiding
voltage and frequency regulation problems.

To deal with this issue, in-depth transient stability analyses of wind turbine (WT) and wind
power plant (WPP) models are required. Specifically, the performance of these dynamic simulation
models must be assessed against severe grid disturbances such as voltage dips, which may be caused
by short circuits or overload periods. In this sense, it is also worth considering the effects of voltage
dips on powered systems and industrial equipment, which are discussed in detail in works such
as References [4,5]. The wide variety of detailed WT simulation models developed by the different
WT manufacturers, however, makes it difficult to obtain a generalized and unified response. It was,
therefore, necessary to develop generic or standard WT dynamic models able to faithfully represent
those actual WT models [6].

In light of the above, the Western Electricity Coordinating Council (WECC), and the International
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC), through the WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models [7] and
Standard IEC 61400-27-1 [8], respectively, are the two main entities focused on the development of the
four generic types of WT technologies currently available in the market: Type 1, with an asynchronous
generator directly connected to the grid; Type 2, with an asynchronous generator equipped with
a variable rotor resistance directly connected to the grid; Type 3, with a doubly-fed induction
generator (DFIG) connected through a back-to-back power converter; and Type 4, with synchronous or
asynchronous generators directly connected to the grid through a full-scale power converter.

The WECC report entitled WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models [7], which includes
the generic WT simulation models described in the previous paragraph, was published in January
2014. The first edition of this technical report was published four years earlier, in 2010 [9]. It was
mainly based on the contribution of a single WT manufacturer, while the second edition featured
contributions from different WT manufacturers, thus obtaining generic WT models able to represent
a wider range of actual WTs. It should also be highlighted that, while the IEC is more focused on
obtaining an optimized behavior of the WT models and, so, their responses are very similar to field
measurements, the WECC opts for developing very technically simplified WT simulation models [10],
reducing the number of parameters required as far as possible. In this sense, the generic WECC WT
simulation models are designed to be studied using positive-sequence power flow and integration
time steps in the range of 1 to 5 ms, which is a common time step for transient stability analysis. WECC
models also assume that wind speed is constant during the simulation. Hence, they are not intended
to represent in detail the transient periods that appear during grid disturbances and may produce
short voltage spikes when the faults are cleared. These spikes should therefore be ignored, since they
do not represent the transient periods of actual machines and result from the simplification process of
the models and the way they interface with the external network. However, these publicly available
and simplified WECC WT models are able to provide sufficiently accurate responses using a limited
number of parameters and can represent any vendor’s WT model, in addition to ensure the same
simulation results regardless of the software tool used.

In the specific case of Standard IEC 61400-27-1, the behavior of the WT models may be assessed
following the standard’s own validation guidelines [11]. However, most countries have their own grid
interconnection agreements, i.e., they have developed their own grid codes and their own validation
guidelines. In the case of Spain, the Spanish Grid Code, through Operation Procedure 12.3 (PO 12.3)
for fault ride-through capability, details the behavior that WPPs must have under grid disturbances,
namely voltage dips. Thus, to comply with PO 12.3, a specific procedure for verification, validation,
and certification (PVVC) [12] was also developed. The PVVC involves the conduction of certain
technical adjustments, such as the implementation of flexible alternating current transmission systems
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(FACTS), in order for the Spanish WPPs to comply with PO 12.3 [13]. Moreover, the responses of
these actual WPPs must be analyzed quantitatively by calculating the validation errors following the
validation criteria established by the PVVC.

Previous works related to the application of the Spanish grid code, such as References [14,15],
perform the complete process of verification and validation of a particular WPP in Spain following
the PVVC guidelines, in addition to applying different voltage dips to the actual WTs and analyzing
their response according to PO 12.3. However, the present contribution is aimed at complementing the
work previously conducted in Reference [16], in which a generic IEC-developed Type 3 WT simulation
model was submitted to the Spanish PO 12.3. Thus, the present work addresses the submission
of the Type 3 WT model defined by the WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models technical
document to the Spanish national grid code requirements. On the one hand, the present work will
allow the scope of application of the WECC to be extended. On the other hand, as the WECC Second
Generation has not developed a specific validation procedure, the reliability and good performance
of the WT simulation model is assessed, for the first time, based on a national grid code requirement.
In addition, the present work also contributes to achieving a more widespread use of the generic
WT dynamic models developed by the WECC. Moreover, the responses of the generic WECC model,
modeled in MATLAB/Simulink, are compared to the field measurements recorded at an actual Spanish
WPP composed of Gamesa G52 WTs, as will be further detailed in Section 3.2. Both data series are
also compared to the responses of the detailed simulation model corresponding to the Gamesa G52
WT, which was modeled in the PSCAD/EMTDC software tool, and the verification of the PVVC
validation criteria is carried out when two different measurement points are considered, also described
in Section 3.2.

Furthermore, the present work aims to analyze the modeling limitations of one of the most
advanced types of WTs, the Type 3 or DFIG WT, when developed by the WECC. In the cases of
non-compliance with PO 12.3, the reasons are thoroughly analyzed, and modeling modifications
are proposed.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents the WT model studied, the generic Type 3
WT model defined by the WECC. Section 3 reviews the requirements imposed by the Spanish grid
code to comply with PO 12.3, the procedure that must be followed and the calculation of the validation
errors, in addition to explaining how the field measurements were performed. Section 4 describes the
results obtained and, finally, Section 5 summarizes the conclusions of the work.

2. WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models: Type 3

As will be seen in Section 3, it can be said that most of the works related to the generic WT models
have focused on the analysis of their responses under different types of events, mainly voltage dips and
reference point changes, and also on the development process followed to obtain them. For instance,
works such as References [17,18], among others, conducted in-depth analyses addressing the dynamic
behavior of the generic Type 3 WT model defined by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 when subjected to
voltage dips, while also describing the main control models which are part of this WT. Regarding
the WECC guidelines, works such as References [19–21] addressed the development process of the
second generation WT models, while References [22] focused on the validation of a generic Type 3
WECC model against different grid events. Finally, references [23] addressed the validation of wind
farm models according to the WECC guidelines. To support this, a more comprehensive literature
review of the works addressing the simulation of generic WT simulation models can be found in
References [24,25].

In view of the above, due to the lack of studies addressing the submission of the generic WT
models to national grid code requirements, which typically differ by country [26] and require validated
wind-turbine models to comply with their own interconnection agreements, Reference [16] submitted,
for the first time, the generic IEC model to a national grid code. It is, therefore, necessary to complement
the work begun in Reference [16] and to submit the generic Type 3 WT model defined by the WECC to
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a specific national grid code, thus expanding the scope of application of this international guideline
and the usability of these generic WT models, also analyzing their limitations.

Figure 1 shows the main control models that are part of the generic Type 3 WECC model.
The Generator/Converter Model represents a generator model that neglects all the flux dynamics of the
machine. It injects the active and reactive components of current, ip and iq, into the external grid.
The Exciter/Converter Controls represent the active and reactive power control model in addition to
the current limitation system. It provides the active and reactive current commands, ipcmd and iqcmd,
to the Generator/Converter Model, mainly based on the active and reactive power reference values, Pref
and Qref. Unlike the generic Type 3 IEC model in which the torque control model is included in the
active power control model, the Torque Controls module is set apart from the Exciter/Converter Controls,
and provides the reference rotational speed, wref, i.e., the speed at which the WT should rotate when
a certain value of active power is injected, in addition to the active power reference value, Pref, which is
used by the Exciter/Converter Controls. As in the case of the pitch control model of the generic Type 3
IEC model, the Pitch Controls defined by the WECC calculate the pitch angle required to obtain the
active power reference value, i.e., the position angle of the WT blades. The Aerodynamics module
provides the Drive-Train model with the mechanical power. Finally, the Drive-Train model, which is
a two-mass model that represents the mechanical phenomena between the WT blades and the electric
generator, provides the mechanical rotational speed, wmech.

Drive-Train

Generator/ 

Converter Model

Exciter/

Converter Controls
Torque

Controls
Pref

Qref

Vt

i pcmd

i qcmd

i p

i q

WTT
Prefo

Pe

Pitch

Controls

wref

Aerodynamics
Pord

wmech

Figure 1. Control models of the generic Type 3 wind-turbine (WT) model based on Western Electricity
Coordinating Council (WECC) guidelines [7].

3. Compliance with Spanish Grid Code Po 12.3

The generic WT models developed by the WECC have been studied in previous works, such as
Reference [27], in which both the Type 3 and Type 4 models are compared to the Type 3 and Type 4
WT models developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1. Reference [27] also studied the behavior of these
generic models against field measurements during voltage dips. In Reference [11], the Type 4 WT
model developed by both the WECC and the IEC is validated following the IEC guidelines, comparing
their responses to the field measurements collected in an actual WT.

Nevertheless, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are no works addressing the study of
the compliance of the generic WECC WT models with a specific grid code requirement. Therefore,
as mentioned in Section 1, the present work addresses the compliance of the Type 3 WT model
developed by the WECC with the Spanish grid code PO 12.3, following the PVVC guidelines.

The PVVC criteria, described in Section 3.1, are first applied when comparing the responses of
the WECC model with the field measurements of a Gamesa G52 WT. Second, these same criteria
are applied to the corresponding detailed simulation model of the actual machine, and the model’s
performance is compared to the field measurements.

3.1. Procedure for Verification, Validation and Certification (PVVC)

For the Spanish WPPs to comply with PO 12.3, different WPP owners, certification entities,
WT manufacturers, and the Spanish TSO Red Eléctrica de España formed a working group responsible
for the verification of such compliance. To carry out this work, the PPVC technical document was
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prepared, drawing on the active and reactive power responses of different WTs in operation, as well as
the active and reactive current responses, mainly during fault and post-fault periods. This allowed the
fault ride-through capability requirements to be set, thus developing the PVVC guidelines, the different
editions of which may be consulted in Reference [16].

The latest edition of the PVVC (Ed. 11), released in September 2018, is that followed in the
present work. As stated in Reference [16], and following the general verification procedure issued
by the PVVC [12] (the flowcharts defining the stages for the verification process may be consulted in
Reference [14,15]), a three-step process must be followed. First, the wind turbine is tested, second,
the wind turbine model is validated, and, third, the wind farm is simulated. However, as the purpose
of this work is to study the compliance of the generic Type 3 WT model developed by the WECC with
the Spanish PO 12.3, the present work focuses on the first two steps.

Moreover, as Reference [16] provides a detailed analysis of the procedures followed to certify
WTs and WPPs in Spain according to the PVVC, the present contribution aims to complement that
work by detailing the process of how the field tests are conducted (see Section 3.2). Thus, these works
perfectly complement each other and provide a complete overview of the Spanish PO 12.3 in addition
to assessing the behavior and limitations of the Type 3 WT simulation model developed by the two
main international technical documents related to the wind-energy field: the IEC 61400-27-1 and the
WECC Second Generation of Wind Turbine Models.

Before describing characteristics of the field tests, it is important to highlight how the Type 3
WT model is assessed, following the validation procedure issued by the PVVC. Once the field tests
are conducted (further detailed in Section 3.2), and the power calculation methodology described in
Section 9.2 of the PVVC [12] is applied to obtain the Root Mean Square (RMS) values of the different
variables measured, thus obtaining the accredited report, the validation process of the model begins.

The fifth edition of the PVVC (released in June 2009) was the first in which a voltage source could
be used for the voltage dip modeling [16]. Thus, a voltage source is implemented along with the WT
simulation model to reproduce the instantaneous values of the voltage measured. Moreover, it is also
important to note that the time interval used in the simulations must be equal to or less than the time
interval associated with the frequency of the sample used during the field tests [12].

Hence, the responses of the WT simulation model and the field tests can now be submitted to the
validation criteria. Following the PVVC [12] guidelines, a WT simulation model can be considered
validated when, applied at both the active and reactive power responses and in 85% of the data series
analyzed, the absolute value of the difference between the field tests (Pmea or Qmea) and the simulation
values (Psim or Qsim) do not exceed the nominal value (Pnom or Qnom) by 10% (see Equations (1) and (2)).
The time interval or duration of the comparison window to assess the data series must be 1000 ms.
The characterization of the different zones during voltage dips is shown in [12].

∆P(%) = |Pmea − Psim
Pnom

| · 100 ≤ 10% (1)

∆Q(%) = |Qmea −Qsim
Qnom

| · 100 ≤ 10% (2)

This criterion is applied in two cases, the results of which are explained in Section 4: (i) field tests
vs. generic WECC WT simulation model; (ii) field tests vs. detailed WT simulation model.

3.2. Field Tests

In addition to the validation methodology, the PVVC also sets out the conditions, the equipment
and the field measurements required to analyze the compliance of the WT models with the PO 12.3.
Thus, the voltage dips must be generated at the actual WT to be tested using an inductive divider
voltage dip generator, in which the reactance values X1, X2 and X3 must be defined [12]. In particular,
a medium voltage ride through container (RTC-MV) such as the one defined in [28] is used to conduct
the field tests. The values of the three reactances that define the RTC-MV are calculated based on
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the PVVC guidelines [12]. Figure 2 shows a schematic representation of the voltage dip generator
connected to the actual WT, including the reactances, the calculation of which is explained below.

X1
X2

X3

Transformer

Testing
Point

Measurement
at the high

voltage side

Measurement
at the low 

voltage side

Medium Voltage Ride Through Container

RTC-MV

AC/DC --- DC/AC

Figure 2. Voltage dip generator mobile test unit connected to the doubly fed induction generator
(DFIG) WT.

In Equations (3) and (4), Un is the rated voltage of the network, Zcc is the short-circuit impedance,
and SWT

n is the rated power of the WT. The X1 reactance limits the short-circuit current during the
fault. Its value is calculated to obtain a short-circuit power at the testing point greater than or equal to
5 times the power recorded at the WT (see Equation (2)). X2 must be adjusted so that the RMS residual
voltage (Ures) at the testing point during the no load test is less than 90% of the rated voltage (Un).
It is worth noting that the no load test is conducted using the RTC-MV when the WT is switched off.
This type of test allows the voltage dip to be characterized without the influence of the WT, since the
machine may modify the square profile of the voltage in the cases in which it is operating, injecting
active and reactive power.

Hence, the value of X2 can be calculated following Equation (3). Moreover, a switching device
must be connected to the reactance X2 so that the short-circuit required can be generated.

X1 ≤
U2

n
5 · SWT

n
− Zcc (3)

Ures = Un · |
jX2

Z̄cc + jX1 + jX2
| (4)

Finally, X3 must correspond to a transformer or a combination of reactances and transformers,
and its value is calculated according to the following criteria:

1. If the WT is not equipped with a step-up transformer: X3 = 0

2. If the WT is equipped with a step-up transformer, there are two possibilities:

• The value of the short-circuit impedance of the step-up transformer will be assigned to X3.
• The value of the short-circuit impedance of the step-up transformer with a tolerance of± 20%

at a normalized value.

In the present paper, the WT is tested under a three-phase isolated voltage dip. First, the WT
operates at full load conditions of 0.93 pu. This is in line with the requirements established by the
PVVC for these cases, in which the load conditions are defined as a range of the active rated power of
the WT: between 80% and 100% of Pn for full load conditions. Second, the WT operates at partial load
conditions of 0.20 pu, a value which also complies with the requirements of the PVVC: between 10%
and 30% of Pn for partial load conditions. Moreover, in the case of three-phase faults, the conditions
of the PVVC establish that: (i) that the voltage dip duration must be higher than or equal to 500 ms
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minus the time tolerance (50 ms); (ii) that the residual voltage must be equal to or less than 20% plus
the voltage tolerance (+3%) [12].

Once the voltage dip is generated, the three-phase voltages and powers are measured and the
positive-sequence values are calculated, since the generic WECC WT models are positive-sequence
dynamic models [7].

Moreover, the measurement and testing points may or may not coincide. In this case, the testing
point is located upstream from the transformer, as shown in Figure 2 (in blue), and two measurement
points are considered, located at the low- and high-voltage (HV) sides of the transformer (in red
and green, respectively). Therefore, when the measurement point is located at the HV side of the
transformer and coincides with the testing point, both the WT and the transformer models will be
considered validated if the validation criteria described in Section 3.1 are fulfilled. In contrast, when
the measurement point is located at the low-voltage (LV) side, only the WT model will be considered
validated if the validation criteria are complied with.

Section 4 details the results obtained when the verification process of the PVVC validation criteria
was applied to both the WECC and the detailed simulation models, considering the HV side as well as
the LV side measurement points.

4. Results

A three-phase voltage dip with a duration of 570.5 ms was applied on the actual WT (Gamesa
G52) working at full load conditions of 0.93 pu and partial load conditions of 0.20 pu, following the
methodology described in Section 3.2. The generic WECC model and the detailed WT simulation
model were implemented in the software tools MATLAB/Simulink and PSCAD/EMTDC, respectively.
The positive-sequence values of the voltage dip measured were then reproduced in both simulation
models by using a voltage-dependent source, as mentioned in Section 3.1. This is known as the
play-back validation approach [29], as it allows the voltage dip to be accurately reproduced.

The residual voltage, shown in Figure 3, was 19.66% for phase A, 17.75% for phase B, and 19.91%
for phase C. In this same figure, the red line represents the voltage dip measured at the actual WT,
the blue line represents the voltage dip reproduced by the detailed WT model, and the orange line
corresponds to the voltage dip reproduced by the generic WECC WT simulation model. As can be
seen, there exists a good correlation between the three signals, so it can be said that the voltage dip
measured was accurately reproduced at both WT simulation models.

2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
0

0.5

1

Phase C

2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
0

0.5

1

Phase A

2 2.1 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9
0

0.5

1

Phase B

WECC Model

WECC Model

WECC Model

Figure 3. Root Mean Square (RMS) voltage in each phase: measured and simulated.
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As explained in Section 3.2, two different measurement points were considered for the application
of the PVVC criteria in both the WECC and the detailed simulation models (see Figure 2): first,
the high-voltage (HV) point (20 kV), i.e., the point that coincides with the testing point, and second,
the LV point (690 V), downstream from the transformer.

In order to properly analyze and interpret the results obtained, and based on the information
on the PVVC report and the equations shown in Section 3.1, the rated value to apply the validation
criteria was 1 pu. Therefore, for at least 85% of the data series, the maximum deviation allowed (10%)
was 0.1 pu, as will be reflected in the results tables included in Section 4.

4.1. Verification of the PVVC Criteria at the Testing Point: Measurement Point at HV Side

Table 1 shows the results for the application of the PVVC validation criteria at the HV measurement
point (coinciding with the testing point, see Figure 2) in the cases of the WECC model and the detailed
model. The validation process therefore affected both the transformer and the WT model. Hence, it was
also necessary to implement and simulate the transformer along with the generic and detailed models.
In the case of the generic WECC WT, the transformer was simply modeled through an impedance [14].

Table 1. Verification of the procedure for verification, validation, and certification (PVVC) validation
criteria applied to the WECC and detailed WT models at the testing point, operating at full load
conditions: 20 kV, measurement point at HV side.

WT Model Magnitude Max. Deviation
(pu)

Mandatory Points
Below 0.1 pu (%)

Points Below
0.1 pu (%) Compliance

WECC Active Power, P 0.10 85 81 7

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 59 7

Detailed Active Power, P 0.10 85 91 !

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 90 !

Regarding the WECC WT model results depicted in Table 1, only 81% of the points within the data
series analyzed complied with the validation criteria in the case of active power, while an even lower
number of points, 59%, complied with the validation criteria in the case of reactive power. The PVVC
validation criteria were, therefore, not complied with either of these cases when applied at the testing
or HV measurement points, so that the WECC and the transformer models could not be validated.

Concerning the detailed WT simulation model, the results of which are also shown in Table 1,
both the active and the reactive power responses complied with the PVVC, since 91% and 90% of the
data series analyzed fulfilled the validation criteria, respectively.

Figure 4 shows the active and reactive power responses of the WECC and detailed WT simulation
models when subjected to the measured voltage dip, along with the field tests recorded at the testing
point. As observed in Figure 4a, there exists a good correlation between the active power responses of
the WECC model and the field measurements. However, the largest differences were found when the
fault was cleared, i.e., during the transient period responses of the generic WT model. This is because
the WECC model only used a current versus voltage lookup table and a first-order filter, while the
detailed model (or full-order model) included a fifth-order generator model in addition to a full-order
converter controller with Proportional Integral (PI) controllers for active and reactive power models
that used different parameters for normal and transient operation. Therefore, generic models are not
specifically designed to represent the transient periods that appear during the operation of actual WTs.
However, to improve the representation of these transient periods by the generic WECC WT while
keeping its simplified approach, a modification was proposed within the Generator/Converter Model,
including an electromagnetic transient resistance, Rs, and reactance, Xs, in order to simplify modeling
the transients of the actual WT.
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Figure 4. Active and reactive power at measurement point 1 (20 kV). WT operating at full load conditions.
(a) active power; (b) reactive power.

Furthermore, those significant differences during the transient responses, also observed in the
period from 2.57 s to 3.00 s in Figure 4a between the detailed and the WECC WT models, were due
to the active power control model of the full-order model WT changed from a voltage dip mode to
a normal operation mode at 3.00 s. After that, the differences observed were influenced by the active
power performance of the WECC WT model up to that point, which caused drive train oscillations
of different phase than those observed for the full-order or detailed model and for the field tests.
Moreover, there are also large differences in the Torque Controls model and the generator speed filters
between the highly simplified WECC WT model and the full-order WT model, which also contributed
to those differences in the active power responses after the fault clearance.

The issues concerning the proper representation of transient periods by generic models also
applies to the reactive power response of the WECC WT model. However, this situation was
exacerbated by the fact that generic models are also unable to represent the fundamental component of
the transformer inrush current, which in this case is reflected in the measurements. The differences in
the reactive power responses can be clearly identified in Figure 4b. Once the fault was cleared at 2.57 s,
the actual WT presented a reactive power consumption peak of almost −0.5 pu and then gradually
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recovered, while the WECC model presented a constant consumption of reactive power during the
whole post-fault period. The effects of the transformer inrush current are also supported by the graphic
results in Section 4.2, in which the LV measurement point is used to apply the validation criteria and
the transformer is no longer considered, Figure 5b.
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Figure 5. Active and reactive power at measurement point 2 (690 V). WT operating at full load conditions.
(a) active power; (b) reactive power.

Finally, as can also be observed in Figure 4, both the transformer inrush current and the transient
periods were reasonably well represented by the detailed WT simulation model, presenting a more
accurate behavior than that of the generic WECC WT model. However, there still exist certain
inevitable differences between the detailed model and the field measurements because the comparison
was performed between an actual machine and a simulation model. Therefore, the detailed WT and
transformer models were validated according to Spanish PO 12.3.

4.2. Verification of the PVVC Criteria at the LV Measurement Point

No additional validation analyses were required in the case of the detailed WT simulation
model, since it already complied with the PVVC criteria when applied at the HV measurement—or
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testing—point. However, taking into account the non-compliance situation of the generic WECC model
at this same measurement point, Table 2 presents the results for the application of the PVVC validation
criteria at the LV measurement point (see Figure 2) applied to the WECC model. It is important to note
that, in this case, the transformer was no longer considered in the validation process, since its effects
were already reflected in the measurements performed.

Table 2. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the WECC WT model at the low-voltage
(LV) measurement point, operating at full load conditions: 690 V.

WT Model Magnitude Max. Deviation
(pu)

Mandatory Points
Below 0.1 pu (%)

Points Below
0.1 pu (%) Compliance

WECC Active Power, P 0.10 85 81 7

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 90 !

Concerning the validation results shown in Table 2, the non-compliance situation of the generic
WECC model with the validation criteria was reversed in the case of reactive power, as was anticipated
in Section 4.1. While only 59% of the data series analyzed complied with the criteria at the testing
point, 90% complied with the validation requirements at the LV measurement point. The WECC WT
model was therefore considered validated in this case for the reactive power response.

Figure 5 shows the active and reactive power responses of both the WECC and the detailed
WT simulation models when subjected to the specified fault, along with the field tests when the
measurements were performed at the LV side.

The good performance of the WECC WT simulation model in the case of reactive power when the
measurements were performed at the LV side is clearly corroborated by the graphic results shown in
Figure 5b. When the fault was cleared, unlike the previous case, the actual WT model did not consume
reactive power (although there were still transient periods) because the effects of the fundamental
component of the transformer inrush current were no longer reflected in the measurements. Therefore,
the WECC WT model, which is unable to emulate those effects, fitted the field tests much better when
the measurements were performed downstream the transformer.

Regarding the active power, still only 81% of the data series analyzed complied with the PVVC
requirements (see Table 2), so the non-compliance situation was not reversed in this case. As occurred
when the measurement and testing points coincided, this was due to the inability of the generic WT
model to emulate the transient periods of the actual WT, Figure 5a.

4.3. Verification of the PVVC Criteria at the HV and LV Measurement Points: WT Operating at Partial
Load Conditions

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 presented the results of the verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied
to the WECC generic WT model at both the HV and LV measurement points, respectively, when the
WT operates at full load conditions. The results obtained were extensively analyzed, as were the
reasons that led to the situations of non-compliance.

However, in order to support the conclusions obtained and enrich the results section, a new case
study was added: the verification of the PVVC criteria when the WT operates at partial load conditions
of 0.20 pu. As mentioned at the beginning of Section 4, the same three-phase voltage dip as that shown
in Figure 3 was applied on the WT operating at partial load conditions.

Table 3 shows the percentage of points that were below the maximum deviation allowed when
the PVVC criteria was applied at the HV (or testing) point (see Figure 2). In this case, both case did
not comply with the validation criteria, since only 84% and 61% of the points within the data series
analyzed present a deviation below 0.1 pu for the active and reactive power responses, respectively.

The numerical results are supported by the graphic results shown in Figure 6. In the case of active
power, as shown in Figure 6a, the inability of the generic WT (orange line) to represent the transient
periods of the actual WT (blue line), especially at the beginning and clearance of the fault, can be
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clearly observed. As in the case of the WT operating at full load conditions, the representation of these
transient periods would improve if the Generator/Converter Model of the WECC generic model included
an electromagnetic transient resistance and reactance, as mentioned in Section 4.1.

Table 3. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the WECC WT model at the testing
point, operating at partial load conditions: 20 kV, measurement point at HV side.

WT Model Magnitude Max. deviation
(pu)

Mandatory points
below 0.1 pu (%)

Points below
0.1 pu (%) Compliance

WECC Active Power, P 0.10 85 84 7

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 61 7
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Figure 6. Active and reactive power at measurement point 1 (20 kV). WT operating at partial
load conditions. (a) active power; (b) reactive power.

The reactive power response also failed to comply with the PVVC criteria when the WT operated
at partial load conditions (Figure 6b). In addition to the lack of accuracy of the generic WT model
in representing the transient periods, the inability of the model to represent the transformer inrush
current is also a key factor which explains the low percentage of points that comply with the validation
requirements (61%, Table 3) and the low accuracy in the reactive power response.
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The largest differences were found from 2.60 s onward (Figure 6b), since the fundamental
component of the transformer inrush current is reflected in both the detailed WT model and the
field measurements during that period and the WECC generic model was unable to represent it,
remaining around zero.

Table 4 depicts the numerical results when the PVVC validation criteria was applied at the
LV measurement point (see Figure 2) and the WT operated at partial load conditions. In this case,
both the active and the reactive power response complied with PO 12.3, since 88% and 90% of the
points analyzed present a deviation below 0.1 pu. The non-compliance situations have thus reversed,
and Figure 7 supports the improved behavior of the generic WT model.

While there were no significant differences in the active power response (Figure 7a), compared to
the previous case (Figure 6a), a meaningful improvement in the reactive power behavior was observed
when the LV measurement point was considered for the application of the validation criteria (see the
differences between Figures 6b and 7b). As explained in Section 4.2, the effects of the fundamental
component of the transformer inrush current were no longer considered in the measurements and
therefore the generic WECC WT model fitted better to the field tests.
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Figure 7. Active and reactive power at measurement point 2 (690 V). WT operating at partial
load conditions. (a) active power; (b) reactive power.
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Table 4. Verification of the PVVC validation criteria applied to the WECC WT model at the LV
measurement point, operating at partial load conditions: 690 V.

WT Model Magnitude Max. deviation
(pu)

Mandatory points
below 0.1 pu (%)

Points below
0.1 pu (%) Compliance

WECC Active Power, P 0.10 85 88 !

Reactive Power, Q 0.10 85 90 !

5. Conclusions

The present work submitted the Type 3 WT model defined by the WECC to Spanish PO 12.3 by
applying the PVVC. The WECC DFIG WT model was implemented in MATLAB/Simulink, being
subjected to a three-phase voltage dip first applied and later measured at an actual Gamesa G52 WT
operating at both full load and partial load conditions. Applying the validation criteria established
by the PVVC, the WECC model was then compared with the measurements of the actual WT and
its corresponding detailed simulation model. Furthermore, the verification of the PVVC validation
criteria was applied at two different measurement points, the HV measurement point (corresponding
to the testing point and considering the power transformer) and the LV measurement point (located
downstream the transformer).

The detailed WT simulation model broadly complied with the validation criteria established by
the PVVC for the active and the reactive power responses when applied at the HV measurement point.
Hence, both the detailed WT and transformer models were considered validated according to Spanish
PO 12.3.

Nevertheless, regarding the WECC generic WT model, when the criteria were applied at the
HV measurement point, the requirements were not complied with, since only 81% and 59% of the
points were below the maximum deviation allowed for the active and the reactive power responses,
respectively. The largest differences were found, on the one hand, when the fault was cleared,
i.e., during the transient periods; and, on the other hand, during the post-fault period in the reactive
power response. This large difference in the reactive power responses between the field measurements
and the WECC model was mainly due to the inability of the generic WT models to represent the
fundamental component of the transformer inrush current. Thus, neither the generic WECC WT
model nor the generic transformer were considered validated when the criteria were applied at the
testing point.

On the other hand, when the PVVC validation criteria was applied at the LV measurement point,
the reactive power response did comply with PO 12.3. In contrast, the active power still failed to
comply with the established requirements. This non-compliance situation was again mainly due to the
inaccurate representation of the transient periods. However, the present paper proposed a modeling
modification to improve the representation of the transient periods that appear in the actual WT:
including an electromagnetic transient resistance and reactance within the generator model of the
WECC WT to be able to model the transients in a simplified way.

Finally, it must be noted that, in general terms, the same conclusions drawn from the case study
in which the WT operates at full load conditions can be extrapolated to the results obtained when the
WT operates at partial load conditions.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
DSO Distribution System Operator
EU European Union
FACTS Flexible Alternating Current Transmission Systems
HV High Voltage
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
LV Low Voltage
PI Proportional Integral
PO Operation Procedure
PVVC Procedure for Verification, Validation and Certification
RMS Root Mean Square
RTC-MV Medium Voltage Ride Through Container
TSO Transmission System Operator
WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council
WPP Wind Power Plant
WT Wind Turbine
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4.1.4. Paper IV - IEC Type 3 WT Performance Analysis

Paper IV conducts a comparative performance analysis of the generic Ty-
pe 3 WT model de�ned by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 when implemented in
both a multidisciplinary and a specialized electrical engineering software tool:
MATLAB®/Simulink® and DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM. The responses of
the generic WT model are also compared to the �eld measurements of an
actual DFIG WT when these are all submitted to the same two voltage dip
tests. Moreover, the IEC validation methodology was applied in all cases for
an adequate assessment of the WTs' responses by calculating the relevant va-
lidation errors in three comparative case studies: (i) MATLAB®/Simulink®

WT model vs. �eld measurements, (ii) DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM WT
model vs. �eld measurements, and (iii) MATLAB®/Simulink® WT model
vs. DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM WT model. Subsequently, the di�erences
in the implementation processes and the causes that may lead to the slight
deviations between the models' responses are analyzed in detail.

The main objectives of Paper IV include giving feedback to Standard
IEC 61400-27-1 on the assumption that the responses of the IEC WT simu-
lation models are the same regardless of the software used, helping to further
understand their limitations, and providing the basis for conducting analyses
involving large power systems composed of generic WT models in powerful
and specialized software tools such as PF.

The metrics of the indexed journal in which the paper was published are
shown in Table 4.4. The full paper is included below, as published.
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Abstract: Forecasts for 2023 position wind energy as the third-largest renewable energy source
in the world. This rapid growth brings with it the need to conduct transient stability studies to plan
network operation activities and analyze the integration of wind power into the grid, where generic wind
turbine models have emerged as the optimal solution. In this study, the generic Type 3 wind turbine
model developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 was submitted to two voltage dips and implemented
in two simulation tools: MATLAB/Simulink and DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. Since the Standard states
that the responses of the models are independent of the software used, the active and reactive power
results of both responses were compared following the IEC validation guidelines, finding, nevertheless,
slight differences dependent on the specific features of each simulation software. The behavior
of the generic models was assessed, and their responses were also compared with field measurements
of an actual wind turbine in operation. Validation errors calculated were comprehensively analyzed,
and the differences in the implementation processes of both software tools are highlighted. The outcomes
obtained help to further establish the limitations of the generic wind turbine models, thus achieving
a more widespread use of Standard IEC 61400-27-1.

Keywords: DIgSILENT-PowerFactory; IEC 61400-27-1; MATLAB; model validation; transient stability;
type 3 wind turbine

1. Introduction

Renewable energy power plants are growing at a spectacular rate all over the world. The International
Energy Agency (IEA) states that, specifically in the electricity sector, renewable energies will undergo
the fastest growth, providing approximately 30% of the total power demand in 2023 [1]. It also underlines
that, although bioenergy will still be the largest source of renewable energy in the years to come, especially
due to its consumption in heat and transport, its share will decline as a result of the expansion of both wind
power and solar PV. Thus, forecasts for 2023 position wind energy as the third-largest renewable energy
source in the world, only surpassed by bioenergy and hydropower [1]. Other entities such as the Global
Wind Energy Council (GWEC) [2] or WindEurope annually publish statistics on new onshore and offshore
wind power capacity installed across the countries. WindEurope has already uploaded the 2018 report [3],
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which informs that Europe installed 11.7 GW of new wind power capacity (up to a total of 189 GW),
more than any other power generation source, covering 14% of the European Union’s electricity demand.

In light of the above, it is highly important for countries to continue developing a clear strategy
that allows the objectives set by the European Union with reference to the renewable energy production
in 2030 [4] to be achieved. Among other tasks, countries need to foster economic stability in order to attract
investment. Furthermore, there is a need to promote high participation of renewable energy in electricity
mixes by seeking a broad consensus among the stakeholders in renewable energy production.

Focusing on wind power, it indisputably plays an increasingly important role in current power
systems. However, despite all the advantages mentioned above, grid integration of the installed wind
power capacity is regarded as a challenge mainly due to the unpredictable nature of wind. Moreover,
fluctuations in wind power generation will lead conventional power plants to compensate for these
variations, thus forcing them to operate under conditions for which they are not planned. Therefore,
the integration of such a large number of wind turbines (WT) into power systems may increase voltage
and frequency regulation problems, necessitating forward planning of network operation activities.
Thus, optimizing the utilization of wind energy and securing the continuity of the electricity supply
is a key issue. Transmission and Distribution System Operators (TSOs and DSOs, respectively) are the
entities authorized to manage and maintain power systems and thus they require detailed operation
plans to have advance knowledge of the behavior of the power systems. To carry out this work, transient
stability analyses of WTs [5] and wind power plants (WPP) [6] dynamic models are required. These types
of analyses will allow the electrical responses of the models, once connected to the grid, to be forecasted [7].

Under this scenario, in February 2015, the International Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) published
Standard IEC 61400-27-1 [8], the first edition of which includes the description of both generic WT
and WPP models. These models are referred to as ‘generic’ or ‘standard’ because they are intended
to represent any commercial WT model, regardless of the vendor. They consist of a small number of blocks
and parameters and may be implemented in any simulation software tool. Moreover, as detailed WT
simulation models are technically complex and usually belong to private companies, in addition to being
subject to confidential agreements, publicly available generic WT models developed by standard IEC
61400-27-1 [9] are intended to faithfully replicate the behavior of actual WTs when they are connected
to the grid and submitted to electrical disturbances. Generic WT models are classified to represent the four
main typologies of actual WTs available in the market, including their principal technical features: Type 1,
which uses an asynchronous generator directly connected to the grid, Type 2, consisting of an asynchronous
generator equipped with a variable rotor resistance; Type 3, which uses a doubly-fed induction generator
(DFIG), where the stator is directly connected to the grid and the rotor is connected through a back-to-back
power converter [10]; and Type 4, connected to the grid through a full-scale power converter. Therefore,
the implementation and dynamic simulation of these WT models [11] will allow TSOs and DSOs to properly
plan network operation and secure electricity supply. To fully achieve this objective and guarantee their
effective operation, generic WT simulation models must be validated against field measurements of actual
WTs [12]. Thus, it is necessary to compare and analyze their responses under the most critical conditions,
i.e., under voltage dips [13]. Indeed, in order to conduct a quantitative comparison, specific validation
guidelines have been specifically developed by the IEC [14].

IEC 61400-27-1 also states that the responses obtained from the dynamic simulation analyses
of the models must be independent of the simulation software used. This study aims to show that,
nevertheless, there exist slight deviations between simulation results depending on the implementation
software. This is mainly due to differences in the integration algorithms or in the implementation
processes of the dynamic sub-systems. The current work presents these differences and addresses
the general implementation processes of the generic Type 3 WT model in two different software tools:
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MATLAB/Simulink (2018, MathWorks, Natick, MA, US) and DIgSILENT-PowerFactory [15]. Indeed, there
is a lack of research works related to the study of the DFIG WT developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1.

In particular, to the best of the authors’ knowledge, there are few studies in the scientific literature
regarding the implementation and simulation of the generic Type 3 WT model in specialized electrical
engineering software tools such as DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. For instance, works such as [16] or [17]
analyze the behavior of the active and reactive power control systems of the standard Type 3 WT and
its transient response when subjected to voltage dips, respectively. In both cases, MATLAB is the
only simulation tool used. Moreover, studies related to the validation of WTs are based on private,
specific and detailed WT simulation models developed by specific vendors, such as the one carried out
in [18]. Thus, also related to this topic are found works such as [11,13,19]. In [13], two voltage dips are
conducted in a 2 MW DFIG WT, and its responses are compared to the simulation responses of a detailed
WT simulation model (i.e., not RMS model). The authors in [11] analyzes the WT model that represents
the technology used by a specific vendor, while the authors in [19] validate a 3 MW DFIG WT model by
comparing its responses with the responses of a detailed DFIG vendor model. Finally, Reference [20] also
performs validation tasks during faults, although they compare a WT model with an analytical method.
Therefore, in view of the above, Reference [21] is the only work addressing the performance of generic
Type 3 WT models using DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. However, although PF is the tool used, the responses
at plant level during changes on the reference points are analyzed, so that no voltage dip tests at a WT
model level are conducted.

The benefits of using specialized software tools are numerous, since they allow actual, larger and
more complex power systems to be simulated, in addition to being tools with which TSOs and DSOs are
used to working. On the other hand, simulation tools such as MATLAB/Simulink are highly attractive due
to their versatility and ease of use. This work showcases the use of both types of software tools, presenting
their advantages and particularities. In addition, it aims to define the modeling processes that must be
followed, as well as demonstrating the differences when simulating the same generic WT dynamic model,
despite claims for their non-existence.

Therefore, the present work addresses the implementation and validation
process of the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3 WT model when it is subjected to different
voltage dips. The generic WT model is modeled and simulated in both MATLAB/Simulink and
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. The parametrization and validation are conducted using field data from the
WT manufacturer Siemens-Gamesa Renewable Energy (Zamudio, Spain). The simulated active and
reactive power responses are compared to the ones measured from the actual WT in operation. The
validation error magnitudes—following IEC 61400-27-1 guidelines—are calculated in three different
comparisons: (i) MATLAB/Simulink WT model vs. field measurements, (ii) DIgSILENT-PowerFactory
WT model vs. field measurements, and (iii) MATLAB/Simulink WT model vs. DIgSILENT-PowerFactory
WT model.

Summarizing, the main contributions of the present study are focused on: (i) providing feedback
to Standard IEC 61400-27-1 regarding the assumption that the performance of the electrical simulation
models are independent of any software simulation tool; (ii) conducting an in-depth analysis of the root
causes that lead to the differences in the simulated responses; (iii) expanding the scope of application
of the Standard; and (iv) providing the opportunity of conducting analyses involving large power
systems that include generic WT models in specialized electrical engineering software tools such as
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the limitations of the generic WT models
and the validation guidelines in Standard IEC 61400-27-1. Section 3 describes the modeling process
of the generic Type 3 WT when implemented in both software tools, while Section 4 analyzes the research
results. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main conclusions obtained.
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2. IEC 61400-27-1 Generic Type 3 WT Model

The generic Type 3 WT model can be divided into two sub-models: Type 3A and Type 3B. The main
difference lies in the generator system, which includes a protection system in the case of the Type 3B WT.
This protection system is modeled through a set of dynamic blocks that decreases the current signals to zero
when a voltage dip occurs. In the present work, as the field measurements were recorded on an actual
DFIG WT in operation, the generic Type 3B is the model studied.

The generic Type 3B WT model developed by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 (hereinafter referred
to as Type 3) consists of several sub-models, as shown in Figure 1: aerodynamic control model [22],
which provides the two-mass mechanical model with the aerodynamic power (paero) coming from wind;
pitch control model [23], which calculates the value of the pitch angle (θ)-position angle of the WT
blades—required to follow the rotor speed and power generation setpoint (pWTref); two-mass mechanical
model [24], which models the actual gearbox representing both the low-speed and the high-speed sides
and provides the wind turbine rotor and the generator rotational speed (wWTR and wgen, respectively);
active power control model [16], which provides the generator system with the active current command
(ipcmd) and also calculates both the reference rotational speed and the active power order; reactive power
control model, which controls the reactive power injection through the calculation of the reactive current
command (iqcmd) based on the user-defined reactive power reference (xWTref); reactive power limitation
model, which provides the reactive power control model with the reactive power injection’s maximum
and minimum dynamic values allowed at the wind turbine terminals (WTT); current limitation model,
which calculates the limit values of both the active and reactive currents (ipmax, iqmax and iqmin); and
generator system, equipped with a crowbar model [25–27], which has as output signals the active and
reactive currents injected into the grid through a current source (igen, and the generator air gap power
(pag)). Measured values of voltage (ugen and uWT), as well as active and reactive power (pWT and qWT) at
the test network are also required as input signals in some control models. The single-line diagram of the
generic Type 3 WT model is available in [8].
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Figure 1. Modular structure of the generic Type 3 WT adapted from [8].

As discussed in Section 1, International Standard IEC 61400-27-1 states that there should
be no differences when studying the responses of generic WT models using different software tools.
However, there may exist differences in the implementation and initialization processes, as well as in the
algorithms used by the simulation tools. Moreover, although the time step used during the simulations may
be set as fixed when conducting the comparison between models implemented in different software tools,
some of them use variable-step solvers, adjusting the time step depending on the variability of the signals.

IEC 61400-27-1 also describes the limits of the accuracy of the generic WT models [8]. Since the
model’s accuracy is analyzed comparing simulation responses with measured data, errors in both cases
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may appear. On the one hand, regarding simulation responses, errors occur, as during the development
of the standard, some simplifications were implemented in order to obtain technically simplified dynamic
WT models, which are, nevertheless, accurate enough to represent the existing wide range of actual
WTs. On the other hand, limits to possible model accuracy may also arise from the measurements.
When performing transient stability analyses, electromagnetic phenomena are not of interest, and are thus
not emulated and represented by the generic WT models. For instance, if the high voltage side of the
transformer is chosen to perform the measurements, electromagnetic phenomena caused by the behavior
of the transformer may be reflected in the measured data. The accuracy of the model will thus be lower.
Furthermore, some errors and limitations are also generated when performing the measurements at actual
WPPs or test benches. Deviations resulting from tolerances or bandwidth limitations of the measurement
equipment, as well as errors derived from the measurements’ conversion, lead to cumulative errors
in some measured signals. When converting from instantaneous values to root mean square (RMS) values
to perform the comparisons, some errors also occur.

In view of the above, it is clear that there will exist errors between measurements and simulated data.
For this reason, they must be correctly assessed and calculated according to IEC 61400-27-1 guidelines.
Deviations between the responses of the two simulated models (PowerFactory and MATLAB) will also be
assessed during this work, with the aim of identifying the main factors that cause them. The following
subsections describe, on the one hand, the calculation process of the validation errors established by
IEC 61400-27-1, and, on the other, the general implementation process followed by both simulation
software tools used, also showing some of the dynamic control models that are part of the generic Type 3
WT, highlighting the particularities and adaptations required in each case.

2.1. Validation of Generic Models Based on IEC 61400-27-1 Guidelines

The validation process of the generic models involves several steps. First, the definition
of the dynamic simulation model must be performed. Second, field measurements are needed to measure
the responses of actual WTs. Thus, in order to perform the field tests, a fault-ride through (FRT) mobile
test unit was installed in a Spanish wind farm during a measurement campaign led by the manufacturer
Siemens-Gamesa. The connection of the test unit was made between the switchgear and the high voltage
side of the power transformer of the WT. Further information regarding the FRT mobile test unit can
be found in [25,28], since similar units have been used to analyze the FRT capability of WTs. Once the
voltage dips were applied to the WT, the rate of the measurement sample was set to 10 kHz, and the
measurements composing each data set began 10 s before the voltage dip was applied and ended 15 s
after this point in time. This period is enough to carry out the measurements, since the transient stability
responses of the simulation are reflected during that period and can then be properly assessed. After
that, measurements of the events conducted are replicated in the WT model, so that the simulation data
and the field measurements can be compared. Finally, the validation errors are estimated. In this regard,
the most significant disturbances in power systems that lead to integration issues are voltage dips [29].
In terms of RMS values, voltage dips involve severe voltage reductions ranging between 10% and 90% and
a duration of up to one minute [19,30]. Residual voltage (minimum value of voltage) and dip duration are
the two parameters that characterize these types of disturbances in the grid. However, the complexity
of WTs means that not all kinds of voltage dips are suitable to be conducted on actual WTs, and, hence,
IEC 61400-21 established a representative set of disturbances in order to validate a WT model [17].

As explained in Section 1, only a few scientific studies have performed validation tasks using field
measurements, and even fewer when it comes to the implementation, simulation and validation of the most
widely used type of WT, Type 3 (i.e., DFIG), in specialized software tools. Moreover, this study presents
a triple comparison, which involves field measurements and simulation results from the same generic
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WT model implemented in two different tools. It also provides information, for the first time, about the
slight deviations that may exist between those simulation results, despite IEC 61400-27-1 indicating they
should not exist. This comparison thus helps to further determine the limitations of the IEC-developed
WTs, in addition to achieving a more widespread use of these models.

In order to be able to obtain a response and a well-founded and justified conclusion, and based
on the objectives previously mentioned, the criteria used to validate the generic WT models with field
measurements, defined by IEC 61400-27-1, were also applied when comparing the simulated models with
each other. Three time windows are defined during the simulation: (i) pre-fault window, which starts
1000 ms before the fault initiation, (ii) fault window, which lasts from the onset to the clearance of the fault,
(iii) post-fault window, which lasts 5000 ms after the voltage dip clearance. Furthermore, in order not to
consider transient periods in the assessment of the accuracy of the models, several time sub-windows
are also defined, formerly known as ’quasi-steady state’ sub-windows. Hence, the transient responses
appearing at the start of both fault and post-fault windows are discarded in the calculation of the maximum
errors, as will be seen later in this document. On the one hand, a transient period of 140 ms is not considered
in the calculations of the maximum validation errors at the start of the fault window due to the limitations
of the generic model in reproducing the DC-component of the generator flux [12]. On the other hand, since
the model is unable to faithfully represent the transformer inrush current, thus affecting the active and
reactive power responses, a period of 500 ms is not considered at the start of the post-fault window. In
addition, it is worth considering that, because of the inability to model the aerodynamic oscillations or
nonlinear aerodynamic effects by generic WT models, larger errors may occur during the entire post-fault
window. Figure 2 shows both the time windows and the quasi-steady state sub-windows defined during
the voltage dip according to [8].

faultQSW

faultQStbegint

postQSW

cleart clearQSt endt

cleart faultt
faultW postWpreW

Figure 2. Voltage dip windows adapted from [8].

The calculation of validation errors during the pre-fault window is not critical for the evaluation
of the performance of the model. Therefore, error time series are only calculated during fault and
post-fault windows for each of the comparisons (xerror in Equation (1)), i.e., between the data series of
the following cases: (i) MATLAB Model–Field Data, (ii) PowerFactory Model–Field Data, (iii) MATLAB
Model–PowerFactory Model. On the basis of this information, three validation errors (also referred
to as validation performance indicators) are calculated in both fault and post-fault windows, the
calculations of which are presented in Equations (2)–(4): Mean Error (ME), Mean Absolute Error (MAE)
and Maximum Absolute Error (MXE) [12].

In Equations (1)–(4), numbers 1 and 2 indicate the data series to be compared in each case, while n
indicates the indices of the vectors and N the total number of samples used:

xerror(n) = x1(n)− x2(n), (1)
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xME =
∑N

n=1 xerror(n)
N

, (2)

xMAE =
∑N

n=1 |xerror(n)|
N

, (3)

xMXE = max(|xerror(n)|). (4)

ME is defined as the mean value of the error over the corresponding time window, and is related to the
steady-state performance of the dynamic model; MAE is the mean value of the absolute error, calculated
over the entire time window in the case of the post-fault period, and over the corresponding quasi-steady
state sub-window in the case of the fault period; and, finally, MXE is the maximum value of the absolute
error, mainly related to the transient performance of the simulated model. In this last case, the quasi-steady
state sub-windows are considered in the calculation. The electromagnetic transient periods measured are
thus not considered in the evaluation of the accuracy of the model, since fundamental-frequency generic
models are not designed to represent them. As a summary, Table 1 shows the time periods considered
for the calculation of each type of error in both the fault and post-fault periods, according to Figure 2.

Table 1. Time periods considered for the calculation of the validation errors based on Figure 2.

Validation Error Fault Window Post-Fault Window

Mean error, ME [t f ault tclear] [tclear tend]

Mean absolute error, MAE [t f aultQS tclear] [tclear tend]

Maximum absolute error, MXE [t f aultQS tclear] [tclearQS tend]

Having explained the validation criteria to be applied, the following sections are devoted to describing,
in general terms, the generic Type 3 WT modeling process in the two software tools used.

3. Modeling Process of Generic Type 3 WT

The structure of the generic Type 3 WT and the validation process that must be followed to test
its electrical performance have been extensively described in previous sections. Moreover, limitations
to the model’s accuracy included in IEC 61400-27-1 have also been listed. However, with the objective
of achieving well-reasoned explanations of the causes of the differences in the model’s behavior when
it is simulated in the two software tools, the ways in which the dynamic WT model is implemented
are described in detail below.

3.1. Implementation in MATLAB/Simulink

MATLAB/Simulink is currently one of the most widely used software tools in engineering.
Its flexibility, supported by its large community, allows a wide range of studies to be conducted.
Furthermore, with the addition of Simulink, its add-on, which works with block language, the possibilities
are unlimited. For this work, the generic Type 3 WT model was first modeled and parametrized in Simulink,
as the facilities included permit faster development. Furthermore, the validation work was conducted
in MATLAB, the programming language of which permits easy implementation of the IEC 61400-27-1
validation methodology described in Section 2.1.

Regarding the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3 modeling, its general structure is shown in Figure 3.
Additionally, the systems included within the ‘Control model’ are shown in Figure 4. The control
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of the generic Type 3 model has previously been explained in the literature. In [17], the behavior
and parametrization of the systems related to the active power response is explained. Furthermore, in [31],
the behavior of the reactive power control, the current limitation system and the generator system
are depicted and compared with a simpler model [32].
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Figure 3. General structure of the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3 model implemented in Simulink.
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Figure 4. Control systems of the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3 model implemented in Simulink.

The electrical generator system is one of the most complex in this Type 3 WT model. It is based on
the physical dynamics of a DFIG, and the theory behind its development is described in [10,15]. For the
present work, as explained in Section 2, the authors modeled a generic Type 3B electrical generator system,
which includes the crowbar protection system. Its modular structure is shown in Figure 5. The ‘reference
frame rotational model’ coordinates the active and reactive command currents with the grid reference
frame. Furthermore, this system includes the dynamics of the generator sub-transient reactance (x_s).
Additionally, the crowbar system is modeled as a system that multiplies by 0 the command currents over
a short time when the fault occurs and ends, depending on the derivative of voltage. Finally, as shown
in Figure 3, the Simulink model is not connected to a grid. The active and the reactive power are calculated
based on Equation (5):
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Figure 5. Electrical generator system of the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3B model implemented in Simulink.

S̄WT = P_WT + jQ_WT = ŪWT Ī∗WT = uWT∠ϕu_WT · (ip_WT + j · iq_WT) (5)

Additionally, it should be mentioned that the fine adjustment of the model parameters was
conducted using the Simulink Design Optimization tool. An example illustrating the use of this tool
is shown in Figure 6. For this work, the reference signal was either the active or the reactive power
response. Then, the parameters that we wish to adjust are selected, as well as their ranges and scale.
Finally, the program iterates until reaching the objective selected. The iteration method and the error
followed (absolute or relative) can be selected. Finally, the software provides the finely adjusted parameters.
As a side note, although this process might seem automatic, the approximately 100 parameters which
define the generic Type 3 model means the user can have a deep understanding of the behavior of the model,
as well as the parameters which should be adjusted and their logical ranges in which to conduct the tuning.

Figure 6. Simulink Design Optimization tool example.
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3.2. Implementation in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory

The previous sections highlighted the importance of using specialized electrical engineering software
tools, as they permit a wide range of studies to be carried out. In addition, these types of tools allow
highly complex studies to be performed, enabling also the consideration of the vast amount of information
and the large number of parameters which characterize actual power systems [33]. It is therefore of
prime importance to have in-depth knowledge of the dynamic model’s implementation process, and an
overview of particularities of the software and also of the calculation method or the network representation,
as these will help to further understand the causes of the deviations between simulation results provided
by the two software tools. The way in which voltage dips are conducted at the WT model implemented
in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory (PF) is also an important element.

3.2.1. DIgSILENT Simulation Language

DIgSILENT Simulation Language (DSL) is the PF function used to model dynamic systems [34].
When working with DSL, predefined electrical devices available in the software and user-defined dynamic
blocks may be incorporated into the power system, i.e., complete dynamic models are implemented in
PF by relating a certain electrical component with its corresponding control models, influencing its electrical
behavior. In fact, the WT is modelled as an AC current source that injects active and reactive current into
the grid. Active and reactive power are thus measured through a predefined power measurement device
connected at the WTTs, while a conversion system has been specifically designed to adapt the output current
signals from the generator system model to the input signals’ format required by the AC current source.

Based on [8] and the DSL working structure [35], Figure 7 shows the complete power system
implemented in PF, which relates all the generic Type 3 WT dynamic models described at the start
of Section 2, including the AC current source representing the WT and measurement and auxiliary devices.

Figure 7. General structure of the IEC 61400-27-1 generic Type 3 model implemented in
DIgSILENT-PowerFactory.
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3.2.2. Time Domain Simulations in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory

The initialization of the power system is of great importance, since correctly executing the initialization
process avoids fictitious electrical transients and allows the system to rapidly reach the steady-state
condition [36]. Otherwise, numerical instability may appear [33]. First, a load flow calculation to initialize
the predefined electrical components must be executed. Second, the equations of the initial conditions must
be set manually in every user-defined DSL dynamic model (based on the information provided by the load
flow calculation) [37]. Finally, the ’calculation of initial conditions’ command must also be executed.

’AC Load Flow, balanced, positive sequence’ is the calculation method followed. It performs the
calculation for an equivalent single-phase, i.e., for a network representation of positive sequence. This
method is valid in the case of balanced symmetrical networks, which justifies the subsequent choice of
the simulation method. Therefore, for the calculation of initial conditions, the balanced RMS simulation
method, which considers a steady-state, symmetrical representation of the electrical grid, is selected.
Dynamics in electromechanical and control devices are thus taken into account, and only fundamental
components of voltages and currents are considered [34]. Under these conditions, only symmetrical
faults are allowed. Indeed, generic WT models defined by IEC 61400-27-1 are designed to conduct studies
of three-phase symmetrical faults.

3.2.3. Conduction of Voltage Dips at the WTTs

Once the complete power system is initialized, it may generally be studied under two different
operating conditions: normal and fault operating conditions. However, as stated in Section 1,
electrical disturbances such as voltage dips are the most critical situations to be assessed in order to allow
network operators to properly plan system operation. Hence, since this study aims to calculate validation
errors between field data and the results of generic Type 3 WT model simulation by reproducing two
voltage dips measured on an actual WT in operation, the play-back validation approach was used [38].
Instead of conducting a voltage dip by defining a short-circuit at one of the WTTs [35], an external AC
voltage source was connected to the WT model. This voltage source is controllable through a voltage
dip measurement file and positive sequence voltage values are used as the input signal. In this way,
the power system is forced to behave under the desired conditions. The play-back method thus constitutes
the most suitable approach in such cases, as it enables the accurate reproduction of voltage dips that
correspond to field measurements (see dynamic sub-models ’Voltage Dip Measurement File’ and ’AC
Voltage Source’ in Figure 7).

3.2.4. Test Network

The AC current source to which the control models are connected and the controllable AC voltage
source reading the voltage dip measurement file are part of the same test network. Considering that this
work is focused on comparison studies and calculation of validation errors, as well as on the analyses
of the Type 3 WT’s electrical responses in isolation, strictly equal voltage profiles must be considered
in the cases analyzed (in MATLAB and PowerFactory). Therefore, it is not important to go into depth
in the test network as it does not represent an actual power system, nor does it affect the performance
of the generic WT model, since it has only been defined to be able to reproduce the voltage dip measured
at the actual WT and assess, in such a way, the accuracy of the simulation responses.

However, both the current and voltage sources need to be physically connected because they
are predefined electrical devices in PowerFactory, with a test network such as the one presented in Figure 8
being the modelled auxiliary power system. It consists only of the sources of the AC current and voltage
and a terminal interconnecting them. Figure 8 is also a schematic illustration of how dynamic control
models are related to the AC current source through the DSL.
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Figure 8. Test network modeled in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory: interconnection of the dynamic control
models using DSL.

4. Results

This section presents a comparison of the responses of the generic Type 3 WT model implemented
in both software tools during two different voltage dips, and also the calculation of the validation errors
according to Section 2.1. Moreover, it performs a comprehensive analysis of the reasons for such errors.
The values of the main parameters that are part of the generic Type 3 WT model are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Main parameters of the generic Type 3 WT model.

Parameter Description Model Value

Tcw Crowbar duration vs. voltage variation

Generator system

0.05
xs Electromagnetic transient reactance 0.4

Two Time constant for crowbar washout filter 0.5
dipmax Maximum active current ramp rate 3

MqG Reactive power control mode

Reactive power
control

1

MqUVRT
Under Voltage Ride Through (UVRT) reactive power control
mode 2

Kqv Voltage scaling factor for UVRT current 5.55
iqpost Post-fault reactive current injection 0.05
rdrop Resistive component of voltage drop impedance 0.01
xdrop Inductive component of voltage drop impedance 0.1
Tqord Time constant in reactive power order lag 0.001
umax Maximum voltage in voltage PI controller integral term 2
umin Minimum voltage in voltage PI controller integral term 0
uqdip Voltage threshold for UVRT detection 0.9

MDFSLim Limitation of Type 3 stator current
Current limitation 0

Mqpri Prioritisation of reactive power control during UVRT 1
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Table 2. Cont.

Parameter Description Model Value

Twfiltp3 Filter time constant for generator speed measurement

Active power
control

500
woffset Offset to reference value that limits controller action 0.02
KDTD Gain for active DTD 0.8834
Tpfilt Time constant in power measurement filter 0.001
Tpord Time constant in power order lag 0.0005
Tufilt Time constant in voltage measurement filter 0.001

dpmax Maximum WT power ramp rate 2.75
Twref Time constant in speed reference filter 2

dτ,UVRT Limitation of torque rise rate during UVRT

Torque PI control

0
τuscale Voltage scaling factor of reset torque 0.45
KPp Proportional constant of torque PI controller 10,000
KIp Integral constant of torque PI controller 0.3722

Kpx Pitch cross-coupling gain

Pitch control

0
θmax Maximum pitch angle 35
θmin Minimum pitch angle 0

dθmax Maximum pitch angle rate 10
dθmin Minimum pitch angle rate −4

4.1. Validation of the Generic Type 3 WT Model

The WT dynamic model (implemented in MATLAB/Simulink and DIgSILENT-PowerFactory) was
submitted to two different voltage dips, the residual voltage (u), and dip duration (t), of which are
u = 0.50 pu and t = 920 ms for the Test Case 1, and u = 0.25 pu and t = 625 ms for the Test Case 2. In order to
do so, the field data series were converted to positive sequence values, since the generic WT models must
be studied for fundamental frequency-positive sequence response analyses. Thus, the positive sequence
values of the voltage dips were reproduced in the generic WT models.

Figures 9 and 10 show the active and reactive power responses and their validation errors in Test
Case 1, while Figures 11 and 12 show those corresponding to Test Case 2. The value of the more than
a hundred parameters which are part of the generic Type 3 WT model do not vary from one software to the
other. This explains the excellent correlation between the two simulation data series (in blue and black),
in both the active power (Figures 9a and 11a) and the reactive power (Figures 10a and 12a), for both Test
Cases. In these figures, a red line represents the measured data from the field tests. As might be expected,
the differences between measured and simulation data are higher than the differences between both
simulation responses, despite the generic Type 3 WT model having been adjusted to the field data series
to the maximum extent.

In the graphics of the error data series, Figures 9b–12b, vertical lines and red bars at the top indicate
the transient periods of 140 ms and 500 ms that must not be considered in the calculations of errors at the
start of fault and post-fault periods, respectively, as explained in Section 2.1. As can be observed in these
figures, error lines between simulation models and measured data for all cases (in red and blue) show
sharp peaks. In addition, Figure 9 shows how an aerodynamic imbalance may affect the error between
the field data and the simulation responses. The real response shows an undershoot during the post-fault
period due to a wind speed fluctuation, which can be emulated by neither of the generic WT models.
Nevertheless, as will later be explained drawing on Tables 3 and 4, the maximum errors obtained do not
exceed 13% in either case (the MXE values are marked in the figures as small circles). Finally, the black
lines represent the error obtained between both simulation models, which is at around 0% in all cases.
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Field Data

(a) Active power.

Field Data

Field Data

MXE Validation Errors

(b) Error series and MXE values.

Figure 9. Active power in Test Case 1: u = 0.50 pu, t = 920 ms.

Field Data

(a) Reactive power.

Figure 10. Cont.
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(b) Error series and MXE values.

Figure 10. Reactive power in Test Case 1: u = 0.50 pu, t = 920 ms.

In general, the graphic representation of the errors obtained is a good way to provide a general but
comprehensive overview of the results. Thus, a quick glance reveals the performance of the simulation
models, since the higher the deviation from 0%, the lower is the accuracy of the simulation models
compared with each other and with the field measurements.

Furthermore, the numerical results of the validation errors are presented in Table 3 for Test Case 1
and Table 4 for Test Case 2. Different trends may be observed. First, as expected, lower errors are obtained
for the ’MATLAB-PowerFactory’ comparison (third column of Tables 3 and 4), since the behavior of both
simulation models is very similar. In these cases, the ME and the MAE do not exceed 1% either in the
active power or in the reactive power of the two test cases analyzed, in both fault and post-fault periods.
Regarding the MXE, it does not exceed 2% in either case for the ’MATLAB-PowerFactory’ comparison.
It can therefore be stated that, despite the slight deviations which will be analyzed in Section 4.2,
there is very little difference between the MATLAB and the PowerFactory simulation responses.

Field Data

(a) Active power.

Figure 11. Cont.
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Field Data

Field Data

MXE Validation Errors

(b) Error series and MXE values.

Figure 11. Active power in Test Case 2: u = 0.25 pu, t = 625 ms.

Field Data

(a) Reactive power.

(b) Error series and MXE values.

Figure 12. Reactive power in Test Case 2: u = 0.25 pu, t = 625 ms.
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Table 3. Validation errors of Test Case 1: u = 0.50 pu, t = 920 ms.

Active Power MATLAB—Field PowerFactory—Field MATLAB—PowerFactory

ME f ault(%) 2.34 1.99 0.25
MAE f ault(%) 2.48 2.61 0.27
MXE f ault(%) 11.12 12.98 1.97

MEpost(%) 1.33 1.21 0.13
MAEpost(%) 3.04 3.04 0.35
MXEpost(%) 8.44 8.43 0.61

Reactive Power MATLAB—Field PowerFactory—Field MATLAB—PowerFactory

ME f ault(%) 0.31 0.87 −0.60
MAE f ault(%) 0.46 0.82 0.84
MXE f ault(%) 2.35 3.11 1.69

MEpost(%) 0.41 0.54 −0.10
MAEpost(%) 1.60 1.72 0.11
MXEpost(%) 2.95 3.02 1.47

Table 4. Validation errors of Test Case 2: u = 0.25 pu, t = 625 ms.

Active Power MATLAB—Field PowerFactory—Field MATLAB—PowerFactory

ME f ault(%) 0.08 −0.87 0.77
MAE f ault(%) 1.39 1.43 0.21
MXE f ault(%) 3.73 4.87 1.18

MEpost(%) −1.65 −1.82 0.18
MAEpost(%) 2.07 2.05 0.52
MXEpost(%) 5.61 5.39 0.90

Reactive Power MATLAB—Field PowerFactory—Field MATLAB—PowerFactory

ME f ault(%) −0.56 −0.50 −0.14
MAE f ault(%) 0.60 0.37 0.49
MXE f ault(%) 2.53 1.65 1.34

MEpost(%) 0.62 0.57 0.08
MAEpost(%) 1.11 1.14 0.23
MXEpost(%) 3.90 3.71 1.59

In light of the above, the values of the errors between the ’MATLAB-Field’ and ’PowerFactory-Field’
data series are very similar, as can be observed in Tables 3 and 4. Moreover, in general, the ME, the MAE
and the MXE are lower in the reactive power responses than in the active power responses for both
test cases. This means that the reactive power simulation response of the generic Type 3 WT model
is better adjusted to the field measurements. Despite this, there also exists a good correlation between
the simulation and the field measurements in active power for both test cases.

Hence, as the generic WT models developed by IEC 61400-27-1 are not intended to be studied during
the transient periods appearing at the start and the clearance of the faults, higher error values may
be obtained. Indeed, most of the MXE errors obtained are near the transient periods of the responses
(see the small circles in Figures 9b–12b and the red bars at the top, respectively), where the accuracy of the
model with regard to the field measurements is usually lower. This is because transient periods of the
actual WTs are not adequately represented by the generic models.

The efficient performance of the simulation models is also supported by the good correlation
in the amplitude and the phase shift of the active power responses after the voltage dip clearance
(Figures 9a and 11a). This is mainly due to the good fit to the parameters of the two-mass mechanical
model. Moreover, the reactive power responses provided by the generic WT models are highly accurate
(Figures 10a and 12a), since they present a very similar behavior to that of the field measurements
(including the reactive power injection period during the voltage dips to stabilize the voltage).
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Therefore, in view of the explanations above and the low values of the validation errors obtained,
it can be concluded that the simulation responses of the generic Type 3 WT model yield satisfactory results,
since, on the one hand, both emulated responses are very similar (with errors around 0%) and, on the other
hand, both models are adjusted adequately to the field measurements.

4.2. Analysis of the Limitations of the Software Tools: Causes of the Differences in the Simulated Response

Section 4.1 analyzed the values of the validation errors calculated according to the validation
guidelines issued by IEC 61400-27-1 in the three cases considered: (i) MATLAB Model—Field Data,
(ii) PowerFactory Model-Field Data, (iii) MATLAB Model—PowerFactory Model. This section aims
to explain the main differences in the software tools that may cause the errors found between both
simulation responses of the generic WT model. However, it is worth noting that the validation errors
are smaller than 2% for all cases. The explanations included in this Section intend to clarify the small
differences between both simulation responses (from the two software tools used) at the time of conducting
dynamic simulations, but always considering that the results are equally valid for both of them.

Figure 13 shows one of the constraints when comparing both simulation tools. Specifically,
the response of a signal passing through a built-in rate limiter in PowerFactory and Simulink is analyzed.
The rising rate was set to 5 and the falling rate was set to –999. It can be observed that the PowerFactory
response is not the expected behavior, while the Simulink response is correct. Basically, PowerFactory
applies a first-order filter to the input signal of the block, the time constant of which can also be adjusted.
Thus, setting a lower time constant should dampen the effect of this filter. Nevertheless, this filter has an
effect on the signal and, hence, the responses from PowerFactory and Simulink when using these limiters
(which are several in IEC 61400-27-1 models) are not the same. More precisely, the generic Type 3 WT
model includes a total of five rate limiters, two in the generator system model and three in the active
power control model, so that the combined effect of these blocks on the output signals also explains the
differences between the responses of both software tools. These filters are not implemented in Simulink
since IEC 61400-27-1 does not include them in the models.

Figure 13. Rate limiters responses for the same input signal.
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Additionally, despite the PowerFactory solver being set to ‘fixed step’ with a time step of 1 ms,
the time step varies during the simulations. Regarding Simulink, the solver was set to ode4 (Runge–Kutta)
with a fixed time step of 1 ms. This type of solver is widely used due to its balance between accuracy and
simulation time. This is shown in Figure 14, which represents the time step at each sample, as well as the
active power response for that simulation. When the active power response varies greatly, the time step
decreases to improve the accuracy. In fact, this is the appropriate behavior for a variable step solver.
However, for comparison purposes, a real fixed-step simulation time would be desirable. Therefore, this
variable time step used by DIgSILENT-PowerFactory for the simulation of the WT model was identified
as another one of the main causes of the slight differences between the simulation responses of the two
software tools.
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Figure 14. Simulation time steps during a fault in PowerFactory.

Therefore, differences in the rate limiter responses in both software tools, and the variable time step
used by DIgSILENT-PowerFactory during the simulation, are identified as the key factors explaining
the errors between the responses of the generic Type 3 WT dynamic model.

5. Conclusions

Wind power will be the third largest renewable energy source around the world in 2023,
and will provide approximately 30% of the total power demand during that year. However, this scenario
gives rise to the problem of integrating the installed wind power capacity into the grid. Since the
nature of wind is unpredictable, WPP installations are regarded as non-dispatchable, and hence TSOs
and DSOs in different countries must carry out proper planning of network operation, and also forecast
the participation of conventional power plants to compensate fluctuations in wind power generation.
Moreover, voltage and frequency regulation problems may emerge in these situations.

In light of the above, transient stability analyses of WT and WPP dynamic models are required
to forecast the electrical behavior of actual WTs before being connected to the grid. For this purpose,
the International Electrotechnical Commission, through IEC 61400-27-1, defined four WT simulation
models intended to represent actual WTs of different manufacturers. These generic WTs consist of a small
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number of dynamic sub-models and parameters, and may be implemented and simulated in any software
tool. Moreover, the Standard states that the responses obtained must be the same and independent
of the software used. The present work demonstrates that, nevertheless, there may exist deviations
between the two sets of results.

In order to analyze these differences, the generic Type 3 WT model, i.e., the DFIG WT,
was implemented and simulated in MATLAB/Simulink and DIgSILENT-PowerFactory. Although
MATLAB is widely used in the scientific literature, more specialized software tools, such as PowerFactory,
are often used by TSOs and DSOs in different countries. Thus, the present work contributes to achieving
a more widespread use of the recently developed generic WT models, also benefiting all stakeholders
in the wind power industry.

The models were subjected to two different voltage dips, and their active and reactive power
responses were compared with field measurements from an actual WT in operation. Validation errors
following IEC 61400-27-1 guidelines were also estimated. In this way, it has been demonstrated that both
simulation software tools are equally valid for the development of generic WT models. Beyond the specific
applications of each tool, numerical differences between them are smaller than 2% for all the validation
errors. Thus, it can be concluded that generic WT models can be implemented in the simulation software
tool that fits better to the needs of the user.

With regard to the validation study, in general, the validation errors obtained between the field data
series and the active and reactive power simulation responses of the models implemented in both software
tools are low. The slight differences are due, firstly, to the limits of the model’s accuracy, since, during
the development of the Standard, some simplifications were introduced to design technically easy WT
models (for instance, transient periods are not accurately represented by the generic WT models). Secondly,
the errors may also be due to the limitations when the measurements were performed, such as the ones
introduced by the tolerances of the measurement equipment, and also due to the conversion from
instantaneous values to RMS values.

In addition, the errors between the two sets of simulated responses are near zero in the two Test Cases
considered. Nevertheless, after carefully analyzing the differences in the implementation processes of both
software tools and the behavior of each dynamic block, the errors between the active and reactive power
responses may be attributed to two causes. The first cause could be the differences in the rate limiters
used by the simulation tools. In these cases, PowerFactory applies a first-order filter to the input signal,
the time constant of which affects its behavior and may dampen the effect of the filter. This affects the
overall behavior of the WT, since IEC models use several of these rate limiters. The second cause concerns
the time steps used. PowerFactory uses a variable step solver despite the time step being set as fixed.
This may distort the dynamic responses of the WT model over time, since a fixed step solver is desirable
for comparison purposes.

In summary, the outcomes of this work include the assessment of the advantages and disadvantages
of the two power system simulation tools through the analysis of their implementation processes.
Furthermore, the dynamic simulation of the generic Type 3 WT model is intended to provide a better
understanding of IEC 61400-27-1, assessing its limitations and the accuracy of its originally-developed
dynamic WT models, thus extending their field of application.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

AC Alternating Current
DC Direct Current
DFIG Doubly-Fed Induction Generator
DSL DIgSILENT Simulation Language
DSO Distribution System Operator
GWEC Global Wind Energy Council
IEA International Energy Agency
IEC International Electrotecnical Commission
MAE Mean Absolute Error
ME Mean Error
MXE Maximum Absolute Error
PF DIgSILENT-PowerFactory
PV Photovoltaics
RMS Root Mean Square
TSO Transmission System Operator
WPP Wind Power Plant
WT Wind Turbine
WTT Wind Turbine Terminals
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4.1. Published results 123

4.1.5. Paper V - WPP Repowering Techno-Economic Analy-

sis

A WPP repowering project must also be studied from the point of view
of the dynamic behavior of the new WTs that will form part of it, so that
the owner can also make a decision based on this type of analysis. The
previous Sections have dealt extensively with the conduction of WT transient
stability analyses using the so-called generic models, also paying attention
to the requirements established by Spanish grid code PO 12.3. In order to
complement this type of study, the experience of repowering a WPP must
also be assessed from its technical and economic viability viewpoint, so that
the annual energy production of the repowered WPP can be assessed and
the main economic factors can be estimated.

In light of the above, Paper V presents an in-depth techno-economic
analysis of a real repowering project conducted at a WPP in Spain, the Mal-
pica WPP. A comprehensive wind energy production analysis is �rst perfor-
med for both the old and the repowered WPP. The feasibility and pro�tabi-
lity of the repowering project are then estimated by conducting an economic
analysis, which involves the calculation of the main economic performance
indicators. Finally, a sensitivity analysis is conducted, since it allows the
main uncertainties that might emerge during the operation of the repowered
WPP to be determined.

Paper V aims to cover the research gap regarding studies using real data
from WPPs, and speci�cally, the lack of scienti�c publications based on
detailed calculations of the technical and economic viability of a speci�c
WPP repowering project, since most of the works published are based on
hypothetical and simulated repowering scenarios.

Table 4.5 summarizes the metrics of the journal in which the paper was
published. The full paper is included below, as published.

Journal Name Energy Conversion and Management
Impact Factor (2018) 7.181
Category Energy & Fuels
Quartile in category Q1
Position in category 12/103
ISSN 0196-8904

Table 4.5: Journal Metrics � Paper V.
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A B S T R A C T

The wind industry is currently facing a major challenge due to the ageing of the wind turbines that were first
commissioned. Recent wind turbine designs present higher power performance and lower maintenance re-
quirements than older wind turbines. Furthermore, most of the old wind turbines are installed in the best sites
for wind resource exploitation. Under this framework, the repowering of wind farms with the replacement of the
old machines by new designs is recognised as a focus area for the wind industry. This paper performs a techno-
economic analysis of a real wind farm repowering experience at the Malpica wind farm, located in the Northwest
of Spain. Results show the annual energy production of the repowered wind farm increases up to twofold that of
the old wind farm with the same rated power. Moreover, the economic analysis reveals the project yields sa-
tisfactory profitability, even without reliance on public subsidies as currently happens in Spain. In addition, a
sensitivity analysis allows us to understand the effects of the uncertainties over the lifetime of the wind farm, and
how they affect the projects performance and profitability.

1. Introduction

The integration of renewable energy sources (RES) into power sys-
tems has increased rapidly over recent years. Of the different technol-
ogies, wind energy (WE) is one of the fastest-growing sources of elec-
tricity [1]. In 2017, wind power covered an average of 11.6% of the
EU’s electricity consumption, with a total of 336 TWh generated [2]. It
also contributed more new power generation than any other RES in the
last year, with a global installed capacity of nearly 540 GW by the end
of 2017. Asia leads the market with a total installed capacity of
228 GW, while Europe is second with 178 GW. Spain is recognised as an
international benchmark, being second in Europe and fifth in the world
with 23 GW installed [3].

The world’s first wind farms (WFs) are reaching the end of their
expected lifetimes (20 years according to IEC 61400-1 [4]). The first
WTs installed, which have been in operation for many years, present a
reduced power performance and require more maintenance operations
in comparison to recent WTs [5]. Commonly, WF operators confronted
with the problem of an ageing WT fleet have three options [6]: dis-
mantling the WTs, embarking on a WT lifetime extension project or a
repowering project. Repowering a WF consists of replacing older WTs
with newer ones of greater power and size, increasing its Annual Energy

Production (AEP) [7]. Because of the better use of wind resources, the
WF’s global efficiency will be improved; i.e., for the same wind speed
value, the new WTs will increase power generation [8]. However, ex-
tending the lifetime of a WF involves the substitution of different WT
components in order to improve its availability [9]. Nonetheless, ex-
tending the lifetime is not recommended when the machines are very
old and spare parts are no longer available [7].

The repowering of WFs is particularly important in Spain. Currently,
there are more than 20,000 WTs installed in Spain and the first WFs
were commissioned around 20 years ago. About 51% of the total
Spanish WTs have a rated power in the range of 600 kW and 850 kW,
which have been in operation for close to 17 years, with most of them
located at suitable sites for wind resource exploitation. However, due to
the low performance of the older WT designs, the capacity factor of the
oldest WTs in Spain has a low mean value [5]. Furthermore, Fig. 1
shows the installed Spanish wind capacity in operation for more than
15, 20 and 25 years. It can be seen that by 2020 almost 10 GW of the
Spanish capacity will have been in operation more than 15 years [10].

Under this framework and considering the forecast given by
WindEurope (formerly known as European Wind Energy Association,
EWEA), where by 2030 the EU will reach a total installed wind power
capacity equal to 323 GW with half of the existing capacity reaching the
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end of its lifetime before that year [11], a detailed techno-economic
analysis of a real repowering experience is required. Aiming to fill this
gap, this paper details the repowering of the Malpica WF, located in the
north-west of Spain. In addition to the real case conducted at this WF, a
sensitivity analysis of the main parameters involved has been per-
formed in order to determine how the uncertainties that might appear
during the operation of the repowered WF impact on the profitability of
the project. In consequence, the main contribution of the present work
consists of the development of an in-deep techno-economic study of a
WF repowering project, which started operation in February 2018,
based on real data.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes other WF
repowering experiences found in the literature, highlighting the lack of
specific data related to real cases. Section 3 introduces the methods
used in this paper with regard to both the energy production analysis
and the economic analysis. Section 4 describes the Malpica WF, in-
cluding both the old and the repowered WF, while Section 5 presents
the results according to these analyses. Section 6 performs a sensitivity
analysis of the main parameters involved in the repowering project.
Finally, Section 7 summarises the main conclusions.

2. Literature review

The existing literature includes different studies regarding general
analysis of repowering processes in WFs, where legal, economic and
technical aspects are considered. Other studies related to repowering
tasks on onshore WFs or exploration of different alternatives in Spanish
WFs are also noteworth. In [8], a qualitative study of instruments, in
which their advantages and drawbacks are analysed, and an overview
of different design options to support repowering tasks of onshore WFs
is carried out. In [12], the feasibility and costs of repowering WFs are
determined by considering two study methods, which provide nine
different alternatives. Optimal alternative repowering actions are ex-
plored through the application of the mathematical framework known
as Markowitz’s mean variance portfolio optimization theory in [13].
Furthermore, a report elaborated by the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL) estimated the age at which it is viable for a WF to be
repowered by using an original NREL tool [6]. They focused on creating
proto-typical Wind Power Plants (WPPs) of four different representative
features and vintages and on evaluating the repowering costs of three
actual WPPs operating in the US.

Further specific studies about the repowering of WFs are also found
in the scientific literature. One of the most noteworthy contributions is
presented in [5], where the number of WFs installed from 1998 to 2012
is analysed in order to estimate the Spanish repowering market. As a
result, it is concluded that the WFs with an operation period of more
than 13 years should be taken into consideration for a repowering
project. Different repowering approaches are evaluated for the Bustelo
and S. Xoán WFs, located in Galicia (northwest Spain) in [14], where a
sensitivity analysis is also conducted to find out the most economically

viable alternative. In [15], an old WF located at Kayathar (India) is
selected to design a general method for assessing the repowering po-
tential of WFs, while [16] presents the evaluation of different economic
and energy performance indicators when several repowering ap-
proaches are assessed for an old Indian WF. In [17], an analysis of
different repowering alternatives of the Buenavista WF in Cádiz (Spain)
is performed. In [18,19], a similar but shorter process is observed,
where a general analysis of the economic viability of repowering tasks
in Spain is carried out using different WT models, and also by making a
sensitivity analysis of different economic parameters.

In addition to the previous studies regarding repowering of WFs, it
is worth noting a number of real repowering experiences conducted in
recent years in different countries. Although these experiences are more
widespread in other countries, Spain has an enormous potential due to
the large number of old WFs with obsolete WTs. In 2006, Los Valles WF
in Lanzarote was repowered, replacing 48 old WTs with 9 Gamesa
(currently known as Siemens Gamesa Renewable Energy) G52 WTs of
850 kW rated power [9], increasing the efficiency of the WF up to 75%.
In Denmark, Siemens repowered the Nørrekær Enge WF in 2009 by
replacing 77 old WTs by 13 WTs of 2.3 MW [20]. A repowering project
was conducted in 2011 in Coimbatore (India), substituting some of the
31 WTs with a total power of 9.7MW by 15 G58 WTs of 850 kW each
[21]. Table 1 shows, in addition to those previously mentioned, other
real repowering experiences. The commissioning and repowering years,
as well as the location and main characteristics of these repowering
experiences are shown.

As can be observed, the existing literature on the repowering of WFs
follow a similar structure, based on the analysis of economic variables
in hypothetical repowering tasks together with simulation works and
policy analysis related to repowering activities in WFs. In addition,
some works address the tasks required to achieve the renewable energy
targets set by governments and organizations, also analysing the re-
powering potential of different countries [33,34]. Nevertheless, due to
the general character of these studies, it is necessary to perform a de-
tailed calculation of the technical and economic viability of a specific
repowered WF, along with a sensitivity analysis. Thus, the Malpica WF,
whose repowering process is currently being carried out (the dis-
mantling process of the old WTs finalised in March 2017), is analysed in
the present paper. Therefore, the lack of information about a real re-
powering implementation is mitigated by the present work, where a WF
repowering is evaluated from the technical and economic point of view
for the first time. To better identify the research gap and highlight the
work carried out in the present study, Table 2 shows a comparative
assessment with other works related to repowering of WFs. It clearly
reflects the lack of techno-economic analysis regarding the repowering
of WFs, i.e., the lack of studies using real data from wind farms, which
justifies, once again, the need to conduct the present study.

Fig. 1. Installed Spanish wind capacity (in GW) older than 15, 20 and 25 years.
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3. Methods

The methods used in this research, which was developed in several
steps, are shown in Fig. 2. First, the data were collected in order to
characterize both the old WF and the repowered Malpica WF. Based on
this information, the energy production analysis was performed to carry
out a comparative assessment between the old and the repowered WFs.
Subsequently, a comprehensive economic analysis was conducted to
assess the profitability of the project. Finally, and based on the energy
production analysis outcomes and the economic assessment, a sensi-
tivity analysis of the results was performed to evaluate the impact of the
uncertainties that might appear over the lifetime of the repowered WF.

3.1. Wind energy production analysis

The electricity production potential of both the old and the re-
powered Malpica WF is analysed by means of the specific WT models
installed, as well as the wind resource conditions of the site. In order to
evaluate the power production of the WF, the output energy of each WT
has to be independently estimated. First, the wind speed statistical
characteristics of the site are needed. Then, all possible values of wind
speed in a certain period of time (usually one year) are combined with
the power curve performance of the specific WT model, obtaining the
corresponding AEP for each WT [36,37].

As described in [38,39], several probability functions are used to
assess the wind speed frequency in different locations, including Wei-
bull and Rayleigh distributions. However, the most commonly used by
researchers and different stakeholders in the wind energy sector is the
Weibull probability function [40,41], since it provides good outcomes
regarding the matching of real measured data and theoretical results
provided by this distribution [42], as well as not requiring complex
mathematical calculations, unlike other probability distributions such
as the kernel density method [43]. It aims to facilitate a mathematical
expression to predict, with a reasonable approximation, the behaviour
of the wind speed over a specific period of time [44]. It depends on two
parameters (k, c), and is expressed as follows, Eq. (1).
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where p(v) is the Weibull probability density, v is the wind speed (m/s),
c is the scale factor (m/s), and k is the Weibull shape parameter (di-
mensionless).

For a particular location and height, the Weibull parameters must be
estimated. In Spain, these values are usually taken directly from the
wind atlas of the IDAE website [45]. In order to obtain these para-
meters, the IDAE uses a system called MesoMap, which generates wind
resource maps based on a process that involves simulating the atmo-
spheric conditions of a 15-year representative period. Therefore, it can
be affirmed that the evaluation of AEP is supported by fifteen years’
historical data, considering a period corresponding to one typical year
for the calculations, as usually carried out in this type of study [37].

Thus, the cumulative probability, i.e., the probability that the wind
speed is lower than v, is calculated as follows, Eq. (2).

= − −( )F v e( ) 1
v
c

k
(2)

The AEP of the WT is calculated by multiplying the cumulative
probability value between two consecutive wind speed measurements,
named i (these measurements are commonly taken each meter per
second, until a histogram of wind speeds for an annual period is ob-
tained), by the WT output power in the midpoint of that interval. This
WT output power, PWT , is obtained from the WT manufacturer power
curve. Once the power of all these intervals (or wind speed groups) has
been calculated, the sum of all these yields the WT power total pro-
duction. Finally, this total production must be multiplied by the total
number of hours in one year (8760 h) to convert power to energy. Eq.
(3).
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The total WF annual energy production is estimated as the sum of
the AEP values of all WTs, as shown in Eq. (4).
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Another important parameter is the capacity factor (CF) of a WF,
which allows its techno-economic viability at a given location to be
determined. The CF is the ratio between the energy produced by a WF
over a period of time and the energy it would have produced if oper-
ating continuously at its rated power during the same period [46]. Eq.
(5) shows the calculation of the CF, where PWFr is the rated power of the
WF.

Table 1
Main wind farm repowering projects conducted in different countries.

Wind Farm Country Comm. Year Rep. Year Old WF Repowered WF

WTs’ number & model Rated power WTs’ number & model Rated power

Los Valles, [9] Spain 1996 2007 42 AWP-56 100 kW 9 G52 850 kW
6 MADE E-23 180 kW

Parque Eólico del Sur (PESUR), [22] Spain 1992 2008 150 AWP 100 kW 21 E-70 2MW
34 AE-20 150 kW

Energía Eólica del Estrecho (EEE), [23] Spain 1992 2008 50 ECO 20/150 150 kW 16 E-70 2MW
16 AE-20 150 kW

Nørrekær Enge, [9,20] Denmark 1990 2009 77 – 17MW (total) 13 SWT-2.3-93 2.30MW
Delabole, [24] United Kingdom 1991 2011 10 WD34 400 kW 4 E-70 2.3 MW

Coimbatore, [9,16,21,25] India 1995 2011 29 BHEL Nordex 300 kW 15 G58 850 kW
2 BHEL Nordex 500 kW

Carland Cross, [26] United Kingdom 1992 2013 15 WD24 400 kW 10 G80 2MW
Bassens I, [27] Germany 1997 2013 34 Bonus 600/44 600 kW 10 SWT-3.0-113 3MW

Cabo Vilano, [28] Spain 1991–1992 2016 1 V20 1 V25 100 kW 200 kW 2 V90 3MW
180 kW

Altenbruch I, [29] Germany 1998 2016 16 N60 1.30MW 9 N117 3MW
Punta Gaviota, [30] Spain 2000 2017 - 11 ECO 44 630 kW 3 E-70 2.30MW

Tauern - windpark, [31] Austria 2002–2004 2017 - 13 V66 1.75MW 9 V112 3.45MW
El Cabrito, [32] Spain 1992 2018 - 90 Kennetech 33M-VS 410 kW 8 N100/3000 3MW

4 AW70/1500 1.5 MW
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=CF AEP
P8760
WF

WFr (5)

Hereinafter, AEP will be used to represent the annual energy pro-
duction of the complete WF, i.e., AEPWF .

3.2. Economic analysis

The economic analysis considers the most significant factors in
order to assess the feasibility and profitability of the repowering pro-
ject, in terms of the Present Value of Costs (PVC), the Cost of Energy
(COE), the Net Present Value (NPV), the Internal Rate of Return (IRR)
and the Payback Period (PBP). These indicators have been used by
other authors in the economic analysis of other RES [5,47–52].

Moreover, the authors have included in the present work the con-
cept of the minimum spot price (SP), which refers to the minimum level
of price per unit of energy received by the producer and from which the
project begins to be profitable. This variable has been used by the au-
thors in other works on RES assessment [53,54].

3.2.1. Present value of costs
The Present Value of Costs (PVC) represents the total amount of

costs involved in generating the electricity produced in the WF over its
lifetime. The PVC method is adopted in this study because it considers
the dynamic evolution of the most important economic factors, such as
the interest rate, inflation rate, in addition to the other costs associated
with the operation of the WF. The PVC is calculated based on [49], as
follows:
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where Ci is the upfront cost (investment cost), Ri is the revenue from the
sale of the old WF assets for reuse, Comr is the operation, maintenance
and repair cost, i is the inflation rate, r is the interest rate, t is the
considered lifetime of the wind turbine (in years) and S is the con-
sidered scrap value of the machinery and equipment.

3.2.2. Cost of energy
Cost of Energy (COE) represents the specific cost per unit of energy

produced in the WF. It is measured in monetary units per kW h, and
calculated as a function of the PVC and AEP during the WF lifetime, Eq.
(7).

=
∑ =

COE PVC
AEPn

t
n1 (7)

3.2.3. Net present value
Net Present Value (NPV) represents an estimation of the future cash

flows discounted back to the present moment, at the discount rate k,
also known as the Weighted Average Cost of Capital (WACC). It is
calculated based on the method in [5], as follows:
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where Q0 stands for the initial cash outflow, and Qn is the cash flow in
the period (a year in the present case study).

The assessment of the yearly cash flows (Qn) takes into account all
the variables and calculation parameters associated with the construc-
tion, commissioning, operation and maintenance of the repowered WF.
Likewise, the calculation model considers all the legal, fiscal and fi-
nancial issues that affect the economic results and the profitability of
the investment. Table 3 shows the calculation model for the yearly cash
flow for the lifetime of the repowered WF.Ta
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Furthermore, in order to determine the value of the discount rate, k,
the method based on [56] is used, as expressed in Eq. (9):

= − +k w r t w r(1 )d d x e e (9)

where wd represents the weight of debt, rd represents the cost of the
debt, tx represents the tax rate, we represents the weight of equity, and re
represents the cost of equity.

The cost of the debt is calculated based on [56], as follows:

= + +r r DRP CRPd f (10)

where rf represents the risk-free rate, DRP represents the debt risk
premium, and CRP represents the country risk premium.

Furthermore, the cost of equity is calculated using the following
equation, based on [56]:

= + +r r β r CRPe f M1 (11)

where β1 represents levered equity beta, measuring the risk of levered
company relative on the market, while rM represents the market pre-
mium.

3.2.4. Internal rate of return
Internal Rate of Return (IRR) is defined as the discount rate at which

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the methods followed in this work.

Table 3
Yearly cash flow calculation model, Qn.

+ Incomes from energy sales
− Wind levy
− Production tax (7% according to Law 15/2012 [55])
− Property tax
− WF insurance
− Rent of land
− General company expenses
− Maintenance of wind turbines
− Maintenance of electrical infrastructure
= Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization (EBITDA)
− Depreciation
= Earnings before interest and taxes (EBIT)
− Financial costs
= Earnings before taxes (EBT)
− Corporation taxes
= Earnings after taxes (EAT)
+ Depreciation
= Cash Flow (Qn)
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the NPV of all cash flows (both positive and negative) of a project or
investment is equal to zero. IRR is used to evaluate the attractiveness of
a project by comparing with the company’s required rate of return
(WACC). If the IRR exceeds the WACC value, the project is desirable.
IRR is calculated from the expression of the NPV as the value of the
parameter k which reduces the NPV to zero, as represented in Eq. (12).

∑= − +
+

=
=

NPV Q Q
k(1 )

0
n

t
n

n0
1 (12)

3.2.5. Pay-back period
Pay-back Period (PBP) represents the number of years required to

recover the total investment of the project. The shorter the PBP, the
more attractive is the project. In this study, the discounted PBP was
used, which considers the time effect on recovering the project in-
vestment. It is calculated from the NPV, Eq. (8), as the time when the
cumulative cash flows turn to positive.

3.2.6. Minimum spot price
Minimum Spot Price (SP minimum) represents the lowest value of

the spot price that makes the project profitable. This variable has been
used by the authors in other studies concerning the profitability ana-
lysis of other RES [53,54], and is calculated by means of the expression
that reduces the NPV to zero.

4. Case study. Malpica wind farm

The Malpica WF is a highly illustrative example concerning all the
aspects of a real repowering experience. This onshore WF was com-
missioned in 1997. The civil engineering works related to its renovation
process started in February 2017 and was finalised in February 2018. It
is located in the province of A Coruña (Galicia), in the Northwest of
Spain, where the wind resources are extraordinary. Moreover, it is well
communicated and the orography favours the location of the machines.
In its beginnings, this WF had a total of 69 ECOTÈCNIA WTs, 67 of
which were of 225 kW rated power, while the remaining two were of
750 kW power. Fig. 3 shows the location of these old wind turbines, in
red,1 according to the Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinate
system. The UTM zone of the Malpica WF is 29T. The total installed
power was 16.58MW. The historical average availability of the Malpica
WF was 98.6%, while the average AEP was estimated to be 33 GWh/
year. Despite the suitability of the location, several general problems
were identified in this WF:

• Obsolete technology. The old WTs made the WF low-efficiency.
Moreover, limitations on compliance with grid codes appeared,
mainly related to active and reactive power control, as well as fault-
ride through behaviour [1].

• Environmental impact. The presence of 69 WTs had not only an
inevitable visual impact but also affected mammal and bird popu-
lations [57]. In this sense, the repowering process will reduce the
affected area from 3.2 ha to 1.9 ha.

• High tax burden. Due to the regulatory changes imposed by the
Royal Decree 413/2014 [58], taxes represented 46% of income
between 2014 and 2016. Considering also the operation and main-
tenance (O&M) costs of this WF, the project was rendered eco-
nomically non-viable.

In addition to the previous concerns leading to the repowering of
the Malpica WF, other major reasons, such as the site conditions, should
be mentioned. As mentioned before, the advantages include favourable
orography, wind resource and grid connection availability. Other

advantages are the use of the existing infrastructures, such as the power
evacuation ones, together with the previously built roads and the
electrical substations.

The repowered WF will have 7 new ENERCON WTs of 2.35MW
each (see Fig. 3), making a total installed capacity of 16.45MW. A
considerable AEP increase is expected (see Sections 3.1 and 5.1 for the
theoretical framework and the practical results, respectively), for two
main reasons: first, the increase in WT size and power performance, and
second, the increased average wind speed (the average wind speed at a
hub height of 30m was 7.7 m/s in the old WF, while this value rises to
8.9 m/s at a hub height of 78m in the repowered WF). Table 4 sum-
marizes the characteristics of the WTs used in the Malpica WF, in both
the old and the repowered situation.

The repowering process of the Malpica WF comprises three main
phases. The first involves the administrative procedures, in which ob-
taining the required authorizations took more than 4 years. The second
phase, related to the dismantling of the WTs and the sale of the WF
assets, started in March 2016 and finished in April 2017. This stage
consisted of the disassembly of the WT mechanical parts, power
transformers and measurement towers, and the subsequent auctioning
of these assets. The third phase, that was completed by December 2017,
consists of the civil engineering works involved in the repowered
Malpica WF.

5. Results and discussion

Calculations were performed in order to first determine the energy
production of the repowered WF, compared to the energy production of
the old WF, and secondly, to provide results related to the economic
and profitability analysis of the repowered WF. The standard perfor-
mance conditions of the repowered Malpica WF and the most foresee-
able behaviour of the economic parameters define the denominated
baseline scenario, for which the energy production and economic re-
sults are presented.

5.1. Energy production results

In the old Malpica WF, as many WTs were located close to each
other, the two characterization parameters of the Weibull probability
function were similar according to the IDAE wind atlas model [45].
This allowed the 69 WTs to be split into 23 groups, depending on the
value of the parameters k and c (Eq. (1)), as shown in the first four
columns of Table 5. The WTs were grouped according to their geo-
graphical nearness, sharing the same k and c values. This hence justifies
having a different number of WTs per group: all WTs in a group use the
same calculation parameters. Once all the WTs sharing similar wind
statistical characteristics are classified in a group, the mathematical
expression to predict the behaviour of the wind speed in each of the 23
locations, i.e., the Weibull function, can be defined. Then, depending on
the power curve of the specific ECO WT model, shown in Fig. 4, the
AEPWT is estimated according to the equations provided in Section 3.1.
In order to obtain the total AEP of each WT group, AEPgroup, the AEPWT
is multiplied by the total number of WTs in the group. Finally, the WF
annual energy production, AEPWF , is therefore estimated as the sum of
each AEPgroup, as summarized in Table 5.

With regard to the repowered Malpica WF, where 7 new ENERCON
E-92 WTs of 2.35MW each are being installed, whose location and
power curve are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, the AEP is cal-
culated in the same way as explained for the old Malpica WF. Since the
number of WTs is low, no WT groups have been defined. Table 6
characterizes the energy production of the repowered Malpica WF.

The CF coefficient has been estimated for both the old and the re-
powered Malpica WF by means of Eq. (5), Table 7. The corresponding
equivalent full load hours (EFLH) are also shown in Table 7, which are
obtained by multiplying the CF coefficient by the total number of hours
in a year.

1 For interpretation of color in Figs. 3–5, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.
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After the calculation of the main parameters characterizing the
energy production in the Malpica WF in both cases (old and re-
powered), it is worth highlighting some aspects:

– Annual Energy Production (AEP). The AEP of the repowered Malpica
WF will double, from 33.96 GW h/year to 66.29 GW h/year. This
substantial growth may be attributed to several factors. Firstly, to
the probability density function of Weibull. In general terms, for a
similar value of the shape parameter (k, dimensionless), the greater
the value of the scale factor (c, in m/s), the more evenly distributed
is the probability function. This phenomenon is demonstrated in
Fig. 5, where the Weibull curves corresponding to both the old
Malpica WF (in blue) and the repowered Malpica WF (in pink) are
shown according to the average values of their parameters. Sec-
ondly, the increase in the AEP is also linked to the hub height of the
WTs. The greater the hub height, the higher is the average wind
speed and energy production. This is also shown in Fig. 5: the scale
factor value, c, is usually close to the average wind speed of the
particular site at a particular height. Thus, the pink curve, with a
higher value of c, corresponds to the repowered WF, composed of
WTs of greater height. Thirdly, the increase in AEP is also due to the
installation of higher power and efficiency WTs, replacing those
with obsolete technology. This last phenomenon is shown in Fig. 4.
From the wind speed nominal value, it can be observed that ECO 28
and ECO 48 WTs (red and green curves, respectively), due to their

Fig. 3. Locations of the wind turbines in both the old and the repowered Malpica WF (UTM coordinates).

Table 4
Characteristics of the WTs located in Malpica WF.

WF WT model Rotor diameter (m) Hub height (m) WTs N° Rated power (kW) Total power by WT model (MW) Total WF power (MW)

Old WF ECO 28/225 28 30 67 225 15.08 16.58
ECO 48/750 48 45 2 750 1.50

Repowered WF E-92 92 78 7 2350 16.45 16.45

Table 5
AEP calculation for the old Malpica wind farm.

Group Number of WTs k c (m/s) AEPWT (GW h) AEPgroup (GW h)

1 1 2.030 8.890 0.574 0.574
2 4 2.033 8.360 0.512 2.047
3 2 2.036 7.960 0.463 0.927
4 3 2.037 7.790 0.443 1.328
5 1 2.036 7.940 0.461 0.461
6 5 2.035 8.000 0.468 2.342
7 3 2.029 9.060 0.594 1.781
8 3 2.029 8.350 0.511 1.532
9 2 2.028 8.670 0.549 1.097
10 1 2.116 9.253 2.610 2.610
11 5 2.039 7.930 0.460 2.299
12 5 2.035 8.380 0.514 2.571
13 3 2.030 8.570 0.537 1.610
14 4 2.030 7.840 0.449 1.797
15 5 2.057 7.670 0.427 2.135
16 1 2.056 7.860 0.450 0.450
17 6 2.055 7.740 0.436 2.615
18 3 2.024 7.110 0.361 1.082
19 1 2.104 7.569 1.774 1.774
20 4 2.055 7.250 0.376 1.502
21 3 2.054 6.650 0.303 0.909
22 3 2.052 6.130 0.242 0.727
23 1 2.052 6.400 0.273 0.273

AEPWF 33.961 GWh
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age, have no pitch control and are unable to continue delivering
their nominal power.

– Capacity Factor (CF). The CF was calculated for each WT group in
the old Malpica WF. The values range from 11.65% (in group 22,
which is supposedly the group in the most unfavourable location,
comprising just 225 kW WTs), to 39.72% (which is a group com-
prising just one of the two existing 750 kW WTs in the WF). The
estimated CF value is 23.40%. According to [59], the long-term
capacity factor of wind power plants in Spain from 1990 to 2008 has
an average value of approximately 25%. This information is in line
with the fact that the lowest values of the CF coefficients estimated
in Malpica correspond to more obsolete machines. The CF coeffi-
cient in the repowered Malpica WF was also individually calculated
for each new WT, with these values ranging from 41.84% to
50.85%. There is no significant difference between the maximum
and minimum value in this second case, and the resulting CF

coefficient is 46%.
– Equivalent Full Load Hours (EFLH). Since the CF coefficient of the
repowered Malpica WF is double that of the old Malpica WF, the
EFLH value is also double. Thus, this parameter increases from
2063 h to 4029 h.

5.2. Economic analysis results

Before determining the profitability of the investment, the main
components of the yearly cash flows are defined and assessed. In ad-
dition, some assumptions have been considered in order to complete
the economic and financial data required to perform the calculations. In
this sense, Table 8 shows the calculation parameters defined for the
baseline scenario, whose values have been considered, as follows:.

– Income from the energy sales. Energy sales were evaluated con-
sidering the AEP calculations from Section 5.1 and the Spanish
average electricity market spot price in 2016, equal to 39.670 €/
MWh [60].

– Upfront costs. These include four items: dismantling old WTs, civil
engineering works, electrical infrastructure and main equipment:
– The dismantling phase consisted of the disassembly of the old
Malpica WTs, distribution transformers and meteorological masts,
the breaking of foundations and land restoration. All the scrap
material was recycled and material from the foundations was re-
used in the new ones.

– Civil engineering works consisted of the restoration of 5780m of
old roads, the construction of 428m of new ones as well as 7 new
foundations of dimensions 40×32m.

– The new electrical infrastructure consisted of 3600m of electrical
trench and the installation of 14,400m of a 20 kV cable.

– The main equipment comprised 7 Enercon WTs, model E-92
2.35MW, and a new meteorological mast.

– Sale of assets. Some of the assets of the old Malpica WF were sold to
other companies using two procedures: online auction and nego-
tiated tendering. In the online auction 49 WT, 15 distribution
transformers and 3 meteorological masts were sold. The total

Fig. 4. Power performance curves of the WTs models installed in the Malpica WF.

Table 6
AEP calculation for the repowered Malpica wind farm.

WT number k c (m/s) AEPWT (GW h)

1 2.011 10.020 10.470
2 2.013 9.690 10.050
3 2.009 8.990 9.078
4 2.013 9.280 9.494
5 2.036 8.670 8.613
6 2.036 8.900 8.960
7 2.038 9.360 9.625

AEPWF 66.290 GW h

Table 7
Estimation of CF and EFLH coefficients.

Wind Farm CF (%) Equivalent Full Load Hours, EFLH (h)

Old Malpica WF 23.40% 2063 h
Repowered Malpica WF 46.00% 4029 h
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amount of these assets was 1.362M€, 90% of which were sold to
foreign companies.

– Loss of energy sales during dismantling and construction. In the
course of the repowering works, the existing WF was inoperative.
The total amount of non-received income during this
period—December 2016 to January 2018—was been considered as
a loss in the economic analysis, corresponding to a non-generated
power of 31,630MWh.

– Wind levy and property tax. The council of Malpica de Bergantiños,
where the WF is located, collects both a yearly wind levy equal to
5900 € per WT and a property tax of 3000 € per MW of installed
power.

– Electricity generation tax. According to Law 15/2012 on tax policy
for energy sustainability in Spain [55], a tax equal to 7% of the
yearly production must be paid to the Spanish government.

– WF insurance. The insurance of the WF facilities and equipment
represents a cost of between 0.5% and 1% of the upfront costs. The
baseline scenario considers 0.75% for calculations.

– Rent of land. The land where the WF is located is owned by the
municipality of Malpica de Bergantiños. A yearly rent equal to 2.5%
of the income from the energy sales must be paid to the city council.

– General company expenses. The baseline scenario considers 0.15%
of the yearly income from the energy sales [5], as the general ex-
penses of the company.

– Operation and maintenance of wind turbines. The yearly main-
tenance cost of these WTs installed in an onshore WF ranges from
9 €/MW to 12 €/MW. The baseline scenario assumes an O&M cost
equal to 10.5 €/MW.

– Maintenance of electrical infrastructure. In the same way, the yearly
cost required to maintain the electrical infrastructure of the re-
powered WF is equal to 1200 €/MW and this value is considered in
the baseline scenario.

– Depreciation. Since the scrap value is taken as 20% of the upfront
costs based on [56], a yearly depreciation of 4% is considered in the
baseline scenario.

– Financial costs. In terms of funding, 70% of the total investment cost
of the project was financed by means of a loan, with a fixed interest
rate of 6%, and a repayment period of 20 years. The annual financial
costs (AFC) are assessed based on [61] as follows:

= ×AFC TFC CRF (13)

where TFC represents the total financing capital, and CRF is the
capital recovery factor given as:

= +
+ −

CRF i i
i

(1 )
(1 ) 1

r r
m

r
m (14)

where ir represent the interest rate of the loan and m the repayment
period (see Table 9).

– Corporation tax. The baseline scenario considers the current profit
tax in Spain for 2017, which is 25% of earnings before tax.

– Weighted average cost of capital (WACC). In order to determine the
value of the discount rate, k in Eq. (9), which represents the cost of

Fig. 5. Weibull curves of the old and the repowered Malpica wind farm.

Table 8
Calculation parameters, costs and assumptions considered in the baseline sce-
nario based on real data.

Number of WT 7
WT rated power 2350 kW
WF total power 16,450 kW
WT lifetime 20 years
Total AEP 66,290 MWh/year
Spot energy price 39.67 €/MWh
Total upfront costs 18M€
Sale of assets 1.362M€
Energy sale losses 1.255M€
Wind levy 5900 €/WT
BICE tax 3000 €/MW
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/2012) 7%
WF insurance 0.75% of the upfront costs
Rent of land 2.5% of the total sales
Scrap value of machinery and equipment 20% of the upfront costs
General company expenses 0.15% of the total sales
WT O&M cost 10.5 €/MWh
Electrical infrastructure O&M cost 1200 €/MW
Inflation rate 2%
WF depreciation 4% yearly during the WF lifetime

(linear depreciation)
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capital of the company, the parameters were estimated as follows:
Weight of debt (wd) is equal to 70%. Tax rate (t) takes the value of
25% over the total incomes from the energy sales, according to the
current corporate tax in Spain. Risk-free rate (rf ) corresponds to the
daily indices of the 10 year Spanish Government Bond in the period
from November 2016 to October 2017. Debt risk premium (DRP),
also known as the margin of debt, is a margin above the risk-free
rate reflecting the risk in provision of debt financed to the regulated
activity, considered as 2% in the baseline scenario. Country risk
premium (CRP) is the risk premium in Spain on 2017/10/9, the
levered equity beta (β1) is taken from [62], and the market premium
(rM) is adopted from [63]. Once the calculations are completed, the
WACC value and the associated results are shown in Table 10.

Once all the economic and financial parameters are defined and
assessed, and the calculations are performed, the yearly cash flows are
calculated. Table 11 shows the yearly cash inflows and cash outflows,
as well as the results of the yearly cash flow, the net present cash flow
(NPCF) and the accumulated NPCF, over the lifetime of the project
(20 years).

In addition, Table 12 shows the main outputs of the model for the
baseline scenario considered. The results show the favourable profit-
ability of this repowering project with a NPV equal to 2.26M€, an IRR
equal to 9.57%—higher than the calculated WACC value of
5.49%—and a PBP of 13.3 years. COE is equal to 19.309 €/MWh, while
the considered SP is equal to 39.670 €/MWh, thus showing a gross
margin of 51.32%. Concerning the minimum SP that makes the project
profitable, the model produces a result of 36.081 €/MWh in the base-
line scenario, 9% lower than the SP in the Spanish electricity market by
2016 [60].

6. Sensitivity analysis of the results

The sensitivity analysis of the results is carried out with respect to
each individual parameter, and hence the uncertainty associated with
each one is evaluated independently.

6.1. Sensitivity analysis of the energy production results

The AEP of the WF is determined as a function of the WT power
curve and the probability density function of Weibull for each WT lo-
cation, as explained in Section 3.1, depending on parameters such as
the air density or the Weibull shape parameter. In order to assess the
influence of these variables on the final AEP value of the repowered

Malpica WF, attempting to forecast the minimum and maximum var-
iations in its future performance, a sensitivity analysis of the energy
production deterministic model is carried out. Therefore, the natural
variability of wind speed or air density, as well as the technical per-
formance variation of each individual WT, are some of the key aspects
evaluated. This is achieved by varying the parameters listed below from
−5% to + 5% in all cases, in line with [37]. Sensitivity analysis result
values are then calculated, showing the relative output change resulting
from the specific input parameter change. Results are shown in Fig. 6,
where dotted bars represent negative changes in input parameters and
striped bars positive changes in input parameters. The limits of varia-
tion for each parameter are represented as LSL (lower specified limit)
and USL (upper specified limit). Furthermore, as each parameter has a
different influence on the final energy production calculation and based
on different mathematical relationships (not always linear, as explained
below), the AEP results obtained for parameters ranging between LSL
and USL limits are also different, depending on whether the variations
are positive or negative. The greatest variation of AEP, reached when
varying the Weibull scale parameter, c, is the range chosen for assessing
the impact of the AEP variation on the economic results, as shown later
in Table 13, Section 6.2. The input parameters subjected to a variation
between −5% and + 5% are described below:

– Weibull scale parameter, c
The scale parameter is closely related to the average wind speed of
the Weibull distribution, i.e., to the average wind speed of the
particular site. Modifying this parameter is similar to modifying the
average wind speed. Therefore, as shown at the top of Fig. 6, the
greatest sensitivity of the AEP is reached when varying c, according
to Eq. (1). This is because wind power is directly proportional to the
cube of the wind speed ( ∝P V 3) [64]. Specifically, the AEP of the
repowered Malpica WF varies between −7.07% and + 6.62%.

– Weibull shape parameter, k
The shape parameter specifies the shape of the particular Weibull
distribution. Low k values imply a distribution with highly variable
wind values, while larger values suggest a distribution with more
constant wind speed values. Therefore, a higher k value implies a
higher AEP. Specifically, when changing k from −5% to + 5% ac-
cording to Eq. (1), the AEP ranges from −0.83% to 0.75%.

– WT power curve
When the values of the WT power curve are linearly changed from
−5% to+ 5% throughout the whole wind speed range, the AEP is also
modified accordingly.

– Air density, ρ
According to Standard IEC 61400-12-1 [65], WT power curves can
be adapted to a different air density value to the standard, which is
equal to 1.225 kg/m3. Through a conversion process [66], the wind
speeds from the standard WT power curve are scaled according to
Eq. (15), where the standard site conditions are subindex std and the
new site conditions are subindex new. The resulting wind speed
values correspond to the corrected power curve, in which power
values stay the same (v P,new std). In order to obtain the corrected
power curve at the original wind speeds (v P,std new), the new power
values must be calculated by interpolating them from the previously
calculated curve (v P,new std). Therefore, when ρ is varied from −5% to
+ 5%, the AEP varies between −2.40% and +2.22%, respectively.
This is because the higher the air density, the greater is the power
delivered by the wind.

⎜ ⎟= ⎛
⎝

⎞
⎠

v v
ρ
ρnew std

std

new

1/3

(15)

Table 9
Financial costs.

Total financing capital (TFC) 12.6M€
Interest rate (ir) 6%
Repayment period (m) 20 years
Capital recovery factor (CRF) 0.08718
Annual financial costs (AFC) 1.098M€/year

Table 10
WACC estimation and associated parameters.

Weight of debt (wd) 70%
Weight of equity (we) 30%
Tax rate 25%
Risk-free rate (rf ) 1.55%
Debt risk premium (DRP) 2%
Country risk premium (CRP) 1.2%
Cost of debt (rd) 4.75%
Levered beta (β1) 1.14
Market premium (rM) 6.34%
Cost of equity (we) 9.98%
WACC 5.49%
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6.2. Sensitivity analysis of the economic results

A range of variation—from LSL to USL—of the parameters having
an impact on the economic performance of the project, is defined as
shown in Table 13, taking as reference the value of each parameter for
the baseline scenario. This range is determined based on (1) the sen-
sitivity analysis results of the parameters that influence the energy
production performance (Section 6.1); (2) the evolution of the energy
price in Spain [60]; (3) the information from the manufacturers con-
cerning the O&M costs; and (4) the foreseeable evolution of the Spanish
economy in the next years.

6.2.1. Sensitivity analysis of the present value of costs
For the sensitivity analysis of the PVC, four parameters are taken

into consideration: the AEP, the WT O&M cost, the electrical

Table 11
Yearly cash flows results (k€).

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

+ Incomes from energy sales 2672.44 2725.88 2780.40 2836.01 2892.73 2950.59 3009.60 3069.79 3131.18 3193.81
+ Incomes from sale of assets 1362.00
− Upfront costs −5400.00
− Loss of energy during

construction
−1255.02

− Wind levy −41.30 −42.13 −42.97 −43.83 −44.70 −45.60 −46.51 −47.44 −48.39 −49.36
− Production tax (7%, R.D.L. 15/

2012)
−187.07 −190.81 −194.63 −198.52 −202.49 −206.54 −210.67 −214.89 −219.18 −223.57

− Property tax −49.35 −50.34 −51.34 −52.37 −53.42 −54.49 −55.58 −56.69 −57.82 −58.98
− WF insurance −135.00 −137.70 −140.45 −143.26 −146.13 −149.05 −152.03 −155.07 −158.17 −161.34
− Rent of land −66.81 −68.15 −69.51 −70.90 −72.32 −73.76 −75.24 −76.74 −78.28 −79.85
− General expenses of the company −4.01 −4.09 −4.17 −4.25 −4.34 −4.43 −4.51 −4.60 −4.70 −4.79
− Maintenance of wind turbines −696.05 −709.97 −724.17 −738.65 −753.42 −768.49 −783.86 −799.54 −815.53 −831.84
− Maintenance of electrical

infrastructure
−19.74 −20.13 −20.54 −20.95 −21.37 −21.79 −22.23 −22.68 −23.13 −23.59

= EBITDA 1473.11 1502.57 1532.62 1563.27 1594.54 1626.43 1658.96 1692.14 1725.98 1760.50
− Depreciation −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00
= EBIT 753.11 782.57 812.62 843.27 874.54 906.43 938.96 972.14 1005.98 1040.50
− Financial costs −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24
= EBT −330.14 −300.67 −270.62 −239.97 −208.70 −176.81 −144.29 −111.11 −77.26 −42.74
− Corporation taxes 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
= EAT −330.14 −300.67 −270.62 −239.97 −208.70 −176.81 −144.29 −111.11 −77.26 −42.74
+ Depreciation 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00
= Cash flow −5293.02 389.86 419.33 449.38 480.03 511.30 543.19 575.71 608.89 642.74 677.26
NPCF (Yearly) −5293.02 369.58 376.84 382.84 387.68 391.45 394.23 396.11 397.15 397.41 396.97
NPCF (Accumulated) −5293.02 −4923.43 −4546.59 −4163.76 −3776.08 −3384.63 −2990.39 −2594.29 −2197.14 −1799.73 −1402.75

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

+ Incomes from energy sales 3257.68 3322.84 3389.29 3457.08 3526.22 3596.75 3668.68 3742.06 3816.90 3893.23
+ Incomes from sale of assets
− Upfront costs
− Loss of energy during

construction
− Wind levy −50.34 −51.35 −52.38 −53.43 −54.49 −55.58 −56.70 −57.83 −58.99 −60.17
− Production tax (7%, R.D.L. 15/

2012)
−228.04 −232.60 −237.25 −242.00 −246.84 −251.77 −256.81 −261.94 −267.18 −272.53

− Property tax −60.16 −61.36 −62.59 −63.84 −65.12 −66.42 −67.75 −69.10 −70.48 −71.89
− WF insurance −164.56 −167.86 −171.21 −174.64 −178.13 −181.69 −185.33 −189.03 −192.81 −196.67
− Rent of land −81.44 −83.07 −84.73 −86.43 −88.16 −89.92 −91.72 −93.55 −95.42 −97.33
− General expenses of the company −4.89 −4.98 −5.08 −5.19 −5.29 −5.40 −5.50 −5.61 −5.73 −5.84
− Maintenance of wind turbines −848.48 −865.45 −882.76 −900.41 −918.42 −936.79 −955.52 −974.64 −994.13 −1014.01
− Maintenance of electrical

infrastructure
−24.06 −24.54 −25.04 −25.54 −26.05 −26.57 −27.10 −27.64 −28.19 −28.76

= EBITDA 1795.71 1831.62 1868.26 1905.62 1943.73 1982.61 2022.26 2062.71 2103.96 2146.04
− Depreciation −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00 −720.00
= EBIT 1075.71 1111.62 1148.26 1185.62 1223.73 1262.61 1302.26 1342.71 1383.96 1426.04
− Financial costs −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24 −1083.24
= EBT −7.53 28.38 65.01 102.38 140.49 179.37 219.02 259.46 300.72 342.80
− Corporation taxes 0.00 −7.10 −16.25 −25.59 −35.12 −44.84 −54.75 −64.87 −75.18 −85.70
= EAT −7.53 21.29 48.76 76.78 105.37 134.52 164.26 194.60 225.54 257.10
+ Depreciation 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00 720.00
= Cash flow 712.47 741.29 768.76 796.78 825.37 854.52 884.26 914.60 945.54 977.10
NPCF (Yearly) 395.89 390.48 383.89 377.18 370.39 363.53 356.61 349.66 342.69 335.70
NPCF (Accumulated) −1006.86 −616.39 −232.50 144.69 515.08 878.61 1235.22 1584.88 1927.57 2263.27

Table 12
Economic results for the baseline scenario.

Parameter Value Unit

Present value of costs (PVC) 25,599,717.4 €
Cost of energy (COE) 19.309 €/MWh
Cost of capital (WACC) 5.49 %
Net present value (NPV) 2,263,269.2 €
Internal rate of return (IRR) 9.57 %
Payback period (PBP) 13.3 Years
Minimum spot price (SP minimum) 36.081 €/MWh
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infrastructure O&M cost and the inflation rate. Based on the range of
variation for each of these parameters defined in Table 13, the PVC
changes from 24,926 k€to 26,190 k€when the AEP ranges from −7.07%
to + 6.62% with respect to the baseline scenario, from 24,238 k€to
26,960 k€when the maintenance costs of the WTs range from 9 to 12 €/
MWh, from 25,559 k€to 25,640 k€if the maintenance costs of the
electrical infrastructure range ± 15%, and from 24,911 k€to 26,359 k
€when the inflation rate ranges from 1% to 3%. The calculations were

performed using Eq. (6) and the results are shown in Fig. 7, using dotted
bars for LSL values and striped bars for the USL values, along with the
baseline scenario result.

6.2.2. Sensitivity analysis of the cost of energy
The COE is calculated as a function of the PVC and the AEP. Hence,

the same four parameters defined previously for the PVC sensitivity
analysis are considered for the COE, which is evaluated using Eq. (7).
The results are presented in Fig. 8, yielding the following outcomes:
COE changes from 20.231 €/kW h to 18.601 €/kW h when the AEP
ranges from −7.07% to + 6.62% with respect to the baseline scenario,
from 18.282 €/kW h to 20.335 €/kW h when the maintenance costs of
the WTs range from 9 to 12 €/MWh, from 19.278 €/kW h to 19.339 €/
kW h if the maintenance costs of the electrical infrastructure range
± 15%, and from 18.789 €/kWh to 19.882 €/kW h when the inflation
rate ranges from 1% to 3%. The minimum value of COE corresponds to
18.282 €/kW h when the maintenance costs of the WTs reach 9 €/
MWh, and the maximum value is equal to 20.335 €/kWh when these
costs reach 12 €/MWh.

6.2.3. Sensitivity analysis of the net present value
In the sensitivity analysis of the NPV, all the input parameters

presented in Table 13 are taken into consideration because they all have
a substantial influence on the NPV results. The calculations are per-
formed using Eq. (8). Fig. 9 shows the overall NPV results for the LSL
scenario (in dotted bars) and USL scenario (in striped bars), as well as
the baseline scenario. It can be seen that the project is profitable for any

Fig. 6. Sensitivity analysis of the AEP for the repowered Malpica WF.

Table 13
Baseline scenario values and variation range of the input parameters for the
sensitivity analysis of the economic results.

Variable Baseline scenario Range (LSL, USL)

AEP (according to Section 6.1) 66.29 GWh −7.07 to +6.62%
Spot energy price 39.67 €/MWh ± 10%
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/

2012)
7% 6–8%

General companyexpenses 0.15% 0.15–0.35%
WT O&M cost 10.5 €/MWh 9–12 €/MWh
Electrical infrastructure O&M cost 1200 €/MW ± 15% €/MW
Inflation rate 2% 1–3%
WF Depreciation 4% 2–6%
Profit tax rate 25% 20–30%
Risk-free rate (rf ) 1.55% 0.55–2.55%
Debt risk premium (DRP) 2% 1–3%
Country risk premium (CRP) 1.2% 2 and 3%
Levered beta (equity beta) 1.14 0.64–1.64
Market premium (rM ) 6.34% 5.34–7.34%

Fig. 7. Sensitivity analysis of the PVC.
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variation of the considered parameters except the LSL value of the SP,
for which the NPV result is equal to −238.06 k€when SP reaches −10%
in relation to the value considered for the baseline scenario (39.670 €/
MWh).

Fig. 10 shows the differences of the NPV between the limits defined
by LSL and USL, and the results for the baseline scenario. Positive in-
crements of NPV represented in striped bars suggest that an increase in
the value of the considered parameter lies with the increased NPV re-
sult. Likewise, positive increments of NPV represented in dotted bars
suggest that the reduction in the value of the considered parameter lies
with the increased NPV result. The same explanation could be applied
to the negative increments of the NPV results. The greatest sensitivity is
found to be associated with the SP variation, followed by the inflation

rate, the AEP and the depreciation rate. In relation to the financial
parameters, equity beta, risk-free rate and debt risk premium are more
sensitive to the NPV than market premium and country risk premium.

6.2.4. Sensitivity analysis of the internal rate of return
The results of the sensitivity analysis of the IRR are shown in

Fig. 11. All parameters considered in Table 13 influence the IRR value
with the exception of the financial parameters determining the WACC.
The sensitivity analysis of the IRR is assessed using Eq. (12). For the
IRR, the greatest sensitivity lies again with the spot price, ranging from
5.02% if the spot price decreases 10% below 39.670 €/MWh, to
13.59% if this parameter increases 10%. Furthermore, the SP, AEP,
inflation rate and depreciation provide the highest levels of profitability

Fig. 8. Sensitivity analysis of the COE.
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Fig. 9. Sensitivity analysis of the NPV (overall results).
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in the USL value, while the highest profitability for the maintenance of
WTs is obtained in the LSL. Lower differences in the IRR results lie with
the maintenance of the electrical infrastructure, the general expenses of
the company and the profit tax rate.

6.2.5. Sensitivity analysis of the pay-back period
The results of the sensitivity analysis of the PBP are shown in

Fig. 12, which evaluated using Eq. (8) as the time when the cumulative
NPCF turns to positive. As observed, PBP is especially sensitive to the
changes in SP, AEP, depreciation rate and maintenance of WTs. PBP
value is greater than the lifetime of the repowered Malpica WF when
the SP is 10% below the reference value of 39.670 €/MWh. PBP values
range from 9.6 to more than 20 years for the SP, 11.4 to 16.4 years for
the AEP, 11.3 to 16.0 years for the depreciation rate and 11.5 to
15.8 years for the O&M cost of WTs. The parameters determining the
finance of the project such as risk-free rate, debt risk premium, country
risk premium, levered beta and market premium, present a minor im-
pact on the PBP results, with values ranging from 12.5 to 15 years.

6.2.6. Sensitivity analysis of the minimum spot price
The SP depends on the electricity market and is subject to many

fluctuations. The SP minimum refers to the lowest value that makes the
project profitable. The sensitivity analysis considered in this study was
performed reducing Eq. (8) to zero, obtaining a range of the SP value as
shown in Fig. 13. From the analysis of this figure, the results reveal the
following:

– All values of the SP minimum are located in the range between
34.373 €/MWh and 37.801 €/MWh, corresponding to 13.3% and
4.7% below the average SP considered for 2016 in Spain (39.670 €/
MWh) [60]. This finding reveals the sensitivity of the SP to the
profitability of the project, taking into account the large number of
parameters determining its result.

– The maximum fluctuation of the SP minimum is obtained in the
analysis of the yearly depreciation of the WF (2% to 6% of the total
upfront costs), obtaining a range of minimum SP values between
34.373 €/MWh and 37.788 €/MWh.

– The operation and maintenance cost of the WTs and the inflation
rate are the other parameters that most influence the SP minimum,
ranging from 34.420 €/MWh to 37.741 €/MWh and from 34.451 €/
MWh to 37.801 €/MWh, respectively.

– General company expenses and maintenance of the electrical in-
frastructure are the two parameters with the smallest impact on the
fluctuation of the SP minimum, ranging from 36.081 €/MWh to
36.161 €/MWh and from 36.031 €/MWh to 36.130 €/MWh, re-
spectively.

The impact of the input parameters on the economic and profit-
ability variables considered in this work are summarized in Table 14,
where a qualitative assessment of each parameter was carried out by
the authors taking into account the quantitative results obtained from
the sensitivity analysis. Operation and maintenance costs of WTs is the
most significant parameter due to the high combined impact on the
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Fig. 10. Sensitivity analysis of the NPV in relation to the baseline scenario.
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economic and profitability parameters. SP is the parameter with the
largest impact on the variables related to the profitability of the project
(NPV, IRR and PBP).

7. Conclusions

This paper presents a techno-economic analysis of a real WF re-
powering project located in the north-west of Spain. The research work
was conducted in three steps. In the first, the study analyses the im-
provement in the electricity generation by means of the replacement of
67 WTs ECO 28/225 and 2 WTs ECO 48/750 by 7 WTs E-92 of 2.35MW
rated power. The second step is an economic analysis assessing the
feasibility and profitability of the project. In the third step, an extensive

sensitivity analysis shows the impact of the uncertainties affecting the
main parameters determining both the electricity generation and the
economic performance and profitability of the project. The results of
the study reveal significant findings and conclusions, as summarized
below.

First, the AEP of the repowered Malpica WF reaches 66.29 GWh,
which is close to double that of the old Malpica WF, with the same
installed total power (16.58MW in the old WF versus 16.45MW in the
repowered WF). The CF rises from 23.40% to 46%, while the EFLH
reaches 4029 h versus 2063 h in the old WF.

Second, the economic results for the defined baseline scenario,
which considers the standard performance conditions of the repowered
WF and the most foreseeable behaviour of the economic and finance
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parameters, reveal the profitability of the project, with a NPV higher
than 2.2M€, IRR equal to 9.57% (higher than the WACC, 5.49%) and a
PBP of 13.3 years. The COE for the referred baseline scenario is
19.309 €/MWh, reasonably lower than the considered SP of 39.670 €/
MWh corresponding to the average price in Spain by 2016. The
minimum SP that makes the project profitable is 36.081 €/MWh.
Therefore, a reduction of the SP higher than 9% would make the project
unprofitable.

Third, the sensitivity analysis of the main variables reveals the key
parameters determining the maximum variability in the WF perfor-
mance: scale parameter and power curve of the WT, providing variation
range for the AEP from −7.07% to + 6.62%. With regard to the economic
feasibility and profitability of the project, variations in the SP, AEP, and
maintenance costs of WTs are the key parameters, with the inflation
rate and depreciation also being sensitive.

This work may help managers make efficient decisions about the
long-term performance of WF repowering approaches in order to
maintain the profitability of the project. The sensitivity analysis of the
main variables determining the limits between which uncertainties
might appear is a valuable tool that will help to guide future decisions.
In addition, the model could be applied to the assessment of other
potential WFs for repowering, for which this type of comprehensive
analysis must be previously conducted.
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Appendix A

Abbreviation Definition

AEP Annual energy production
AFC Annual financial costs
BICE Real property of special features
CF Capacity factor
COE Cost of energy
CRF Capital recovery factor
CRP Country risk premium
DRP Debt risk premium
EAT Earnings after taxes
EBT Earnings before taxes
EBIT Earnings before interest and taxes

EBITDA Earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation and amortization
EFLH Equivalent full load hours
EWEA European Wind Energy Association
IDAE “Instituto para la Diversificación y Ahorro de la Energía”

Institute for Diversification and Saving of Energy
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission
IRR Internal rate of return
LSL Lower specified limit
NPCF Net present cash flow
NPV Net present value
NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory
O&M Operation and maintenance
PBP Pay-back period
PVC Present value of costs

Table 14
Summary of the impact of the input parameters on the main economic variables.

Input parameter PVC COE NPV IRR PBP SP Remarks

AEP Medium High High Medium Medium N/A Highly sensitive to WF availability
Spot energy price N/A N/A High High High N/A Very sensitive to market fluctuations. High impact on profitability

results
Electricity generation tax (Law 15/

2012)
N/A N/A Medium Low Low Medium Depends on governmental decisions.

General company expenses N/A N/A Low Low Low Low Low impact on the profitability results
WT O&M cost High High High Medium Medium High Highly sensitive to WT technology, failures and after-sale service
Elec. infrastructure O&M cost Low Low Low Low Low Low Due to low level of maintenance costs of electrical infrastructure
Inflation rate Medium Medium High Medium Medium High Very sensitive because it depends on the macroeconomics situation of

the country
WF Depreciation N/A N/A High Medium Medium High Very sensitive to WT technology and maintenance
Profit tax rate N/A N/A Low Low Low Medium Low impact. An increment is not expected in the medium-term
Risk-free rate (rf ) N/A N/A Medium N/A Low Medium Depends on the macroeconomic situation
Debt risk premium (DRP) N/A N/A Medium N/A Low Medium Low impact. It is a predefined margin over the risk-free rate
Country risk premium (CRP) N/A N/A Medium N/A Low Medium Sensitive to medium-term projection of the country economy
Levered beta (equity beta) N/A N/A Medium N/A Low Medium Low impact due to WE sector presenting low risk
Market premium (rM ) N/A N/A Medium N/A Low Low Low variability in recent years

N/A: Not applicable.
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RE Renewable energy
RES Renewable energy sources
SP Spot price
TFC Total financing capital
USL Upper specified limit
UTM Universal Transverse Mercator
WACC Weighted average cost of capital
WE Wind energy
WF Wind farm
WPP Wind power plant
WT Wind turbine
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, summary of

contributions and future work

The �nal Chapter of the present Doctoral Thesis summarizes the main
conclusions drawn from the scienti�c contributions shown in Chapter 4: mo-
deling and validation of the IEC Type 3 WT (Paper I, Section 4.1.1), com-
pliance of the IEC Type 3 WT with the Spanish grid code requirements (Pa-
per II, Section 4.1.2), compliance of the WECC Type 3 WT with the Spanish
grid code requirements (Paper III, Section 4.1.3), performance analysis of the
IEC Type 3 WT (Paper IV, Section 4.1.4), and the WPP repowering techno-
economic analysis (Paper V, Section 4.1.5). Following these conclusions, the
rest of the contributions generated during the development of this Doctoral
Thesis are listed, according to whether these are journal papers, conference
and seminar or book chapter contributions. Finally, future lines of research
are proposed.

5.1. Conclusions

The objectives of the present Doctoral Thesis may generally fall under
nine headings:

I. Providing the basis for implementing and simulating dynamic models
using one of the leading software tools in the �eld of electrical enginee-
ring and power systems.

II. Validating, for the �rst time, the generic DFIG Type 3 WT model
developed by the IEC in a specialized software tool.

III. Extending in-depth knowledge of generic WT simulation models.
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IV. Extending the use and scope of application of the IEC and the WECC
guidelines.

V. Submitting, for the �rst time, a generic WT simulation model to the
requirements established by a national grid code.

VI. Analyzing the modeling limitations of the generic WT models.

VII. Proposing modeling modi�cations to improve the WTmodels' behavior
regarding compliance with the criteria of a national grid code.

VIII. Providing feedback to Standard IEC 61400-27-1 regarding the assum-
ption that the responses of the IEC WT simulation models are the
same regardless of the software used.

IX. Covering the research gap concerning the conduction of repowering
studies using real data from real WPPs.

In this sense, all the research conducted in this Doctoral Thesis was
developed, �rst, under the framework of two grants awarded to the candi-
date, �Prácticas académicas externas acogidas al programa INTERNSHIP-
CYTEMA� and �Beca de iniciación a la investigación para estudiantes de
másteres universitarios o�ciales�, and second, under the framework of the
projects �Sistema experto para la gestión de la energía en sistemas de regadío
(RTC-2016-5296-5)� and �Operación y mantenimiento de grandes plantas de
energías renovables on time (ENE 2012-34603)�.

In light of the goals listed, a lack of validated generic DFIG WT simula-
tion models in specialized electrical engineering software tools was observed,
and thus the �rst contribution (Paper I, see Section 4.1.1) was based on the
implementation, simulation and validation of the Type 3 WT model develo-
ped by Standard IEC 61400-27-1 in PF. The WT model was subjected to six
di�erent voltage dip tests, and the IEC validation methodology was applied.
Moreover, continuing in the line of work related to Standard IEC 61400-27-
1, the fourth contribution of this Doctoral Thesis (Paper IV, Section 4.1.4)
analyzed the performance and compared the responses of the generic IEC
Type 3 WT model when implemented in both a multidisciplinary and a spe-
cialized software tool. The main conclusions drawn from these research works
are summarized as follows:

In general, there exists a good correlation between the simulation and
the �eld data in all cases where the generic IEC Type 3 WT model is
subjected to the voltage dip tests.

The two-mass mechanical model parameters were found to present a
good �t, since there is a good correlation in both the amplitude and
the phase shift between the simulated and the measured data.
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The di�culties encountered during the development of a generic crow-
bar model explain the main di�erences that may appear between the
simulation and the �eld data.

The inability of the generic WTmodels to operate in a sub-synchronous
mode is noticeable since they are not designed for that purpose.

Neither are generic IEC WT models designed to be studied during
transient periods, so the di�erences encountered within the QS state
sub-windows are not a critical aspect in the evaluation of their perfor-
mance.

Both software tools employed in the simulation of the generic Type
3 WT model are demonstrated to be equally valid, since numerical
di�erences between them are smaller than 2% for all the validation
errors calculated.

The slight di�erences between the responses of the WT model when
implemented in the two tools may be attributed to two causes: di�e-
rences in the rate limiters and the step solver used by each software.

Regarding the second and third scienti�c contributions of this Doctoral
Thesis (Paper II and Paper III, attached in Sections 4.1.2 and 4.1.3, respecti-
vely), which constitute the second main research line, the Type 3 WT model
developed by the IEC and the WECC was submitted, for the �rst time, to
the fault ride-through capability requirements established by a national grid
code, Spanish PO 12.3. The speci�c procedure developed for such purpose,
the PVVC, which details the steps required by WPPs to comply with the
Spanish grid code, was then followed to apply the corresponding validation
methodology. The main conclusions obtained are listed below:

In general, the non-compliance situations in both the active and the
reactive power responses when the PVVC criteria is applied are mainly
due to transient periods of the actual WT being poorly represented
by the generic WT models, this being a result of the simpli�cations
introduced during their development.

It is observed, speci�cally from the reactive power responses of the
models, that neither the generic IEC nor the WECC models are able
to represent the fundamental component of the transformer inrush cu-
rrent.

For both the IEC and the WECC models, the non-compliance situa-
tions of the reactive power are reversed when the transformer is no
longer considered in the validation and hence there is no in�uence of
the inrush current, i.e., when the criteria is applied at the low voltage
measurement point.
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Some modeling modi�cations, detailed in the contributions, should be
carried out in the original dynamic sub-models that form part of the
generic WT models to enhance their behavior and therefore comply
with PO 12.3.

Concerning the third main research line of the present Doctoral Thesis,
related to the repowering of WPPs, it is to be noted that Spain has an enor-
mous potential in this regard due to the large number of old WPPs with
obsolete WTs. In this sense, besides the conduction of transient stability
analyses of the WT dynamic models that will be part of a certain repowered
WPP, the repowering project itself must also be assessed from a technical
and economic perspective. Thus, given that most of the works published
are based on the assessment of economic variables in hypothetical repowe-
ring tasks and simulation analyses, the �fth scienti�c contribution (Paper V,
attached in Section 4.1.5), performs the techno-economic analysis of a real
WPP repowering experience, the repowering of the Malpica WPP, located in
the northwest of Spain. The feasibility and pro�tability of the project were
estimated, and sensitivity analyses were carried out to evaluate the e�ects of
the uncertainties on the operation of the repowered WPP. The main �ndings
and conclusions obtained are summarized as follows:

With approximately the same wind power capacity installed, substitu-
ting old WTs with new designs allows the AEP of the repowered WPP
to be increased by almost double. The CF and the EFLH also increase.

The economic analysis reveals the pro�tability of the repowering pro-
ject for the baseline scenario considered.

Regarding the sensitivity analysis of the energy production results,
the parameters that most a�ect the WPP performance are the scale
parameter and the power curve of the new WTs.

Signi�cant variations of the SP, the AEP and the maintenance costs
would greatly a�ect the feasibility and pro�tability of the repowering
project, with these being key parameters in the performance of the
repowered WPP.

Overall, the outcomes obtained throughout the development of the pre-
sent Doctoral Thesis helped to further understand the limitations of the ge-
neric WT simulation models, extend their applicability, and also show their
usefulness and the accuracy of the responses these provide. Moreover, the
repowering of WPPs has proven to be a feasible and cost-e�ective solution
to one of the main concerns currently a�ecting the wind power industry: the
aging of the �eet of WTs.
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5.2. Summary of contributions

This Chapter comprises the scienti�c contributions of the present Doc-
toral Thesis. The journal contributions are summarized as follows:

Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Jens Fortmann, Emi-
lio Gómez-Lázaro, �Field validation of a standard Type 3 wind turbine
model implemented in DIgSILENT-PowerFactory following IEC 61400-
27-1 guidelines�. International Journal of Electrical Power & Energy
Systems, vol. 116, pp. 105553, 2020.

Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Francisco Jiménez-Buendía, Andrés Honrubia-
Escribano, Ángel Molina-García, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro, �Compliance
of a Generic Type 3 WT Model with the Spanish Grid Code�. Energies,
Vol. 12, No. 9, pp. 1631, 2019.

Francisco Jiménez-Buendía, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-
Escribano, Ángel Molina-García, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro, �Submission
of a WECC DFIG wind turbine model to Spanish operation procedure
12.3.�. Energies, Vol. 12, No. 19, pp. 3749, 2019.

Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Andrés Honrubia-Es-
cribano, Francisco Jiménez-Buendía, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro, �Imple-
mentation of IEC 61400-27-1 Type 3 Model: Performance Analysis
under Di�erent Modeling Approaches�. Energies, Vol. 12, No. 14, pp.
2690, 2019.

Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Francisco Javier Ramírez, Andrés Honrubia-Es-
cribano, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro, �A techno-economic analysis of a real
wind farm repowering experience: The Malpica case�. Energy Conver-
sion and Management, Vol. 172, pp. 182-199, 2018.

The conference and seminar contributions are detailed below:

III International Workshop on Autonomous Remanufacturing (IWAR
2019). Albacete (Spain), 1st to 2nd October, 2019. Raquel Villena-
Ruiz, Antonio José Pérez-Barroso, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Fran-
cisco Javier Ramírez, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro. Contribution: �Technical,
Economic and Operational Improvement of the �Virgen de Belén I�
Wind Farm via Repowering. Assessment of Di�erent Alternatives�.

Wind Energy Science Conference 2019 (WESC), Cork (Ireland), 17th

to 20th June, 2019. Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, An-
drés Honrubia-Escribano, Estefanía Artigao-Andicoberry, Emilio Gómez-
Lázaro. Contribution: �Analysis of Transient Responses of a Generic
Type 3 WT model Implemented in DIgSILENT PowerFactory�.
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Wind Energy Science Conference 2019 (WESC), Cork (Ireland), 17th

to 20th June, 2019. Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, An-
drés Honrubia-Escribano, Estefanía Artigao-Andicoberry, Emilio Gómez-
Lázaro. Contribution: �Generic DFIG wind turbine model approach to
transient periods�.

International Conference on Power Systems Transients (IPST 2019),
Perpignan (France), 16th to 20th June, 2019. Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Al-
berto Lorenzo-Bonache, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio Gómez-
Lázaro. Contribution: �Analysis of the Active and Reactive Power Tran-
sient Responses of a Generic Type 3 Wind Turbine Model�.

International Conference on Power Systems Transients (IPST 2019),
Perpignan (France), 16th to 20th June, 2019. Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache,
Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio Gómez-Lá-
zaro. Contribution: �Electromagnetic Torque Transient Control System
of a Generic DFIG Wind Turbine Model�.

XI National and II International Engineering Thermodynamics Con-
gress (11-CNIT), Albacete (Spain), 12th to 14th June, 2019. Raquel
Villena-Ruiz, Juan Francisco Belmonte, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano,
José Antonio Almendros-Ibáñez, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro. Contribution:
�Integration of Wind Energy Systems with Packed Bed Thermal Sto-
rage to Improve Operation Performance�.

IEA WIND Task XXV. Design and operation of power systems with
large amounts of wind power, 27th RESEARCH MEETING, Madrid,
Spain, 8th to 10th April, 2019. Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Raquel Villena-
Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro. Contribu-
tion: �Application of Generic WT Models to National Grid Codes�.

I Jornadas Doctorales en Energías Renovables, Jaén, Spain, 9th to 11th

May, 2018. Poster contribution and debates with other PhD students.
�Implementation of Generic Wind Turbine Models in DIgSILENT-Po-
werFactory. Wind Farm Repowering�.

16th International Workshop on Large-Scale Integration of Wind Power
into Power Systems as well as on Transmission Networks for O�sho-
re Wind Power Plants, 25th to 27th October, 2017, Berlin, Germany.
Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Es-
cribano, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro, Estefanía Artigao-Andicoberry. Con-
tribution: �Implementation of Standard Type 1 Wind Turbine Models
in Di�erent Power System Analysis Tools�.

IEEE International Electric Machines and Drives Conference (IEEE
IEMDC 2017). Miami (EEUU), 21st to 24th May, 2017. Alberto Lorenzo-
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Bonache, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Ángel Moli-
na-García, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro. Contribution: �Comparison of a Stan-
dard Type 3B WT Model with a Commercial Build-in Model�.

11th International Conference on Compatibility & Power Electronics
and 7th on Power Engineering, Energy & Electrical Drives (IEEE
Conference CPE-POWERENG 2017), Cádiz (Spain), 4th to 6th April,
2017. Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-
Escribano, Emilio Gómez-Lázaro. Contribution: �Operation of Active
and Reactive Control Systems of a Generic Type 3 WT Model�.

International Conference on Renewable Energies and Power Quality
(ICREPQ'17). Málaga (Spain), 4th to 6th April, 2017. Raquel Villena-
Ruiz, Alberto Lorenzo-Bonache, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio
Gómez-Lázaro. Contribution: �Implementation of a Generic Type I
Wind Turbine Generator for Power System Stability Studies�.

International Conference on Renewable Energies and Power Quality
(ICREPQ'17). Málaga (Spain), 4th to 6th April, 2017. Alberto Lorenzo-
Bonache, Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio Gó-
mez-Lázaro. Contribution: �Real time simulation applied to the imple-
mentation of generic wind turbine models�.

Finally, the book chapter contribution is detailed as follows:

Raquel Villena-Ruiz, Andrés Honrubia-Escribano, Emilio Gómez-Láza-
ro, �Implementation of a Generic Type 3 Wind Turbine Model in DIg-
SILENT PowerFactory�. In Modelling and Simulation of Power Elec-
tronic Converter dominated Power Systems in PowerFactory. Springer,
publication expected June 2020.

5.3. Future work

Through the use of a powerful and specialized software tool such as PF,
one of the most important goals of the present Doctoral Thesis is to provide
the basis for implementing and simulating large power systems involving the
integration of WPPs composed of generic WT dynamic models, since the
validation analyses performed have amply demonstrated their usefulness and
the accuracy of their responses. Therefore, as a future work the conduction
of these types of analyses is proposed.

In the line of modeling and validating generic WT models in specialized
simulation tools, the implementation and validation in PF of another of the
most technically advanced and widely used WT models, the generic IEC
Type 4 WT, is also proposed. Moreover, since the new structure of the IEC
Standard will bring together both the WT and WPP simulation models in
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the 2nd Edition of IEC 61400-27-1, the publication of which is expected in
2020, the assessment of the modi�cations introduced and the updating of
the validation analyses is another interesting future work. In this sense, it
will also be helpful to assess not only the performance of generic WT mo-
dels individually, but also the implementation, simulation and validation of
a complete generic WPP model following the new IEC guidelines. Lastly,
it would also be interesting to analyze negative and zero sequence WT si-
mulation models, since the generic models speci�ed in the Standard are for
positive sequence response and balanced faults.

Furthermore, the submission of generic WT and WPP dynamic models to
the updated requirements of the Spanish grid code is another future goal, and
in line with this, the submission of these to the fault ride-through capability
requirements of other countries' grid codes, thus further extending the scope
of application of these generic models.

Considering the rapid advances in technology in today's world, another
interesting future line of research is the assessment of the optimal timing of
WPP repowering. Within this context, the assessment of aging in WTs and
advanced diagnosis of their failures will be key factors. Moreover, there might
be situations where implementing a complete repowering project would not
be the optimal solution to improve the performance of the WPP. Thus,
as future research the assessment of the di�erent alternatives available to
repower a wind power installation is also proposed. This may include the
optimization of the WTs' electronics or replacing some of the old components
with newer ones.

Finally, it should also be noted that most of the published works related
to generic WT models focus on their validation by using voltage dip tests on
only one actual WT. Thus, attempting to signi�cantly widen the scope of
these contributions, a new contribution is currently under development. It
will perform the validation of the generic IEC Type 3 and Type 4 WT models
by conducting close to sixty voltage dip tests in more than �ve di�erent actual
WTs produced by various manufacturers.
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Acronyms

AEP Annual Energy Production

BICE Real property of special features

CF Capacity Factor

COE Cost of Energy

CRP Country Risk Premium

DC Direct Current

DFIG Doubly Fed Induction Generator

DRP Debt Risk Premium

DSL DIgSILENT Simulation Language

DSO Distribution System Operators

EFLH Equivalent Full Load Hours

EID International Doctoral School

EMT Electromagnetic Transients

FACT Flexible Alternating Current Transmission

IEC International Electrotechnical Commission

IRR Internal Rate of Return

JCR Journal Citation Report

MAE Mean Absolute Error

ME Mean Error

MXE Maximum Absolute Error

NPV Net Present Value

NREL National Renewable Energy Laboratory

O&M Operation and Maintenance

PBP Pay-Back Period

PCC Point of Common Coupling

PF DIgSILENT PowerFactoryTM
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PI Proportional Integral

PO Operation Procedure

PVC Present Value of Costs

PVVC Procedure for Veri�cation, Validation and Certi�cation

QS Quasi-Steady

RMS Root Mean Square

SP Spot Price

TSO Transmission System Operators

UCLM University of Castilla - La Mancha

WACC Weighted Average Cost of Capital

WECC Western Electricity Coordinating Council

WPP Wind Power Plants

WT Wind Turbines
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Nomenclature

p_aero Aerodynamic power
p_init Wind speed
Pitch Pitch angle
Pitch_wo Initial value of pitch angle
K_a Aerodynamic gain
pWTref Active power reference
wWTR Rotational speed of WT rotor
wref Reference rotational speed
pord Power order
H_WTR Inertia constant of WT rotor
H_gen Inertia constant of electric generator
K_drt Drive train sti�ness coe�cient
C_drt Drive train damping coe�cient
wgen Electric generator rotational speed
u Voltage measured
ur Real component of voltage measured
ui Imaginary component of voltage measured
p Active power measured
q Reactive power measured
ipcmd Active current command
iqcmd Reactive current command
xWTref Reactive power reference
FUV RT Under-voltage ride through �ag
qWTmax Maximum reactive power
qWTmin Minimum reactive power
ipmax Maximum active current
iqmax Maximum reactive current
iqmin Minimum reactive current
iRe Real component of current
iIm Imaginary component of current
I_A Current of phase A
I_B Current of phase B
I_C Current of phase C
ϕA Current angle of phase A
ϕB Current angle of phase B
ϕC Current angle of phase C
dphii Additional angle, user-de�ned
phii Internal angle reference
pWTCfilt Measured active power �ltered
qWTCfilt Measured reactive power �ltered
uWTCfilt Measured voltage �ltered
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u0 Voltage signal from voltage measurement �le
MqG Reactive power control modes
MqUV RT Under-voltage ride through reactive current control modes
Wpre Pre-fault window
Wfault Fault window
Wpost Post-fault window
tfault Fault initiation
tbegin tfault − 1000 ms
tclear Clearance of fault
tend tclear + 5000 ms
WfaultQS QS state sub-window during fault
WpostQS QS state sub-window during post-fault
tfaultQS tfault + 140 ms
tclearQS tclear + 500 ms
xerror Error time series
xsim Simulated responses
xmea Measured responses
xnom Data series to be compared according to the PVVC
xME Mean validation error
xMAE Mean absolute validation error
xMXE Maximum absolute validation error
p(v) Weibull probability function
c Scale parameter of the Weibull probability function
k Shape parameter of the Weibull probability function
v Wind speed value
F (v) Cumulative probability that the wind is lower than v
AEPWT WT AEP
PWT WT output power
AEPWPP WPP AEP
PWPPr WPP rated power
Ci Investment cost
Ri Revenue from the sale of the old WPP assets
Comr Operation, maintenance and repair cost
i In�ation rate
r Interest rate
t Considered lifetime of the WT
S Considered scrap value of the machinery and equipment
n Period considered
Q0 Initial cash out�ow
Qn Cash �ow in the period n considered
k Discount rate
ρ Air density
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